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Geology of Belton Reservoir Area
Leon River, Bell County, Texas
By JACK COLLIGAN*

REGIONAL

GEOLOGY

Location of project. Belton Reservoir will be formed by construction of an earthen dam on the Leon River at about river mile 16.7,
approximately 3 miles north of Belton. The reservoir will occupy
a northern portion of Bell County and a southeastern portion of
Coryell County.
Sites investigated. An extensive subsurface investigation was
made of the project document site at river mile 15.5. Subsurface
explorations disclosed adverse leakage and unfavorable geologic conditions, and as a result the site was abandoned. A dam site at about
river mile 16.7 was investigated and found to be geologically satisfactory for development of the definite project dam.
PHYSIOGRAPHY

The Belton Reservoir will occupy a portion of the Central Texas
section of the Great Plains physiographic province. The original surface of the Central Texas section was a broad plateau supported by
resistant Cretaceous limestones. The plateau has been eroded by
major streams and their numerous tributaries to such an extent that
at the present time it appears as a maturely dissected plateau.
Resistant limestones of the Edwards formation form the cap rock on
the divides between the principal drainage ways and on the numer0·1s buttes and outliers in the area.
There are numerous fiat-surfaced areas between the divides,
buttes, and outliers, but much of the area is of rolling or hilly character becoming moderately rugged in the southeastern portion of the
reservoir. The valley slopes, in general, are moderately steep and
rough, and the valleys are about one-half mile wide. The drainage of
the area is to the southeast, generally consequent upon the dip-plain
of the underlying Cretaceous formations.
The topography of the section within and adjacent to the lower
portion of the reservoir, where the Edwards limestones are more
prevalent, is moderately rough. The Edwards usually forms steep
bluffs along the principal streams and the smaller creeks and drains.
The numerous laterals of the main streams are deeply incised into the
resistant formation. The relief of the section near the upstream portion of the reservoir is comparatively fiat and featureless except for
the remnants of the old plateau surface which occur as steep sloped
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buttes and outliers or as narrow ridges along the stream divides. The
area is locally designated as the Walnut Prairie, so termed because
it is within the outcrop of the shale and argillaceous limestones of
the Walnut formation.
STRATIGRAPHY

The reservoir area and dam sites are located within the outcrop
of the formations of Lower Cretaceous age. These formations are of
the Trinity, Fredericksburg, and Washita groups. The aerial geology
of Belton Reservoir is shown on plate 1. Data for the plate were compiled from various maps, texts, and bulletins on the geology of the
region and a study of surface outcrops in the reservoir and dam
site areas.
The oldest or Trinity group outcrops in the western portion of
the reservoir along Cowhouse Creek, and dip eastward beneath
younger beds. The group is represented by outcrops of Glen Rose
limestones and Paluxy sands.
The Fredericksburg group consists of the Walnut shale, Comanche
Peak limestone, and Edwards limestone. These formations outcrop
throughout the dam site area and in a major portion of the reservoir
area.
Strata of the Washita group outcrop over a limited portion of the
reservoir area east of the Leon River. The section is composed chiefly
of limestone and shale strata.
STRUCTURE

The Trinity, Fredericksburg, and Washita strata dip eastward
at a rate of 30 to 40 feet per mile and the strike of these beds in
Central Texas is almost north-south. The oldest formations outcrop
in the upper reservoir area and dip under younger formations at a
greater angle than the regional slope of the land surface. Consequently, a progressively younger series of formations is encountered
southeastward from the upstream reservoir areas.
Two faults of the Balcones zone of faulting cross the Leon River
Valley in the vicinity of the dam sites. One fault crosses the valley
at about river mile 15.3, the other at mile 16.1. The faults have a
prevailing trend to the northeast, are of normal character, and have
small displacement with downthrow to the east. The displacement in
each fault is about 30 feet. Investigations revealed that the faults do
not extend under the dam sites nor into the reservoir area. There are
no records or evidences of recent damaging earthquakes occurring
in the area under consideration.
DEFINITE

PROJECT

SITE

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

Previous investigations. Geological explorations at the definite
project site (mile 16.7) were made in 1938 and 1946 in connection
with the investigation of the project document site. The explorations
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consisted of drilling 13 auger borings and 5 core borings, and conducting a general geological reconnaissance of the dam site and
reservoir area.
Definite project investigations. Geological investigations performed for the definite project report consisted of an extensive core
dril1ing program to afford visual examination of the foundation
materials and to determine the structural and stratigraphic
conditions at the dam site. A program of water-pressure testing the core
holes was conducted to determine the porosity of the foundation
materials.
Fifty-seven borings were made, consisting of 35 two-inch and 5
six-inch core borings and 17 six-inch undisturbed borings. Nine of
the undisturbed borings were extended by means of 8-inch auger
and/or 2-inch core borings, as required. Boring locations and a geologic profile of the foundation materials adjacent to the axis of the
dam are shown on plate 2. Geologic profiles of various sections of the
dam site foundation are shown on plates 3 and 4 and the graphic
logs of the 57 borings are shown on plates 5 to 16, inclusive.
GEOLOGY OF THE DAM SITE
SOILS

The upland areas of the dam site are covered with a thin mantle
of residual soils consisting of silts, clays, sands, gravels, and limestone materials in combination. The residual materials generally
range from a few inches, near rock outcrops, to 2 or 3 feet in thickness and in upland areas occasionally attain a maximum thickness
of 5 to 10 feet. On the abutment faces, which have slopes ranging
from about 1 on 2 to 1 on 3, the mantle is very thin, consisting of
residual clay and limestone materials. Large boulders and limestone
fragments occur on the slopes between weathered outcrops. The soil
mantle in the flood plain area of the dam site consists chiefly of alluvial sands, silts, and clays in various combinations. The overburden
varies from 20 to 40 feet in thickness with the maximum section
occurring in the vicinty of the right bank of the Leon River. A
stratum of sand and/or gravel, 2 to 15 feet in thickness, underlies
the overburden and rests upon a 2- to 7-foot stratum of weathered
Walnut formation. Talus-like deposits composed of weathered rock
fragments, boulders, and limestone boulders in a clay, sand, and
gravel matrix occur along the toe of each abutment.
STRATIGRAPHY

Rock strata outcropping at and penetrated by borings at the dam
site, from oldest to youngest, are those of the Walnut, Comanche
Peak, and Edwards formations of the Fredericksburg group of Lower
Cretaceous age.
Walnut formation. The Walnut formation underlies the alluvial
deposits in the flood plain area, and underlies the Comanche Peak
formation in the right and left abutments. The formation is medium
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hard and compact except where exposed to weathering or reached by
groundwater which softens the shale strata to a depth of 2 to 7 feet
below contact with alluvial materials. The formation is made up of
alternating beds of argillaceous limestone and calcareous shale. The
limestones are moderately hard to hard, depending on the content of
argillaceous material, and range in color from light to dark gray.
Numerous thin irregular partings and seams of calcareous shale occur
in almost all the limestone strata. The limestones are fossiliferous and
occasionally contain flakes, clusters, and crystals of pyrite. Many of
the shale strata of the Walnut formation are very calcareous, and it
is difficult to distinguish them from the argillaceous limestone phases
of the formation. They range from light gray, where high in lime
content, to dark gray or black in color and are thinly laminated where
calcareous materials are absent. The shales are moderately hard, fossiliferous, and pyritic and contain numerous thin seams and nodular
pieces of gray limestone. Typical Walnut shell beds occur in the lower
portions of the formation. These beds are a shell agglomerate in a
dark gray, calcareous, shale matrix. They are moderately hard and
for the most part the shells are firmly cemented together. These beds
range from a few inches to 10 feet in thickness and often are interbedded with seams of limestone or shale. The maximum thickness of
Walnut penetrated by core borings was 116 feet. However, the formation attains a maximum thickness of from 165 to 185 feet in Bell
County.
Comanche Peale formation. The Comanche Peak formation forms
the steep slopes of both abutments, between elevations of 540 feet
and 605 feet on the right abutment and elevations of 535 feet and
600 feet on the left abutment. The formation is uniformly 65 feet in
thickness at the dam site and consists chiefly of chalky, nodular pieces
of limestone in a matrix of limy marl or shale. The limestones are
white to light gray in color and are moderately hard and occasionally
fossiliferous. The formation is not distinctly bedded and the contact
with the underlying Walnut is transitional. On the outcrop, the formation has a dull chalky texture. Weathering of the formation, on the
outcrop or where overlain by alluvial deposits, rarely extends into
the limestones more than 1 or 2 feet.
•
Edwards formation. The Edwards formation conformably overlies the Comanche Peak and is readily distinguishable from it by the
absence of argillaceous materials, the presence of flint and chert, and
the honeycombed or vuggy appearance of the limestone. Fades of the
Edwards are varied, some of the strata appearing as nearly pure,
fragmental, coquina-like limestone, miliolid limestone, arenaceous
limestone, marly limestone, or rudistid and caprinid shell agglomerates. The formation is predominantly tan to light gray in color, is
generally medium hard to hard, and is massively bedded. The Edwards outcrops above an elevation of 605 feet on the right abutment
and just below an elevation of 600 feet on the left abutment. Borings
at the dam site indicated the formation to be 52 feet thick. Many of
the limestone strata appear porous and vuggy; however, evidence of
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large continuous openings, solution channels, or caves was not
revealed in any of the borings. A study of outcrops in the dam site
area did not reveal any evidence of cavernous condition in the limestones, although a honeycombed condition does exist on surface
exposures.
STRUCTURE

Analysis of the geological profiles shown on plates 3 and 4 reveal
that the dip of the primary formations is towards the east at a rate
of about 35 feet per mile. The geological profiles on plates 2 and 3
show that the contact between the Comanche Peak and Edwards formation outcrops on the right abutment about 5 feet higher than on
the left abutment. The profiles indicate that the main portion of the
dam axis nearly parallels the strike of the primary formations.
A normal fault occurs about 2,000 feet downstream of the dam
axis crossing the Leon River Valley at about river mile 16.1. It has a
displacement of about 30 feet with downthrow to the east and can be
traced in a northeast-southwest direction for a distance of about 11/2
miles on each side of the Leon River. The line of faulting does not
extend beneath the dam site nor into the reservoir area. The fault
was not involved in the construction of the dam.
WEATHERING OF BEDROCK

The zone of weathering in the Edwards limestone formation is
difficult to determine due to the color and composition of the beds.
Solution action has in the past discolored and altered various strata
in the formation giving the limestone a weathered appearance. Several borings in the spillway section indicate weathered rock to a
depth of 3 to 5 feet. Weathering has penetrated the Edwards limestones from 3 to 7 feet on the right abutment. Inspection of Comanche
Peak outcrops on the abutment slopes indicates that weathering has
not penetrated the formation more than 2 feet. A considerable depth
of weathering has occurred in the exposed Walnut formation outcrops
on the abutment faces below an elevation of 540 feet and it appears
that the formation cannot be classed as being resistant to weathering
or erosion. Weathering of the Walnut strata underlying alluvial
deposits in the floodplain area varies from 2 to 7 feet into the formation. The base of the weathered zone ranges from an elevation of 455
feet to 460 feet in the flood plain area, is at about an elevation of
470 feet near the toe of the right abutment, and at an elevation of
480 feet at the toe of the left abutment.
FOUNDATION CONDITIONS AT STRUCTURE LOCATIONS

Earth embankment. The formations beneath the earth embankment area on the right and left abutments consisting of limestone
and shale strata were found to be structurally sound and satisfactory
to serve as the foundation for the earth embankment. The rock formations below an elevation of 600 feet were found to be highly impervious. Borings in the Edwards formation reveal the presence of
numerous small to large solution cavities and channels partly to
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tightly filled with marl and in some strata with porous lime deposits.
The Walnut formation under the flood plain area of the embankment
is structurally sound and impervious below the weathered zone. Tests
performed on samples of the Walnut formation obtained at the
project document site indicate that the unconfined compression
strength of the shales ranged from 14.8 to 19.8 tons per square foot.
Outlet works. Two sites were investigated for the location of the
outlet works. One site considered the construction of a tunnel through
the right abutment. The other site considered a concrete conduit
beneath the earth embankment located near the toe of the right abutment. The location of these sites is shown by sections C-C and D-D,
respectively, on plate 2.
A 22-foot diameter flood-control tunnel having an intake invert
elevation of 483 feet and an outlet invert elevation of 477 feet is considered adequate to pass the flood flows through the dam. Section
C-C, plate 2, and boring logs on plates 14, 15, and 16 reveal that the
tunnel would be cut through the Walnut formation consisting of
argillaceous limestone, calcareous shale, and shell agglomerate beds.
It was determined that these strata are moderately hard, impervious,
and structurally sound. The results of water-pressure testing the
tunnel core borings are shown in table 1.
Analysis of the conduit alignment borings reveals that the base
of the weathered shale and limestone strata of the Walnut formation
occurs at about an elevation of 4 70 feet, and that a satisfactory
foundation for the conduit outlet works can be had at and below
elevation 470. Approximately 40 feet of overburden including a
stratum of weathered shale and limestone would have to be removed
to secure satisfactory foundation rock. Additional borings at the
selected outlet works site will be required for final design purposes.
Spillway. The spillway is located on the left abutment as indicated on plate 2. A 1300-foot wide, broad crested spillway having an
approach channel and crest at an elevation of 631.0 feet was found
to be most economical. The crest of the spillway coincides with the
axis of the earth embankment extending across the spillway. From
the crest, the spillway discharge channel extends· downward on a 2
per cent grade to intersect natural ground at a low elevation of
about 610. Thus, the spillway is within and underlain by the Edwards
formation which is considered to be very resistant to erosion and
weathering.
Core borings within the spillway area reveal that the Edwards
limestone is porous and honeycombed, and will permit some leakage
through the strata if water should be impounded above elevation 600
for a long period of time. At the downstream end of the spillway
discharge channel, the Comanche Peak formation occurs beneath the
overburden between approximate elevations of 600 feet and 530 feet
and immediately overlies the Walnut formation. The Comanche Peak
is impervious and fairly resistant to erosion but slakes down rapidly
when exposed to repeated wetting and drying. The Walnut is im-
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pervious but cannot be classed as resistant to erosion, although a
few hard limestone layers occur within the formation. Investigation
reveals that the spillway will be in operation only during floods considerably greater than the maximum flood of record and accordingly
will be used very infrequently. In view of the foregoing, it appears
that the spillway foundation materials are structurally sound and
that weathering and erosion of the spillway, if any, will not be
detrimental to its stability.
LEAKAGE

Leakage through alluvial and residual materials. Alluvial deposits
in the flood plain at the dam site are generally of silt and clay content
but contain layers of sand and gravel of varying thicknesses. Pervious
strata of sand and gravel occur at the base of the alluvium and overlie a zone of weathered Walnut formation. A maximum thickness of
16 feet of sand and gravel was found in boring 6D8A-101. The pervious strata are not well sealed by overlying alluvium, and outcrops
of sand and gravel occurring in the upstream flood plain may be
interconnected with those at the dam site whereby water would have
easy entrance to the basal pervious strata. Borings in the area also
revealed that weathering has penetrated into the primary formation
from 2 to 7 feet with a maximum thickness of 19 feet of partly softened and slightly weathered formation occurring in boring 6D8A6C96. An impervious cut-off wall extending through the pervious strata
and zone of weathered formation for the full width of the flood plain
is necessary to prevent detrimental leakage of water beneath the
earth embankment. The residual soil mantle on the face and top of
the abutments is of porous character, and its removal or construction
of an impervious cut-off extending into the primary formation was
deemed necessary to prevent leakage.
Leakage through bedrock. Water-pressure tests were conducted in
35 two-inch core holes in the dam site area. These tests indicated that
all weathered materials regardless of the characteristics of the formation with which they are associated will readily transmit water and
should be removed, grouted, or cut off by a core trench to insure a
water-tight foundation. The results of the water-pressure tests made
on strata of the three formations at the dam site are given in table 1.
On the left abutment, water-pressure tests were conducted in 18
core holes. Considerable leakage was developed in core hole 2C-77
and of lesser amount in six other holes of which five are located in
the spillway discharge area and the other beyond the spillway. Testing of the six holes revealed that the zone of leakage exists in the
Edwards formation at or above an elevation of 607 feet. The maximum leakage in these holes was 19.5 gallons per minute under 20pound pressure in boring 2C-93. Core hole 2C-77 is located on the
crest of the abutment about 350 feet downstream of the axis of the
dam. Top of hole is at an elevation of 626.6 feet and bottom at about
an elevation of 450 feet. Testing at a pressure of 30 pounds per square
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inch between the elevations of 593 feet and 450 feet disclosed leakage
of 23.4 gallons per minute. At 5- and 10-pound pressures between
the elevations of 598 feet and 505 feet the leakage was negligible,
being 0.75 gallons per minute. Between the elevations of 503 feet and
450 feet at 5-pound pressure, the leakage was 7.3 gallons per minute; thereby indicating that leakage occurs in the Walnut formation.
In view of the imperviousness of the formation as revealed by tests
in adjacent holes, it appears that leakage in 2C-77 was probably
towards the abutment face.
Eleven core holes on the right abutment were water-pressure
tested. Excessive leakage was developed in hole 2C-123 through
Edwards strata and of lesser amount in five other holes. The leakage
zone in these five holes was found to exist in the Edwards formation
at and above an elevation of 620 feet. The maximum leakage occurred
in hole 2C-118 which amounted to 34 gallons per minute under
5-pound pressure. Boring 2C-123 is located near the crest of the
abutment in close proximity to the axis of the dam. Ground surface
at the boring is at about an elevation of 637 feet and bottom of hole
at an elevation of 474 feet. Leakage between the elevations of 615
feet and 604 feet amounted to 19 gallons per minute with no pressure
applied. Between the elevations of 605 feet and 594 feet no leakage
was developed under 50-pound pressure, between the elevations of
595 feet and 474 feet the leakage was about 15 gallons per minute at
50-pound pressure, and between the elevations of 555 feet to 474 feet
about 0.4 gallons per minute at 10-pound pressure. The tests indicate
that leakage occurred in both the Edwards and Comanche Peak
formations.
In general, the tests reveal that the primary Comanche Peak and
Walnut formations at the dam site are relatively impervious below
an elevation of 600 feet and that some leakage will occur through the
Edwards formation above this elevation. Grouting of the pervious
Edwards formation is deemed inadvisable at this time. However,
excavation of the spillway area will reveal the character of the porous
strata and may dictate the desirability of providing a grout cut-off
through the strata. Therefore, it is proposed that an item of foundation grouting be included in the estimated cost of the project to provide for such action. With respect to the leakage in 2C-77 and 2C-123,
it is proposed that additional water-pressure tests be performed to
determine more definitely the leakage characteristics of foundation
rocks near both abutment faces and to provide adequate data for the
design of any necessary cut-off walls.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary. Subsurface investigations at the definite project site,
together with examination of rock outcrops, made a 225-foot section
of Lower Cretaceous strata available for visual examination and
revealed the composition of the formations, formational contacts, the
dip and strike of the beds, and structural characteristics. Water-
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pressure tests performed in the core borings provided accurate data
for determination of leakage characteristics of the formations. The
investigations also revealed the nature and extent of alluvial and
residual materials, and weathering characteristics of the rock formations.
Conclusions. Based on results of the foregoing investigations, it is
concluded that:
1. The dam and reservoir sites are physiographically
and geologically
suitable for impounding the waters of the Leon River.
2. The dam site is free of adverse structural features.
3. Unweathered portions of the Walnut, Comanche Peak, and Edwards
formations are structurally sound and will form a satisfactory foundation for the proposed structures.
4. Pervious strata occur in the alluvial deposits in the flood plain at the
dam site and removal of these strata or a cut-off through them will be
required to prevent leakage under an earth embankment section.
5. The residual materials on the steep slopes and tops of both abutments
are pervious and should be removed to provide satisfactory foundation
conditions.
6. Removal of the weathered portion of foundation rocks or a cut-off
through them will be required to insure satisfactory
foundation
conditions.
7. Edwards strata above an elevation of 600 feet on both abutments are
pervious and leakage will take place through them.
8. Comanche Peak strata at the dam site are impervious, except in localized zones on the crests of the left and right abutments. These leaky
zones can be effectively grouted to prevent leakage through the foundation rocks.
9. The Edwards and Comanche Peak strata in the spillway discharge
channel are erosionally resistant and will provide a protective cap over
the more easily eroded Walnut strata.
10. A large amount of weathered Walnut shale and argillaceous limestone
will have to be removed from a narrow bench or terrace in the area
of the outlet works at the toe of the right abutment to insure satisfactory foundation conditions.
11. Shale and limestone strata of the Walnut and Comanche Peak formations should be protected against weathering when exposed during
construction operations.

PROJECT

DOCUMENT SITE

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

Investigation of project document site. Geological investigations
of the dam site at mile 15.5 on the Leon River were made in 1938 for
the purpose of determining the most feasible site for the project
document dam. Field investigations included the drilling of four
2-inch core borings along proposed dam axis, and conducting a general reconnaissance of the dam site and reservoir area.
Upon authorization to prepare a definite project report on Belton
Reservoir, an extensive program of core drilling and pressure testing
of the project document dam site was initiated in February, 1948, to
determine more definitely the suitability of the site and to obtain
adequate data for design purposes. The program was cancelled only
after considerable investigational work definitely established the unsuitability of the site, A tot~l of 39 core borings were made, of which
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25 were 2-inch, 10 were 6-inch, and 4 were 30-inch. Water-pressure
tests were performed in 13 core borings. A grout test panel covering
40 feet of spillway length was made on the left abutment. Unconfined compression tests were made on samples of the primary formation underlying the flood plain. The location of the completed borings
is shown on plate 18. Graphic logs of 12 borings which reveal the
detrimental character of the foundation materials are shown on
plate 19.
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF DAM SITE

Geologically, the project document site at river mile 15.5 and the
definite project site at mile 16.7 are similar in character with the
exception that the primary formations at the project document site
occur at lower elevations. Thus, the information given in Geology of
the Dam Site of this report is applicable, in general, to the project
document site.
Two normal faults are present near the site. One is located about
1,000 feet downstream of and somewhat parallel to the proposed dam
axis. The fault has a displacement of about 30 feet with downthrow
to the east, and rock strata in the fault zone are badly broken and
contain solution channels. The fault would not be involved in the construction of the dam. The other fault crosses the Leon River Valley
at about river mi1e 16.1 and crosses the south divide of the reservoir
about ½-mile upstream of the site. This fault also has a displacement of about 30 feet with downthrow to the east. Preliminary investigations indicated the possibility that the Edwards limestone may be
considerably more leaky along the fault zone than elsewhere, requiring a grout curtain to prevent excessive losses of reservoir water
through the south divide into the Nolan Creek Basin. An investigation of this fault zone was not completed prior to abandonment of
the project document site.
FOUNDATION

CONDITIONS

Foundation stability. Unconfined compression tests were performed on three samples of shale strata of the Walnut formation
underlying alluvial materials in the flood plain and on one sample of
the Edwards formation from the spillway area. The tests indicate
compressive strengths of 14.8 to 19.8 tons per square foot for the
Walnut shale and 166 tons per square foot for the Edwards limestone. Tests were not performed on samples of the Comanche Peak
formation which is structurally sound and of harder quality than
the Walnut formation. Data regarding the compression tests are
given in table 3.
Foundation leakage. It is planned that the Belton Reservoir will
ultimately be operated for the generation of hydroelectric power in
addition to its present planned use for flood-control and water-conservation purposes. The proposed top of power pool of the project
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document plan would be at an elevation of 592 feet, which would
necessitate an impervious foundation and reservoir below such elevation. Almost all strata in the Edwards formation above an elevation
of 540 feet on both abutments were found to be potential leakage
zones. Strata both immediately above and below the chert seam on
both abutments are vuggy to cavernous. Core recovery was very poor
in these strata and many cavities both open and clay filled were
encountered. Water-pressure tests performed in the 2-inch core holes
on both abutments indicated a large amount of leakage could be expected to take place through Edwards strata; however, the tests also
showed that the areas of leakage were somewhat irregular, indicating
that channeling has developed through the Edwards strata. Results
of water-pressure tests at the project document site are presented in
table 2. The Edwards limestone rises above the proposed power-pool
elevation about a mile upstream of the dam site and is the only formation through which important leakage might take place.
Grout tests. Because of the porous condition of the rock formations at the project document site, grout tests were performed on the
left abutment to determine the amount of grouting required to insure
satisfactory foundation conditions. Two areas were selected for testing; one in a low saddle on the left abutment near boring 6C-31,
where average leakage conditions were expected, and the other near
boring 2C-61 where the worst leakage conditions were indicated by
water-pressure tests.
In the saddle section, 3-inch diameter holes were drilled and
grouted on 20-foot centers, covering a 40-foot panel. Intermediate
holes were then drilled, pressure tested, and grouted on 10-foot centers and finally holes were drilled, tested, and grouted on 5-foot centers. These tests disclosed that an effective grout curtain could be
placed at a reasonable cost in strata indicated by pressure tests to
have a small or average amount of leakage through them. Location of
the grout test panel and borings is shown on plate 18. A summary of
the grout tests is presented in table 4.
Water-pressure tests in boring 2C-61, on the left abutment, indicated a potential leakage of more than 55 gallons per minute in 10foot sections of the foundation rocks between an elevation of 555
feet and the ground surface (elevation 597 feet). These tests also
revealed that strata from elevations of 555 feet to 523 feet are water
tight. A grout test was performed in this hole by setting a packer at
an elevation of 585 feet and pumping grout into the hole at watercement mixes varying from 4 to 1 to 5/ato 1. The hole took 452 cubic
feet of grout in eight and three-quarters
hours with no pressure
developed in the grout lines or hole during the test. The grout test
clearly indicated abnormal foundation conditions occur in this area
on the order of a large fracture or cavernous condition in the limestone strata. Investigation of this condition was continued by drilling
large diameter inspection holes.
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Inspection holes. Four 30-inch holes were drilled along the axis
of the proposed dam. Three of these holes were drilled on the left
abutment in the vicinity of boring 2C-61, and the other on the right
abutment as boring 30C-4, (see plate 17). The holes were drilled to
make possible visual examination of the foundation rocks in place
and to examine foundation conditions in the grout test area on the
left abutment near 2C-61.
Boring No. 30C-1 was drilled where unusually poor foundation
conditions were indicated by water-pressure and grout tests. A cavern
was reached in this boring at an elevation of 580 feet, which extended downward to an elevation of 576.8 feet. The opening was partially filled with clay and grout as well as typical calcareous cavern
deposits. The boring was continued from an elevation of 576.8 feet to
552 feet with a 6-inch bit and the core showed grout filled cavities
from elevations of 563.2 feet to 558.3 feet, indicating the zone of
grout penetration in the grout test on boring No. 2C-61. Borings
30C-2 and 30C-3 were drilled 100 feet south and west, respectively,
of boring 30C-1 and reached the cavernous zone at approximately the
same elevation as in boring 30C-1. The cavernous zone was explored
by cleaning out cavern deposits for a distance of 100 feet southwest
from 30C-1. At this point, the cavern branched to the south and west
for a distance of at least 50 feet in each direction. Examination of
the cavern upon completion of clearing operation revealed that
numerous small solution channels and openings lead off from the main
opening. These laterals were observed to extend a considerable distance from the main cavern. All observations in the areas indicate
that the openings are irregular, extensive, and inter-connected, and
that a large amount of leakage would take place through the strata in
which solution has taken place. Smoke generated at the bottom of
boring No. 30C-1 vented from both the other 30-inch borings. Views
of the cavernous condition of the foundation encountered in boring
30C-l are shown on plates 20 and 21.
A 30-inch boring (30C-4) was made on the right abutment in an
area indicated to be porous or cavernous by borings 2C-62 and 2C-ll
and an opening was encountered between the elevations of 572.5 feet
and 570 feet. This opening was observed to be the result of fracturing or faulting of the foundation rocks. Large scale solution action
was not in evidence in the fracture zone; however, a definite opening
is established on an east-west line and extends at least 15 to 20 feet
in each direction from the 30-inch boring. Two-inch core borings
drilled in this abutment strongly indicate that_ porous to cavernous
openings and solution channels exist in the Edwards limestone.
CONCLUSIONS

The project document site is the most favorable site topographically, but cavernous Edwards limestones occur in the abutments
below the top of the proposed power pool ( elevation 592 feet). Exten-

https://scholar.smu.edu/fondrenscienceseries/vol1/iss4/7
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sive explorations disclosed that serious leakage conditions exist
within the Edwards limestones which could not be economically corrected by means of grouting. The existence of a fault which crosses
the south reservoir divide is also considered an important source of
leakage, but this condition was not fully explored. Representatives
of the offices of the Chief of Engineers, Division, and District Engigineers inspected the cavernous condition of the site and reviewed
the results of the subsurface investigations. The representatives concluded that the site should be abandoned because of its unfavorable
geologic conditions, and suggested that investigation be made of an
upstream dam site at about river mile 16.7 where geological conditions appeared to be more favorable.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF WATER-PRESSURE
DEFINITE PROJECT SITE

TESTS

Left Abutment
Core
Boring
No.

Section tested
El.
El.
bottom
top

77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
78
79
80
80
81
82
83
85
85
85
86
86
87
88
89
90
92
92
93
93
94
115
115
130

597.9
592.9
512.9
502.9
492.9
482.9
472.9
597.9
595.3
594.4
612.8
607.0
594.6
595.8
599.6
612.0
607.0
602.0
611.5
601.5
618.4
626.4
622.8
599.4
625.8
620.8
623.0
618.0
615.2
635.0
630.0
634.4

450.1
450.1
450.1
450.1
450.1
450.1
450.1
505.1
450.5
445.4
571.9
571.9
444.8
575.9
562.2
549.1
549.1
549.1
441.9
441.9
549.1
450.6
565.0
561.6
585.0
585.0
575.6
575.6
527.3
565.4
565.4
572.0

102
102
70**
73**
105
105
105
131

456.6
453.6
475.1
465.0
462.0
459.8
455.8
484.4

438.1
438.1
447.1
445.2
448.1
448.1
448.1
436.6

122
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
124
125

596.5
595.1
579.0
575.1
570.1
565.1
555.1
615.1
605.1
595.1
585.1
575.1
565.1
594.2
600.7

473.7
473.7
474.7
473.7
473.7
473.7
473.7
603.8
593.8
583.8
573.8
563.8
553.8
467.5
474.5

Length of
core hole
tested

147.8
142.8
62.8
52.8
42.8
32.8
22.8
92.8
144.8
149.0
43.9
38.1
149.8
19.9
37.4
62.9
57.9
52.9
169.6
159.6
69.3
175.8
57.8
37.8
40.8
35.8
47.4
42.4
87.9
69.6
64.6
62.4

5

0.2
2.2
6.6
7.3
2.9
1.8
1.8
0.6

Leakage - Gallons per minute
Pressure per sq. inch
30
20
15
10

8.9

50

18.4
23.4

7.5

3.0
3.0
0.8
0.6
0.0
3.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

2.9

3.7

Flood Plain
18.5
15.5
28.0
19.8
13.8*
5.5
14.5
10.5*
12.3
8.3
47.8
Tunnel Outlet Works
122.8
121.4
105.3
4.0
101.4
4.0
96.4
4.0
91.4
0.42
81.4
19.2***
11.3
11.3
0.8
11.3
0.7
11.3
11.3
3.0
11.3
126.3
0.4
125.3

https://scholar.smu.edu/fondrenscienceseries/vol1/iss4/7

2.4
1.9
0.0
5.4

0.0
0.6

0.9
19.5

0.7
0.0
0.0
2.3
1.7
0.1
0.1

0.3

0.7
0.4
0.8

5.0
0.0

1.0
14.9*
0.0
0.2

4.0

6.7
7.5

0.0
14.9

0.0
0.7
0.0
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Right Abutment
Core

Section tested

Length of

Boring

El.

El.

core ho]e

No.

top

bottom

tested

633.5
628.5
629.8
619.8
629.7
624.7
621.2
631.4
622.2
631.2
630.3
620.3
596.5

472.1
472.1
471.0
471.0
473.5
473.5
473.3
473.0
473.0
471.8
472.0
472.0
473.7

161.4
156.4
158.8
148.8
156.2
151.2
147.9
158.4
149.2
159.4
158.3
148.3
122.8

112
112
113
113
114
114
117
118
118
119
120
120
122

Leakage -

Gallons per minute
Pressure per sq. inch
10
15
20
30

6

50

1.0
0.0
16.5
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.0
34.1
0.6
2.5
0.2

0.0
1.1
0.0

* Water leak around packer.
** Located on center Jine of proposed concrete conduit outlet works.
***Hole took 19.2 Gal. per min. under no pressure.

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF WATER-PRESSURE TESTS
PROJECT DOCUMENT SITE
Right Abutment
Core
Boring
No.

Elevation of
test section
Top
Bottom

Length
tested

2C-ll
2C-ll
2C-ll
2C-12
2C-12
2C-13
2C-13
2C-13
2C-14
2C-62
2C-62
2C-62
2C-62

568.8
563.8
543.8
551.7
546.2
560.2
536.2
526.2
549.5
598.6
593.6
558.6
548.6

518.6
518.6
518.6
510.9
510.9
507.7
507.7
507.7
442.0
489.2
489.2
489.2
489.2

50.2
45.2
25.2
40.8
35.3
52.8
28.5
18.5
107.2
109.4
104.4
69.4
59.4

2C-28
2C-28
2C-34
2C-34
2C-34
2C-35
2C-35
2C-42
2C-42
2C-43
2C-43
2C-43
2C-61
2C-61
2C-61
2C-61
2C-61
2C-63
2C-63
2C-63
G-1
G-1

559.0
535.0
594.0
589.0
579.0
564.1
559.1
575.8
570.8
590.6
585.6
540.6
597.0
585.3
575.3
565.3
555.3
596.5
591.5
561.5
589.2
587.4

517.1
517.1
531.9
531.9
531.9
526.6
526.6
535.8
535.8
531.5
531.5
531.5
523.3
574.3
523.3
523.3
523.3
517.8
517.8
517.8
534.4
534.4

41.9
17.9
62.1
57.1
47.1
37.5
32.5
40.0
35.0
59.1
54.1
9.1
73.7
11.0
52.0
42.0
32.0
78.7
73.7
43.7
54.8
53.0

0

Leakage - Gallons per minute
Pressure per square inch
10
15
20

25

30

32.3*
10.1
0.0

16.8*

1.6
7.9
7.7
0.0
0.8

24.2*
5.7
2.17
0.15

Left Abutment

•Pump

capacity

on this test.

Published by SMU Scholar,

0.5
0.0
18.7*
3.56
2.9
9.7
0.6

44.4*

0.8

29.1 *
9.8

0.0

55.0*
28.2*
27.4*
27.8*
0.51
45.8

4.2
0.7
23.8
1.1
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION
PROJECT DOCUMENT SITE
Core

Unconfined

Elevation

Boring
No.

sample

of

Depth
feet •

compression
Tons/sq. foot

6DC-18
6DC-21
6DC-24
6DC-31

464.1
461.9
456.5
589.1

39.6
30.0
35.3
11.4

16.5
14.8
19.8
166.1

*Depth below ground surface

TESTS

Type of formation

Walnut shale
Walnut shale
Walnut shale
Edwards limestone

at boring location.

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF GROUT TESTS
PROJECT DOCUMENT SITE
Core
Boring

No.

Gl
G6
G4
G7
G3
GS
G5
G9
G2

Elevation
of test

Location
dam axis
stationing

From

70+57
70+62
70+67
70+72
70+77
70+82
70+87
70+92
70+97

589.4
589.4
588.4
594.8
588.4
594.2
589.2
593.8
588.8

Grout
mixes

To

534.4
573.6
571.4
572.5
530.6
572.6
572.7
577.8
527.0

https://scholar.smu.edu/fondrenscienceseries/vol1/iss4/7

water-cement

2:1 to 1:1
6:1
6:1 to¾ :1
6:1 to 1:1
6:1 to 1:1
6:1 to 4:1
6:1
6:1 to 2:1
6:1 to 4:1

Maximum
pressure

Sacks of
cement

lbs./sq. in.

used

30
20
25
20
30
20
25
20
25

8
3
40
14
34
2
2
21
16

16
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PLATE 4
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

[l[\I

o.o

501.,

O[PTH

o.o
0. 0' to 10. 0' CLAY, brown,

hard,

very

ELfV,

flfll.
508.9

dry.

ZC-73

6DC-7l

ZC-70

6C-68
D(PTH

U.S. ARMY

Colligan: Geology of Belton Reservoir Area, Leon River, Bell County, Texas

0. 0' to 3. S' SAND,

507.J
0.0'

to tan.

0. 0' to 13. Z' CLAY, silty.gray

to 8.0'

CLAY,

brown,

0, 0' to 6. 4' CLAY,

silty.

dlty,

sandy,

brown.

silty,

S. S' to 7. S'GR,t.VEL,sandy,
ailty,

6. 4' to lZ. Z' CLAY, sandy,
tan to brown.·
8. 0' to ZS. 0' CLAY, light
with some fine 1r1vel.
10.o•·to

4.0'

CLAY,

brown,

brown,

silty,

sandy,

12..Z' to 13. 7'GRAVEL,
CLAY,

to 18.3'
(Taken

.li89e\

from

ll. Z' to IS. 7' SILT, sandy,

13. 7' to Z9. 5'CLAY,
of lime.
nodule,
15. 7' to

log).

,...
l~:J
.. ,
471.)

'-69•7
466.,
li.61!.\

lt6J..5

.,..

463.'l

....
so..

460.)

Sl,5

rn.a

.,..

,.se•.s
457.,

....,

S' SAND, silty,

clayey,

11.4 1 to 16.6'CLAY,very
(No core recovered).

silty.

brown,

silty,

nodular.

0.0'

to 7.0'CLAY,

7.0'

nodular.
yellow,
to 31.0'CLAY,
log)
(Taken from driller'•

1ilty, clayey.
1.0

1oft,shaly,yellow.
Weathered.

silty

yellow

with silt
W Al,,NUT FORMATION
16.6' to Z3. i•SHALE~adly
yellow .
calcareous,
weathered,

tan, firm.

WALNUT FORMATION
18. 3' to )!~~weathered,
yellow.

n.s

u.1i.1

Z ◄.

gray.

tan.

1haly.
driller'•

24. 5' to 27. S' SAND and GRAVEL,
grained.

24.5

476.7
.1175.ti

clayey,

firm,

1uaary
7. 5' to 11. ◄ 'LlMESTONE, hard,
yellow, with
weathered,
slightly
appearance,
Edwards
cavities.
arnall solution
occasional
boulder.

ailty.

13-2
14.0'

gravelly,

firm.

clayey,
sandy,

]. 5' to S. S' CLAY, silty,

hard,
31. 0' to JZ. I' SH.ELL AGGLOMERATE,
white, in a matrix of hard calcareou11ray
ahale.
JZ. I' to 33. ◄' SHALE, medium hard,calcarefo1ai11.
ou1, gray, with occa•ional
hard,
33. 4' to 33. 7' SHELL AGGLOMERATE,
gray
white, in a matrb: ofhardcalcareou•
aha le.
33. 7' to 34. 5' SHALE, medium hard, very calgray.
careoua,
hard,argillace34. 5' to 34. 9' LIMESTONE,
light gray.
ou1, fo11iliferou1,
hard,
3-4. 9' to 36. 4' SHELL AGGLOMERATE,
gray shale.
white, Ina matrix of hard calcareous
36. 4' to 38. 0' SHALE, hard, very calcareous,
ma11e1 of
gray, with lar11:e concretionary
light gray lime1tone.
hard, ar11:illaceou1,
hard,argillace38. 0' to 40. 9' LIMESTONE,
tight thin
ou1, light 11:ray, with irregular
gray
calcareou1
partin11:1 of medium hard,
in the lower
fo11iliferoua
shale becoming
part.
■ lightly
40. 9' to 43. 3' SHALE, medium hard,
gray, with aha.rd,
fo11iliferou1,
calcareou1,
light
very fos1iliferous,
very argillaceoua,
band from 41. 3' to 41. 7'.
gray limeatone
hard,
43. l' to 44. Z' SHELL AGGLOMERATE,
of hard calcareou1
light gray, in a matrix
gray shale.
hard, very argil44. Z' to 44. 7'LIMESTONE,
light gray.
fosaillferous,
Jaceous,
44. 7' to 47. 4' SHALE, medium hard, slightly
minor
gray, with occa1ional
calcareous,
phases.
hard, calcareous
hard, argillace47. 4' to 49. Z'LIMESTONE,
light gray, with
foulliferous,
ous, slightly
of hard, caltight thin partings
irregular,
gray shale.
careou1,
hard, 1lightly
medium
'SHALE,
◄
50.
to
49. Z'
gray, with I very hard, slightly
calcareous,
hght gray
very fo1siliferous
argi\laceous,
band from 49. 8' to 50. 0'.
limestone
hard, very argilSO. 4' to SZ. S'LJMESTONE,
light gray,
partly fossiliferous,
laceous,
thin bands and irreaular
with occasional
of medium hard calcaretight thin parting•
ou1 gray shale.
hard,slightly
Sl. 5' to 59. l'SHALE,medium
gray, with I very hard, ahghtly
calcareou1,
light gray
very fo11ihferou1
araillaceous,
andwith
band from 54.6' to 54.8',
limeatone
gray shale phase having cona fo111hferous
nodule• of hard very argillaceous
crehonary
from 56.8' to 58. 3'.
light gray lime1tone
1rgillaceou1,
59. I' to 63. 4'LIMESTONE,hard,
with occasionlight gn.y,
very fo11iliferous,
tight
irregular
al thin bands and numerous
calcareous,
of medium hard,
thin parting•
gray 1hale, and with very
very fo11iliferou1,
light gray lime•
hard, very fo11iliferou1,
stone bands from 61. 7' to 6Z. 0' and 63. 0' to
63.Z'.
BOTTOM

OF HOLE

''-"

1181-4

.1i79.5

rn.s

:,..8

.1i11i.1

:n..s

411.4

•,.a

.,..

460.1

,6J.)

so.•

4$8.1

Sl,5

,so..

60.,2

ua.1

medium
25.0

WALNUT FORMATION
27. 5' to Z9. ◄ 'SHALE, partly aoftened,
gray, with occasional
1li1ht1y weathered,
nodules of hard, very argilconcretionary
light 1r1y
partly fossiliferous
laceous,
Z9. 4' to 31. 4'SHALE, medium hard, calcareconcretionary
ous, gray, with numerous
of hard, very argillaceou1,fos1ililight gray limestone.
ferous,
ll. 4' to 34. 8'SHALE, medium hard, slightly
aray.
calcareous,
argll34.8' to 37.S'LIMESTONE,hard,very
with
lightgr1y,
laceou1, partly fos,giliferous,
aray
1lightly calcareous,
medium hard,
1h1le bands from 35. 4' to 35. 8' and 36. Z' to
36. 7', and with very hard, very fossiliferous
bands from 35. Z' to 35. 4',
gray limestone
and 35. 8 1 to 36. Z'.
37. 5' to ◄ Z. 8' SHALE, medium hard, slightly
gray, with very calcareous,
calcareous,
phases from 40. 0' to 40. Z' and
transitional
42.. ]' to 4Z. 5' and with a hard, very argillight gray lime,gtone
fossilHerous
laceous,
band from 38. l' to 38. 5'.
42.. 8' to 45. 6'SHALE, medium hard, fouilirnediUM hard
dsrk gray, with•
(erous,
phaae from 45. 0' to 45. Z'.
calcareous
45. 6' to SO. 8'SHALE, medium hard, calcaregray, with
ous, partly fossiliferous,
nodules
phaaes and concretionary
transitional
very argillaceof hard, partly fossiliferous,
ou• light gray limestone.
SO. 8' to SZ. S'SHALE, medium hard, calcareon shell
(bordering
ous, very fossiliferous
gray.
ag1lomer1te),
hard, ar1illaceou1,
SZ. S' to 60, Z'LJMESTONE,
hght gray, with
partly fo11iliferou1,
very thin part1n11 of
irrca:ular,
numerous
shale.
gray calcareous
nodule ■

BOTTOM

OF HOLE

17J
50.4

60.,2

2.5. 0' to Z6. 0' SAND and fine 1ravel.
gray, soft,
2.6. 0' to Z6. 4' LIMESTONE,
weathered.
Z6. 4' to Z7. 0' SHALE, lime, and shell,
Io1s).
10ft. (Taken from driller'•
weathered,
WALNUT FORMATION
dark gray, soft,
Z7. 0' to Z8~E,
calcareous.
weathered,
10ft to
aray,
ZS. 0' to 29. 0'LJMESTONE,
weathered.
medium hard, argillaceous,
calcareous,
gray,
29. 0' to JS. 2.'SHALE,
limesoft to medium hard, 1 few fo11il1,
to
stone phase 30. 5' to l I. 2.', weathered
33.8'.
gray, medium
35. Z' to 36. S'LIMESTONE,
oy1ter shells,
numerous
hard, argillaceou1,
thin shale seams.
36. S' to 38. 7'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
thin gray
fos1lliferou1,
very calcareoua,
lime11tone seams and b1nd1 of gray argilfrom 38. 0' to ]8. 5'.
limestone
laceous
gray, medium
38. 7' to 41. 0'LIMESTONE,
thin
fo11iliferous,
hard, very argillaceous,
dark gray
band of calcareous
shale 1eam1,
shale from 39.9' to 40.4'.
gray, calcareous,
41. 0' to 47. S'SHALE,dark
pieces of gray
thin ■ earns and nodular
medium hard,
limestone,
argillaceou,
fossiliferoua.
bands of dark gray
47. 5' to SO. 4' Alternating
shale and gray 1rgill1ceous
calcareous
medium hard.
fo11lliferous,
lime.stone,
gray, hard,
SO. 4' to 60. Z'LIMESTONE,
of gray
thin partin11
numerous
argillaceous,
1t
surface
fracture
slickensided
shale,
from 51. Z' to
59. 6'. Shell aaglcmerate
SZ. S' in shale matrix.

,,.,
12,.t

ze.5

,.,t.9

J0.5

479,9

~\:1
ll:1
,._,

ti::1

J-'.6

1!9:¼
,16.0

HI•-'

'1.4

469.0

t,,).l

467.)

4 •• 7

465.7

16.2

.....

29. 5' to 30. S'SHALE,

badly

weathered

with

415.9
,,i..J

127..11

171.7

1,...

.09.1

some gravel.

WALNUT.FORMATION
calc1remedium hard,
30. S' to lf:sisiiAI.E,
light yellowish-gray.
ou1, weathered,
very hard, slightly
31. S' to 31. 7'LJMESTONE,
sliahtly
very fossiliferous,
ar1illaceou1,
light yellowish-gray.
weathered,
31. 7' to JZ. l'SHALE,mediumh1rd,calcarelight yellowiah-gray.
ou1, weathered,
hard, slightly
lZ. l' to 33. Z'LIMESTONE,
partly fo11iliar11llaceous,
weathered,
tight, thin
irregular,
with numerous
ferous,
of medium hard, calcareous,
partings
gray shale.
fo1111iferou1,
33. Z' to 34. ◄ 'LIMESTONE, hard, arg1llacenumerou11
ou1, partly fossiliferou1,with
of medium
tight thin partings
irregular,
gray1h1le.
fossiliferous,
hard, c1lc1reou1,
34. 4' to 38. 6'SHALE, medium hard, fouiligray, with a very hard,
calcareous,
ferou,,
light
1hghtly argillaceous,
fo1sihferou1,
band from 36. Z' to 36. 4'.
gray limestone
38. 6' to 41. ◄ 'SHALE, medium hard, calcarecon•
and numerous
ous, gray, with foasill
very arg1llaceous.
nodule• of hard,
cretionary
from 41. 0' to 41. 4'.
light gray limestone
hard, partly
41. 4' to 43. !'LIMESTONE,
light gray, with
argillaceous,
fossiliferous,
of
tight thin partings
irregular,
numerous
fossilislightly
medium hard, calcareoua,
gray shale in the lower part.
ferous,
43. I' to 44. 7'SHALE, medium hard, ahghtly
very
gray, with very hard,
c1lcareou1,
bands
light gray limestone
fossiliferous,
from 43. 7' to 43. 9' and 44. 3' to 44. 7'.
hard, argillace44. 7' to 40. Z'LIMESTONE,
hght gnay, with
ous, fo1siliferou1,
of
tight thin partings
irregular
numeroua
aray shale.
medium hard, very calcareous,
46. Z' to 54. 0'SHALE, medium hard, calcareconcretionary
ous, gray, with occasional
argil11ceou1,
fossiliferous,
nodules of hard,
and with hard, very
liaht gray limestone,
light gray
partly fossiliferous,
argillaceou1,
phases from SZ. 5' to 5Z. 8' and
hme1tone
53. Z' to 53. 7'.
calcarehard,
54. 0' to 55. 7'SHALE, medium
gray, with
ous, very foss,h!erous,
nodules of hard,
concrehonary
numerous
light
partly fossiliferous,
1rg1ll1ceous,
gray limestone.
arg11lace55. 7' to 00. Z'LIMESTONE,hard,
light gray, with
ou,, very fo1siliferous,
of
tight thin partings
irregular
numerous
calcarevery fos11liferous,
medium hard,
on
border•
(Th111 limestone
ous, aray shale.
in the lower part)
shell aga:lomeratl!'
hard, ahghtly
60. Z' to 62.. !'LIMESTONE,
ltght gray, with occa,ional
1r1Lll1ceou1,
of hard,
tight, very thm partings
irregular,
gray shale.
calcareous
BOTTOM

OF HOLE

>J.e

•65.)

I»·•

.6).,

1Je'°"

.60.7

I"·'

..

.,.

11.1.f

•s1.6

11.1

._9.C'I

~-'

ue.e

AGGLOMERATE,hard
2.3. 2.' to Z ◄. 8'SHELL
from
(medium hard and 1li1htly weathered
Zl. 2. to Z3. 8'), light gray, in I matrix of
1r1y shale.
calcareous,
medium hard,
2.4. 8' to Z7. ◄ 'SHALE, hard, very calcareous,
light gray, with I very hard, very fossiliband from 2.S. 8'
ferous Haht gray limestone
concretionary
to Z6. I' and with occa11on1l
light gray
nodule• of hard, argillaceous,
limestone.
1rgillacehard,
2.7. 4' to Z9. ◄ 'LIMESTONE,
tight, thin,
ou1, light gray, with irre1ul1r,
gray
of medium hard, calcareous
parting•
more
fo1siliferou1,
shale becoming
in the lower part.
and thicker
numerous
Z9. ◄' to 33. 8'SHALE, medium hard to hard,
1r1y, with
fossiliferous,
very calcareous,
nodules of
large concretionary
occasional
light gray limehard, very argill1ceous,
from
atone and with a shell aaglomerate
JZ. 3' to lZ. 9'.
33. 8' to 35. 8'SHALE, medium hard, calcareous, gray .
JS. 8' to 38. ◄ 'SHALE, hard, very calcareou,,
nodule,
concret1onary
gray, with numeroua
11ightly fossiliferous,
of hard, ara1llaceou1,
hght gray limeatone.
38. 4' to 39. S'SHALE, medium hard, calcareoua, gray, with very hard, very fo11ililight aray
alightly argillaceou1,
£erous,
bands from 38. 7' to 38. 8', and
limestone
39. Z' to 39. 5'.
39. 5' to '41. S'SHALE, hard, very calc1reou1,
large concretionary
gray with numerous
foa1iliferou1,
nodules of hard ar1ill1ceous,
and with a very hard,
light gray lime1tone
hght 1r1y limestone
very fossiliferous
band from 41. Z' to 41. S'.
medium hard, c1lcare41. 5' to 47. l'SHALE,
minor hard, very
ou1, gray, with occasional
pha1e1.
light gray limestone
argillaceous,
hard.fossili47.1' to 50. 3'SHALE,medium
with hard,
gny,
calcareous,
ferous,
hght gray limearg11laceou1,
fossiliferous,
stone band, from 49. 4' to 49. 6' and 49. 9' to

slightly
31.0' to 13. S'LIME;STONE,hard,
with small
sugary appearance,
weathered,
(Edward ■ limeatone
cavities.
solution
boulder).
yellow,
33. S' to 34. 8'CLA Y, soft, weathered,
gravel.
with limeatone
WALNUT FORMATION
34.8' to JS~TONE,hard,weathered,
Haht yellowishfossiliferous,
1r1ill1ceou1,
gray.
35. Z' to 41. 8'5HALE, partly softened,
gray.
calcareous,
1lightly weathered,
41. 8' to 41. S'SHALE, dark gray, medium
calcareoua.
hard, fossiliferous,
1rgil41. 5' to 45. 7'LIMESTONE,gray,very
thin,
medium hard, fo11iliferous;
laceou1,
dark gray shale learns at base of section.
45. 7' to 56. 2.'SHALE, dark gray, 10ft to
medium hard, inte rbedded with numerous
lime atone.
thin band, of aray arglllaceous
Shale band, 0. 6' to I. 0' foot thick, lirne1tone b1nd1 and seams 0. I' to 0. l' thick.
from 55. 0' to 56. Z'.
Fos11hferous

gray, medium
56. 2.' to 65. 0'LIMESTONE,
numerou1
hard, very 1r1ill1ceous,
of dark gray
seams and parhnga
irregular
from
shale shell agglomerate
calcareous
of pyrite.
masses
6Z. 0' to 63. 4', occasional

}t,.2

TOTAL

DEPTH

-

~y
BOTTOM

OF HOLE
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6DC-75

Continued

Pl-6.
DEPTH

ELEV

~

O[il'TH

o.o
0. 0' to ◄. 3'CLA Y, undy,
to pla1tlc.

..,

4. l' to 8. 7' SILT,

,.,

•ilty,

clayey,

8. 7' to IS. 0'CLA Y, ,andy,
gray, pl11tic.

ailty,

brown

to 17. I' SAND,

ailty,

17.1'

21.9

...

,

470.1
.69.]

lt6.I

A6".0

29.9

t66.1

26.0

,,_.

,._,

t,6J •.S

&i,S7.,S

15.4
to ZZ.9'CLAY,11ndy,1ilty,pl11lic

to 15.4'CLAY,

silty,

aray.

1

WALNUT

...,

17. 5' to Z5. 4' CLAY, aandy,

a1lty, aray,

aoft.

WALNUT FORMATION
soft, badly weathered,
ZZ. 9' to Z6.~,
gray-brown.
calcareoua,

26. 0' to Z6. 8'5HALE, medium hard, a lightly
gray.
weathered,
gray, medium
26. 8' to 28. l'LIMESTONE,
thin ahale 1eam1,
hard, argillaceous,
oyster shell•.
numeroua
hard, a:ray,
28. I' to 29. 9'SHALE,med1um
lime atone band from 29. 4' to
calcareous,
29.7'.
gray,1rg1llace29. 9' to JZ. 6'LIMESTONE,
band or
ahclla,
numerous
ous, medium hard,
.shale from 31. 5' to lZ. I'.
aray calcarcou11
medium
any,
dark
6'SHALE,
]Z. 6' to 38.
gray argilfo.s.sillferou.s,
hard, calcareous,
band Crom ]Z. I' to lZ. 6'.
limestone
laccoua
in
AGGLOMERATE
38. 6 1 to 45. )'SHELL
medium hard,
dark aray .shale matrix,
band from 41. 0' to
limestone
foa11lifcrous
4Z.7'.

..

,,

lite.J

21.3
;<o;,~

,,..
JY.7

hard, a ray,
45. l' to 48. Z'LIMESTONE,
1rrcaular
num,;roua
aliahtly arg1llaceoua,
occaaional
of ahale,
scams and partings
of pyrite.
1hell1 and small masse,

...,

us.~

BOULDER, hard,
• Z5. 4' to Z7. ]'LIMESTONE
suggary appearance,
weathered,
•liahlly
small solutron
tan, with occasional
maauve
partly filled with yellow marl.
cavities
bol4tder.)
Formation
(Lower Edwards
hard, .sub-rounded
Z7. 3' to Z9. 4'GRAVEL,
and bouldcr11.
pebbles
limestone
WALNUT FORMATION
Z9. 4' to 35. 41SHALE, medium hard, .sliahtly
phases,
aray, with calcareous
weathered,
and with a very hard, very foaaihferous,
light gray lime atone band from 30. 7' to
31.0'.
auy,
35. 4' to 39. 7 1 SHALE, medium hard,
phase from 36. 4' to
with a hard calcareou•
37.7'.
foa11li•
hard,
l':1. 7' to 4Z. 5'SHALE,med1um
gray, with hard, very araillaceoua
fcroua,
band• from 39. 9' to
haht aray limestone
and
4I.0'to4l.l',
40.6'to40.8',
40.Z',
4Z. o• to 4Z. Z'.
very
hard,
4Z. 5' to 46. Z'LIMESTONE,
liaht gray,
foa1ili(erou•,
ara1llaceou1,
tlaht thin parting•
irregular
with numerou1
gray shale.
of calcareou•
BOTTOM

~~

5'1-'
525.9

WALNUT FORMATION
90.4' to 91.6'SHALE.~compact,
gray.
calcareou11,
hard,
':11.6' to 9Z.':l'LIMESTONE,mednun
a ray with dark aray
nodular,
araillaccous,
aha le band from ':IZ. l' to ':IZ. 7'.
medium hard, gray,
9Z. ':I' to 97. ]'SHALE,
calcareous.
compact,
medium hard,
97. )' to !OZ. 0' LIMESTONE,
foaaila,
occaaional
aray, argillaceoua,
dark aray shale band from 100. I' to 101. 0'.

slightly
hard,
0. 0' to 4. 5'LIMESTONE,
hghl
maaalve,
and foasilifcroua,
cryatalhne
flakes of chalk.
tan, with numerou1
sugary
bard,
4. 5' to 17. ':!'LIMESTONE,
tan, with solution
massive,
appearance,
tightly filled with yellow marl.
"cavities"

core
':16. 6 1 to ':19. Z'SHALE, 10ft, dark aray,
band 97. 7' to 98. 0'.
L1mcatone
lo••-

90.t

99. Z' to 100.7' SHALE, aray, very calcareoua,
medium hard.
100. 7' to lll.4'LIMESTONE,gray,argillacemedium hard.
ous, thin shale aeama,

gray, compact,
I0Z. 0' to 10). 5'SH/,.LE,
very calcareous.
medium hard, a few shells,

medium hard,
16. ':I' to 18. 0'LIMESTONE,
tan.
light arayilh
chalky,
very ar1illaceou1,
sliahtly
18. 0' to Z6. )'LIMESTONE.hard,
!lakes
with numerou1
aray,
arg1llaceou1,
or liaht
mas1cs
or chalk and concrellonary
fo11il1.
and with occauonal
aray hmcatone,

medium hard,
17.9' to 18.':l'LJMESTONE,
aomewh.at chalky,
maa1ive,
aray, brown.
slightly
hard,
18. ':I' to Z6. 8' LIMESTONE,
con•
gray, with occaa1onal
argdlaceoua,
of hah.t aray hmeatonc
maaacs
crclionary
In the upper part,
very numerous
becoming
flake• of chalk throughout.
and with numerous

araillaceou ■,

,u.2

PEAK ~
COMANCHE
11liahlly
hard,
Z6. l' to 6Z. 6'LIMESTONE,
light aray, with numerou1
argillaceou.s,
or gray caltight thin partings
irregular,
foasila,
.shale, with occaaional
careou•
of pyrite and
small masses
with occasional
rracand with numerous
roaaila,
pyritiz.cd
from
surface•
turea hav1na iron-atained
4':I. 0' to 55. 3'.

11). 4' to 119. )'SHALE,
foaaihfcrous.
calcareous,

a ray, mcdiwn

Continued

ZC-77

FORMATION

a ray,
':10. Z' to ':16. 6'SHALE, calcareous,
of gray limestone.
medium hard, thin scam,

to 17.5'SILT,clayey,gray,pla11tlc.

to

l2.!

...,

driller's

clayey.

1t1fr.

,13.2.

from

1ugary
hard,
0. 4' to 16. ':I' LIMESTONE,
white to tan,
variably
maaaivc,
appearance,
partly
cavities
with small to larae solution
and with
to lightly !died with yellow marl,
occa.s1onal fossils.

7.6' to ll.4'SILT,aandy,clayey,plaatic,
aray-brown.

to

l,S.o

11.1

(Taken

~~

brown .

ll.4'

15.0'

0. 0' to 0. 4'TOPSOIL.
log).

to 11ti!f,

0.0' to 7.6'CLAY,ailty,p\utic
brown.

dryal'ldhard

ARMY
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hard,

medium
103. 5' to 113. 0'LIMESTONE,
thin ahale seams.
gray, arg11laccous,

hard,

medium

hard,
cal-

113. 0' to JZ0. 0'SHALE, gray,
thin limcatonc
foaailiferous,

aeam■,

~~FORMATION

,.,,.,

11':l.3' to 135.4'Llt.J£STONE,gray,araillacethin dark a ray
numerous
ous, medium hard,
shale bands from lZZ. 8' to
shale scams,
134.6' to 135. l',
to ll4.0',
lll.l'
IZ3.8',

slightly
hard,
Z6. 8' to 64. 0'LIMESTONE,
with numerous
haht aray,
arg1llaccou1,
of aray callight lh1n parhnga
irregular
fo1sils,
with occasional
shale,
careous
or pyrite
■ mall masses
and with occaaional
fouil1.
and pyritiz.cd

1ray, medium
IZ0. 0' to ll7.'5'LIMESTONE,
bands
fo1aihferou1,
ha rd, ar11llaceou1,
ahale from
calcareous
of dark a ray compact
ll5.l'
to 134.8',
ll4.0'
to IZZ.l',
IZl.8'
to 135. 6 1 and 135. 9' to 136. 8 1 •

foasiliferou ■.

135. 4' to 140. 4'SHALE, dark gray, medium
lime1tonc
foa ■ ilifcrou ■, calcareous,
hard,
bands from ll6. 5' lo l)6. ':I' and 13':I. )' to
ll':1. 6'.
mediwn hard,
140. 4' to 141. 5'LIMESTONE,
gray, araillaccous.
gray, cal•
141. 5' to 144. 9'SHALE,dark
medium hard with
fo1aili(erou1,
careoua,
gray lime atone 1eam from 143. 7' to 144.

OF HOLE

137. 5' to 144. 4'SJiALE, aray, compact,
fos,iliferous
h.ard, calcareoua,
mediwn
band, from 138. 5' to
with aray limestone
140.6' to 141.4' and 143.Z' to
Jl8.8',
143. 7'.

z•.

144. 9' to 146. 9'5HELL
dark gray aha le matrix,

146. 9' to 148. 5'SHALE, dark gray, fouilimedium hard.
calcareoua,
!eroua,
AGGLOMERATE,
148. 5' to 149. 8'SH£LL
mcdh1m hard.
dark gray ■ hale matrut,
14':l.8' to 155. l'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
thin ahale aeams,
hard, araillaceous,
fos11hferoua.

hard, araillacc6Z. 6' to 69. ]'LIMESTONE,
foa.sila and
oua aray, w1lh occasional
ma11se• of hmestone.
small concretionary
light thick
irregular
and with numerous
ahale from
of dark aray calcarcoua
partinas
6Z. 6' to 63. l'.

144, 4' to 147. 6'SHELL
dark gray shale matrix,

AGGLOMERATE,
medium hard.

64. 0' to 70. 0'LIMESTONE,hard,
gray.
ous, maasive,

gray.medium
I' to l57.4'SHALE,dark
foa.siliferous,
very calcarcoua,
atone band from 156. 0' to 156. 6'.
in
4' to 158. Z'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
medium hard.
gray ■ hale matrix,
gray, medium
z, to 158. 9'LIMESTONE,
argillaceous.
dark gray, calcarc•
9' to 161. ]'SHALE,
medium hard, fo ■ 1iliferous.
bands of
3' to 170. Z' Thin altcrm•tina
shale and gray
aray calcareou1
medium hard,
argillaceou ■ limestone,
foaaillferoua.

1'/0,./l

170.Z' to 173.Z'SHALE,dark
calcarcoua.
medium hard,

17).2

gray,
173. Z' to 178. 7'LIMESTONE,
fo11ilifcrou•.
ar1illaceou1,
hard,

'-41•9

178. 7' to 180. 0'SHELL
dark gray 1hale matrix,
TOTAL

aray, mcdiwn
151. 6' to 158. 4'LJMESTONE,
thin shale seams,
hard, very argillaceoua,
with dark 1ray shale band11
foa1ili!eroua,
from 15Z. 9' to 153. l' and 156. Z' to 157. Z'.

aTgillace-

in
AGGLOMERATE,
158. I' to 15':l. l'SHELL
medium hard.
dark aray ■ hale matrix,
medium hard,
159. l' to 15':I. 8'LIME.STONE,
aray.
argillaceoua,
foasili!crou1,

slightly
hard,
70. 0' to ':10. 4'LIMESTONE,
gray and
light aray (becoming
ar1illaccou11,
with
at the boltom),
more argillaccous
of
light thin parting•
irreaular
numerous
and havina
shale throughout
aray calcareous
1n the
aur!aces
slickcnaided
occasional
and
foaalla,
upper part, with occasional
of pyrite and pyritiz.maasc•
with occasional
ed foaails in the upper part.

15':I. 8' to J6Z. 6'SHA,LE, gray, compact,
calcareous.
fossiliferous,
medium hard,
gray, medium
16Z. 6' to 166. 4'LIMESTONE,
thin ahale acama.
fossiliferous,
hard,
166. 4' to 175. 0'SHALE, dark a ray, compaet,
seam•
hard with limeatone
very calcareoua,
168.3' to 168.4' and
from 167.4' to 167.7',
170. 4' to 170. 5', fosailiferoua.

gray,compact,
medium

AGGLOMERATE
medium hard.

DEPTH

180.0'

In

in

147. 6' to 148. ':!'SHALE, a ray, medium hard,
calcareoua.
foaaili(eroua,
1n
AGGLOMERAGE,
148.9' to 15l.6'SHELL
medium hard.
dark aray shale matrix,

in

155.
hard,
lime
157.
dark
158.
hard,
158.
ou1,
161.
dark

•liahtly
hard,
6':I. ]' to ':IQ. Z'LIMESTONE,
light a ray, with numcrou1
arg1llaceou1,
of dark a ray
tight thin parti.nas
irrcaular
ahale, having occaaional
calcareoua
in the upper part, with
aur!ace1
slickensided
and with occaaional
[ossila,
occa1ional
of pyrite and pyrihz.ed
small maaacs
fouila.

AGGLOMERATE,
mc.dium hard.
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CORP

2C-79
ZC- 78
0. 0' to I. 0'CLAY,
(Taken

silty
from

and limestone
driller's

~~
l. 0' to 16. 5' LIMESTONE,
hard, 1ugary
appearance,
massive,
tan with occasional
solution cavities
partly to tightly filled with
marl,
and with a very hard dense fractured
white limestone
seam from 8. 6' to 8. 8'.

WALNUT

-------

0. 0' to 0. ]' SOIL and LIME.

gravel.

log)

WALNUT

-------

(Taken

FORMATION

89. 0' to 89. 8'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
shaly.
89. 8' to 96. Z'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
compact,
calcareous,
band of gray limestone from 91. 7' to 9Z.0'.

from

driller's

log)

~~
O. J' to 16. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, sugary
appearance,
mas1ive,
becoming
slightly
m the lower part, tan, with
argillaceous
occasional
solution
cavities
partly to
tightly filled with yellow marl.

COMANCHE~~
26. 4' to 49. 4' LIMESTONE,
h<nd, slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
of gray caltiaht thin partings
careous
shale, with occasional
fossils,
and
with occa,ional
small massf:s
of pyrite and
fo.5sils.
pyritized

101. l' to I0Z. 6'SHALE,gray,medium
calcareous.
10z.6 1 to 113.S'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin shale seams,
fossiliferous.

hard,

FORMATION

85. 4' to 89. 0'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
thin aha.le seam,,
gray,
occasional
fottib,
dark gray thale bands
from 85. 4'to 85. 8' and 88. Z' to 88. 6 1 , very
calcareous.
89. 0' to 90. l'SHALE,
medium hard,
gray
calcareous,
compact.
90. I' to 133. l'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
gray, argillaceous,
thin ,hale seams,
occasional
fossils,
nodular bands of dark
gray compact
shale from 96. I' to 96.4' and
to 99.6'.
99.

z·

96. Z' to 101. l'LIMESTONE,
hard, gray,
argillaceous,
dark gray shale seams from
99. Z' to 99.6'.

16. 5' to 19. 0'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
somewhat
chalky,
massive,
grayish-tan.
hard,
slightly
19. 0' to 26. 4'LIMESTONE,
argillaceoua,
gray, with numerous
small
con.cretionary
maaaea
of light gray limestone in the upper part, and with {l,1.kes of
chalk throughout.

ZC-80

Continued

Pl-7

Continued
0.0

1

to J.6'CLAY,
brown,
silty.
(Taken from driller's
log)

EOW ARDS FORMATION
J. 6• to 5. 8'LIME5TONE,
hard, crystalline,
fos1iliferous,
tan, with very numerous
1olution cavities
partly to tightly filled with
hard porous,
secondary
lime, and with
occasional
calcite -lined vugs.
5. 8' to lZ. !'LIMESTONE,
hard,
somewhat
massive,
tan, with
sugary appearance,
flakes and nodules of chalk, and
numerous
with a vertical
lime-filled
fracture
from
8. 9' to 9. l'.
IZ. I' to Z4. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with numerou•
solution cavities
partly to tightly filled
with marl from lZ. l' to ZJ. 0'.

16. 8' to ZZ. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
gray, with numerous
small
ol light gray limemasses
concrelionary
stone m the upper part,
and with occasional
smaH flakes of chalk.

~~~

Ill. 5' to 116. 0'SHALE,gray,
medium hard,
fossiliferous.

calcareous,

ZZ. 7' to 61. O'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin parhngs
of gray calcareous
shale, with occasional
fossils,
and
with occasional
small masses
of pyrite and
fos!!ils.
pyritized

Z4. 7' to Z7.4'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1lightly
argillaceous,
brownish-tan,
with irregular
tight thin partings
of gray calcareous
shale,
with numerous
concretionary
masses
of
brown argillaceous
limestone
containin&:
Hakes and nodule• of chalk in the upper part
and with red-brown
iron stain• from Z4. 7'
to ZS. 0'.
Z7.4' to 34. l'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
gray, with numerous
irregular tight thin partings
of gray calcareous
shale,
with nodules and flakes of chalk
throughout,
with numerous
small concretionary masses
and
of light gray limestone,
with a large calcite-lined
vug from ZS. 6'
to ZS. 7'.

gray, argil116. 0' to 136. J'LTMESTONE,
laceous,
thin shale seams,
medium hard,
shale bands from 118. 4' to 119. I', 119. 5 1
1
to IZO. 0' and IJZ. Z' to IJZ. 6 •

COMANCHE~

FORMATION

34. l' to 61. l'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous, light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of a;ray calcareou,
aha le,
with occasional
fotsils,
with occasional
fossil,,
small masses
of pyrite and pyritized
and with occasional
small concretionary
masses
of light gray limestone
in the lower
part.
49. 4' to 69. 7' LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, massive,
gray, with shaly phases,
and
with occational
irregular
tight partings
of
gray calcareous
ahale.

IJ6. J' to 14Z. 8'Alternating
bands of gray
calcareous
shale and gray argillaceous
limestone,
medium hard, fossiliferous.

142. 8' to 150. 9'Shell agglomerate
in shale
medium hard,
with band of gr:ay
matrix,
fossiliferous
shale from 146. 0' to 147, Z'.
hard, argillace61. 0' to 66. 6'LIMESTONE,
ous, massive,
variably
light gray to gray,
with occasional
fo.!lsils, and with numerout
f\.i.kes of chalk in the extreme
lower part.
ISO. 9' to 157. l'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
fossiliferous,
thin
shale seams.
hard,
69. 7' to 89. 0'LIMESTONE,
slightly
light gray, with numerous
argillaceous,
of dark gray
irregular
tight thin partings
calcareous
shale having 1lickensided
surfaces in the upper part, with occasional
small masaes
fossils,
and with occasional
of pyrite.

157. l' to 157. 9'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray •hale ~atrix,
medium hard.
157.9' lo 158.4'LIMESTONE,
gray, bard,
fossiliferous,
argillaceou1.
158.4' to 162.. l'SHALE,dark
gray,medium
fo1siliferous.
hard,
calcareous,
16Z. I' to 163. 0'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin shale seam,.
16). 0' to 164. J'SHALE, gray, calcareous,
hard, thin limestone
,earns.
164. l' to 166. J'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
with thin dark gray
shale seams,
166. J' to 17Z. 0'SHALE, dark gray, calcareou1, medium hard, fossiliferous
with
lime1tone
bands from 167.4' lo 167.6' and
168.8' to 169.0'.
17Z. 0' TOTAL

hard,
slightly
66. 6 1 to 85. 4'LIMESTONE,
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of dark gray
calcareout
shale having slickentided
surface, in the upper part, with occational
fos,il,,
and with very occasional
tmall
ma,ses
of pyrite.

Ill. 3' to 134. 4'SHALE, dark gray, compact,
calcareous,
m,edium hard, with nodular
pieces of limestone.
IJ4.4'
to ll7.4'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard,
very argillaceout,
thin shale seams,
fossiliferous,
,hale
dark gray calcareous
bands from 134. 7' to IJS. l' and l]S. 7' to
136.Z'.
calIJ7. 4' to 138. 6'SHALE, hard, compact,
careous,
dark gray.
138.6' to ll9.8'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard, argiilaceous,
fossiliferous,
thin
shale seams.
ll9. 8' to 147. Z'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
in
gray, medium hard,
calcareous
shale matrix,
foatiliferous
shale
dark aray calcareous,
bands from ll9. I' to ll9. 8' and 14Z. I' to
14),1'.
147. Z' to 163. 6'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
thin shale seam•
hard, very argillaceous,
fossiliferous
dark gray calcareous
shale
bands from ISZ.Z' to ISZ.7',
ISZ.8' to
153.4',
155. 9' to 153. 8' and 16Z. 8' to
16).]'.

TOTAL

DEPTH

61. l'

163.6' to 171.Z'SHALE,medium
hard,
compact,
gray, very calcareous,
small
nodular pieces of gray limestone.
Limestone bands from 165. 5' to 165. 8' and
168. 8' to 169. l'.

171.Z'

TOTAL

DEPTH
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------- FORMATION

EDWARDS

ZC-82

ZC-81

2c.e1

Continued

WALNUT

-------

0. 0' to I. 5' Top1oil and 10ft rock.
(Taken from driller's
log.)

FORMATION

I. 5' to 8. J'SHELL
COQUINA, hard, massive,
variably
white to tan, with numerous
hard
sugary tan limestone
phases.

95. 5' to 100. 5'SHALE, vanahly
hard and
medium hard, gray with occasional
minor
bands and concretionary
nodules of hard
light gray argillaceous
limestone.

hard, miusive,
8. l' to 19. Z' LIMESTONE,
tan, w,th occaaional
su11ary appearance,
partly to tightly rilled
solution cavities
with yellow marl.

100. 5' to 102. 5' LIMESTONE,
very hard,
and fossiliferou,
in top 0.5',
becoming
very argillaceous
and with minor ,hale
phases below 103. 0', variably
gray and
light gray.
102. 5' to 103. 6'SHALE, variably
hard and
medium hard, gray.
103. 6' to II ◄. 9'LJMESTONE,
variably
hard
with
and medium hard,
very argillaceous
some phases bordering
on very calcareous
shale,
light gray.

hard,
19. 2' to 21. !'LIMESTONE,
1lightly
argillaceous,
ma.5.!live, tan, with numerou1
flakes of chalk.
21. l' to Z9.Z'LIMESTONE,hard,argil1-ceous, gray, with occasional
small concretionary
maaaes
of light gray limestone,
and with flakes of chalk throughout.

114.9' to 119.0'SHALE,hard,very
calcare•
ous, gray with occasional
minor transitionlight gray
al phases of argillaceou,
especially
in upper part.
limestone

COMANCHE~~

119.0' to 120. ◄ 'LIMESTONE, hard,
argillaceou,,
gray.
120. ◄' to 123. 5'SHALE,
very hard,
calcareous,
gray.

hat-d, slightly
29. Z' to 62. 7'LIMESTONE,
argillaceoua,
light gray, with numerous
irreguhu·
tight thin parting,
of gray cal•
careou,
clay, with occa,ional
foa,il•,
and
amall masaea
of pyrite and
wilh occa•ional
pyritized
fouil•.

123. 5' to 125. !'LIMESTONE,
fossiliferou,,
arglllaceoua,

very
very

hard,
slightly
light gray.

125. I' to 126. 0'SHALE, hard,
gray.
126. 0' to 130. 6'LIME.STONE,
light gray.
argillaceous,

calcareous,
variably

I. 0' to 3. 3'LIMESTONE,
hard, crystalline,
vuggy, brown.
3. 3' to 11. S'LIMESTONE,
,hell coquina,
hard, crystalline,
massive,
white, with
numerous
solution cavities
partly to tightly
filled with hard porou,
secondary
lime and
occasional
calcite-lined
vugs Crom 7. 3' to
bands of tan
8. 9', and with occasional
1ugary ma,sive
lime1tone
in the lower part.
11.5' to 17.0'LIMESTONE,hard,
1omewh•t
light
,ugary
appearance,
ma11ive,
variably
tan to white, with numerous
flakes •nd
of chalk.
nodule,

135. 0' to 138. 9'5HALE, alternating
with
limestone
bands,
medium hard, calcareous, gray.

EL['I.
6"'1.6
641-2

6JSi~

6J6~

o. o• to

0, 6'TOPSOIL.

0.6' to 2. ◄ 'CLAY, yellow
2. 4' to 5. 4'LIMESTONE,
(Taken from driller'•
~

6C-8 ◄

[LEY.

O[P'TH

634.0
63).0
0. 0' to I. 0' TOPSOIL.
l. 0' to ◄. 0' CLAY and GRAVEL
(Taken from driller'•
log)

and sand.
soft.
log)

FORMATION
◄. 0' to 25. 3'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
massive,
tan, with occa1ional
appearance,
solution cavitie,
partly to tightly filled
with yellow marl.

COQUINA, hard,
crys5. ◄' to 13. 5'5HELL
white to tan.
talline,
massive,
variably

16. 2' to 17. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, 1omewhat
sugary sppearance,
massive,
tan, with
numerous
flakes of chalk.
17.6' to 19.6'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceou,,
1rayi1h-tan,
with numerous
irregular
tight th.in parting•
of gray cal•
clay, and with occa1ional
careou1
fo,sils.
hard,
slightly
19.6' to 26. !'LIMESTONE,
argillaceO'lls,
gray, with nu.merou,
flake,
of chalk and concretionary
masses
of light
gray lime,tone,
and with occa1ional
foasils.
COMANCHE
~FORMATION

sugary
13. 5' to 27. ◄ 'LIMESTONE, hard,
appearance,
ma,,ive,
tan, with small to
large solution "cavitie,"
tightly filled with
yellow marl throughout.

17.0' to 27.9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1ugary
appearance,
ma,1ive,
tan, with numerous
solution
cavities
partly to tightly filled
with marl from 17. 0' to 25. 3'.

26. I' to 59. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceou,,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin parting•
of gray calclay, with occa1ional
careou1
fo,ail,,
and
with occa,ional
small ma,,e,
of pyrite and
pyritized
ro,,ils.
27.9' to 30.9'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light brown, with occasional
,mall concretionary
m•sses
of argillaceou1
brown limestone
containing
Hake, and
nodule a of chalk,
the concretionary
masses
becoming
larger and more numerou,
at the
bottom,
with occasional
irregular
tight
"hairline"
parting,
of gray calcareou1
clay
Crom 30. l' to 30. 9', and with red-brown
iron stain,
from 30. l' to 30. ◄'.
30. 9' to )9. 3'LlMESTONE,
hard,
,lightly
argillaceous,
gray, with numerou,
flakes
•nd nodules of chalk with occasional
small
concretionary
massea
of light gray limenumeroua
in the upper part.
stone becoming
COMANCHE
PEAK FORMATION
39.3' ~ESTONE~laceirregular
ous, light gray, with nu.merous
light thin parting•
of gray calcareou,
clay,
with occasional
fo1sils,
with occa,ional
,mall pyrite mas,e•
and pyritized
fossils,
and with occa,ional
small concretionary
masse,
of light gray limestone
in the lower
part.

130.6' to 135.0'LIMESTONE,hard,extremely argillaceous,
gray.

138. 9' to 140. l'LlMESTONE,hard,
argillaceous
and fossiliferous,

log)

~~

90.1' to 95. 5'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous, slightly
fossiliferous
light gray, with
occasional
minor shaly phase,
especially
m b1ual part.

~~

......

2C-83
0. 0' to I. 0' TOPSOIL.
(Taken from driller's

0. 0' to 16. 2LIMESTONE,
bard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
variably
white to tan,
with small to large 1olution "cavitie1"
tightly filled with yellow marl.

610~

27. ◄' to 31. ◄' LIMESTONE,
hard, somewhat
sugary appearance,
,lightly
argillaceoua,
ma,sive,
variably
tan to grayish-tan,
with
flake, of chalk.
numerous
31, ◄' to 39. 6'LIMESTONE,
bud,
slightly
argillaceous,
gray, with numerous
flakes
of chalk and concretionary
ma1se1
of light
gray lime,tone,
and with occasional
fossib.

COMANCHE~~
39. 6' to 79. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceou,, light gray, with numeroua
irregular
tight thin partings
of gray calcareous
clsy,
fos,lls,
with occa,ional
with occasional
small ma,,e,
of pyrite and pyritized
fossib,
and with occasional
small concretionary
mas,ea
of light gray limestone
in the !owe r pa rt.

eoo.6

25. 3' to 27. ◄ 'LIMESTONE, hard,
,lightly
argillaceou1,
grayish-tan,
with numerous
small pocket.
of grayiah
tan lime containing flakes of chalk, and wilh occasional
of gray calcareirregular
tight thin parting•
ou, clay.
27. ◄' to 34. l'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceou,, gray, with numerous
concretionary
ma,,e,
of light gray limestone
in the upper
part, with numerous
flake, of chalk through•
out, and with a large calcite-lined
vug from
29. 2' to 29. ◄•.
COMANCHE ~ ~
3 ◄. I' to 67. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1lightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of gray cal•
careou,
clay, with occasions!
fossils,
and
with occasional
small ma1.ses of pyrite and
pyriti:r.ed fos1ils.

very
light gray.

140.1' to 147. 7'5HALE,mediu.m
hard,
gray
with numerous
thin bsnd, and transitional
phasea of hard, argillaceou1,
light gray
limestone.

147. 7' to 15◄.◄ 'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
matrix
of bard, calcareou,
gray shale.

62. 7' to 73. 3'L1MESTONE,
mediu.m hard,
argillaceou•,
gray, with occasional
inegular
tight thin partings
of gray
calcareou•
clay.

73. 3' to 90. !'LIMESTONE,
hard,
•liahtly
argillaceous,
light gray, with nu.merou.s
irregular
tight lhin partings
of dark gray
calcareous
clay having alickentided
surfaces in lhe upper part, with occa,ional
fossil,,
and with occasional
small ma,aes
pyr.te and pyriti:r.ed fo,,iia.

in

154. ◄' tp 159. 3'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
fos,ili!erou1,
argillaceou,,
light gray with
numerous
very thin, irregular
and wavy
parting,
of hard,
calcareou1,
gray shale.

59. 2' to 69. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
1ray, with nu.merou,
amall
concretionary
masses
of light gray lime•
stone with occasional
irregular
tight thin
partings
of dark gray calcareoua
clay, and
fo11ils.
with occasional
TOTAL

DEPTH

67. I'
hard,
67. 2' to 77. 5'LIMESTONE,medium
argillaceous,
gray, with occasional
irregular
tight thin partings
of gray
calcareou,
clay.

69. 2' to ]5. !'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1lightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numeroua
irregular
tight th.in partings
of dark gray
calcareou,
clay having occa,ional
1lickenand
sided surface,,
with occa1ional
fos,ila,
with occaaional
1mall masses
of pyrite and
pyriti:r.ed foa,il,.
TOT AL DEPTH 75. I'

159. 3' to 160. 5'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE,
in
matrix
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale.
hard and
160. 5' to 162. 6'SHALE, variably
medium hard,
calcareous,
gray with 0. 5' of
hard, foa1iliferou1
limestone
at top.
162. 6' to 165. 3'SHALE, mediu.m hard, gray.

of

cal165. 3' to 179. ◄ 'SHALE, medium hard,
careou,,
gray with numerou•
band, of
argillaceou1,
light gray limestone.

TOTAL

DEPTH

79. 6 1

77. 5' to 82. ◄ 'LIMESTONE, hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight, thin partings
of dark gray
calcareous
clay having slickensided
,urfos,ils.
face, and with occasional
TOTAL

DEPTH

82.

◄'

179. 4' to 184. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceou1, light gray, with numerou,
fo11iliferou•
partin11
filled with gray ,hale.

BRAZOS RIVER BASIN,

BELTON
LEON

18 ◄. 0' to 192. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
light
gray to white, with numerous
very thin
irregular
parting•
of hard, very calcareous, 11ray shaly cl•y.
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Colligan: Geology of Belton Reservoir Area, Leon River, Bell County, Texas

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

2C-89

2C-87
PTH

o. o• to 0. 5' TOPSOIL.
(Taken

Crom driller'•

-------

EDWARDS

0. 0' to 2. 8'CLAY,
(Taken from

Continued
log)

FORMATION

red, sandy.
driller's
log)

EDWARDS

0. 5' to 13. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard,
,ugary
appeai-ance,
maaaive,
tan, with occasional
aolution cavitie1
partly to tightly filled
with iron-stained
marl,
and with a hard,
denac:, foaailiferou1,
vuggy white limeatone
seam from 1.4' to 1.6'.

9). I' to 109. 6'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceou,,
band of calcareou1
ahale from 95. )' to 96. I'.

13. 7' to 16. 0'LIMESTONE,
medium hard
(almo1t soft), very argillaceous,
chalky,
maaalve,
light grayish-tan.
16. 0' to 17. 0'LIMESTONE,medium
hard to
maaaive,
gray.
hard, argillaceoua,
17. 0' to Z0. )'LIMESTONE,
hard,
a lightly
gray, with numerous
Clakea of
argillaceoua,
chalk and small concretionary
ma1aea of
light gray lime1tone.
Z0. 3' to ZJ. Z'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillacesmall
oua, ma ■ alve, gray, with occasional
£lakes of chalk.
COMANCHE~~
to 58. 7'LlMESTONE,hard,
slightly
lJ.Z'
argillaceoua,
light gray, with numerous
of gray calcare•
irregular
tia:ht thin psrtings
ous clay, with occaaional
foasila,
with
small ma,ses
of pyrite and
occasional
pyritized
fouils.

0.0' to 5.2'LIMESTONE,very
weathered,
sandy.
(Taken from driller's

2.8' to 2l.6'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with solution
cavities
partly to tightly filled with
yellow marl,
with a hard crystalline,
los,iliferous,
iron-stained,
tan limestone
break from 3. 9' to 5. I' with two thin red
trarl seam,
at 5, Z' and 5. 4', and with a
very hard, dense,
fractured
white limestone from 8. 0' to 8. )'.

0. 0' to l. 5' TOPSOIL.
(Taken from driller'•

log)

EDWARDS~
1. 5' to 15. !'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
crystalline,
massive,
hard, sliahtly
variably
white to tan, with occa!lional
solution
cavihes.

EDWARDS~
S. 2' to 16. 4'LIMESTONE,
SHELL COQUINA,
crystalline,
massive,
white,
hard,
slightly
with occasional
small solution
cavities
in
the upper part.

WALNUT~
105. I' to 107. l'LIMESTONE,gray,med1um
occasional
los,i11, thin
hard, argillaceous,
ahale seams.
gray,
107.1' to 120.J'SHALE,calcareous,
medium h.ard to hard, occasional
fo,,iia
and
band of gray argillaceous
limestone
seams,
limestone
from 113.0' to 113.4',
114.7' to
115. Z' and 117. 6' to 117. 8'.

sugary
IS. I' to 31. 7'LIMESTONE,hard,
appearance,
tan, with occasionmas1ive,
al solution cavities
partly to tightly filled
with yellow marl.

J::
120. 3' to IZJ. l'LIMESTONE,gray,argillaceous,
medium hard, thin seams
of dark gray 1hale.
partings

and

argil123.1' to 1)6.9'SHALE,hard,very
laceous,
gray, numerous
nodular piece,
of
gray limestone,
upper 5 feet borders
on very
argillaceou,
limeatone.

117.6' to IZ8.8'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
numeroua
thin seams
hard, araillaceous,
of shale,
,hale band 119.Z' to 119.8'.

128. 8' to 140. 6'SHALE,
careous,
with numerous
light gray argillaceous

P~FORMATION

hard, gray,
wide aeama
limestone.

calof

34. 4' to 35. 5'L1MESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
gray, with flake• of chalk,
with small concretionary
ma,sea
of liaht
gray Jime,tone,
an'd with occasional
irregular,
tight, thin partina•
of dark gray
calcareous
clay.
35. 5' to 42. 6'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
araillaceoua,
massive,
gray.
COMANCHE

PEAK

140. 6' to l46. 2'S.HELL
dark gray shale matrix,
band 142. 0' to 142. 5'.

58. 7' to 66. 9'l,JMESTONE,hard,
argillaceous, lia:ht gray, with very numerou•
irregular
tight thin parting•
of gray cal•
careous
clay from 58. 7' to 60. z• and becoming less numerous
from 60. Z' to 66. 9', with
occasional
fossils
and pyritized
fossib.
Note: The "contact"
shown st 58. 7' Is
tranaitional.

of

AGGLOMERATE
in
medium hard, shale

146. Z' to 153. 7'Alternating
bands
calcareous
shale and argillaceou•
1tone, medium hard,
fossiliferou1.

163. Z' to 171, 0'SHALE, gray, hard, very
calcareou1,
thin a:ray limestone
seams.

171. 0' to 176. 8'LIMESTONE,
a:ray, medium
hard, argillaceou1,
fo,siliferou1,
thin gray
shale seams.

gray, very
136. 9' to 145. )'LIMESTONE,
occasional
medium hard,
argillaceou•,
fossils,
and thin seam•
of gray ,hale.

hard,
40.9' to 80.0'LIMESTONE,
slightly
araillaceou,,
light gray, with numerous
tight thin partings
of 1ray calirregular
careous
,hale,
with occaaional
fosail,,
and with occasional
,mall ma, ■ e• of pyrite
and pyritized
fo••il•.

145. )' to 151. 7'5HALE,aray,
calcareous,
hard to medium hard, thin seams and
nodular pieces of gray lime•tone.

151. 7' to 154. !'Alternating
bands of aray
and dark gray calaraillaceou•
limestone
careous
•bale,
medium hard.
154. l' to l6l.6'SHALE,dark
aray,mediwn
hard,
calcareou,,
with bands of 11ray
argillaceous
limestone
from 156.8' to
157.3',
159.6' to 159.9' and 160.6' to
160. 9', fos11iliferou,.

of gray
lime-

in
l53. 7' to 154. 5'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
gray shale matrix,
medium hard.
154. 5' to 155. 4'LIMESTONE,
aray, argillaceou,,
medium hard.
155. 4' to 158. l'SHALE,
gray, calcareous,
limestone
phaaes,
fossiliferous,
hard.
158. l' to 163.Z'LIMESTONE,gray,argillaceous,
ni.edium hard,
1hale band, from
159. 6' to 160. 5' and 160. 8' to 161. 2'.

)I. 7' to 40. 9'LIME,STONE,
medium hard,
argillaceou•,
gray, with occasional
amall
concretionary
mas,ea
of light 1ray lime•tone and with occaaional
flakes of chalk.

FORMATION

42. 6' to 80. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
light aray, with numerou1
argillaceou,,
irregular
tight thin parting•
of gray calcareous
clay, with occasional
fo1sil•,
and
sni.all ma•aes
of pyrite and
with occasional
pyritized
fo111ill.

hard,
aeams.

REMARKS

soft,

21. 6' to 31. Z'LIMESTONE,hard,
sliahtly
gray, with numerous
small
argillaceous,
concretionary
ma••e•
of light gray lime•
fo••ih,
and with
stone, with occasional
numerous
small flake• of chalk throughout.

COMANCHE

85.9' to 93. l'SHALE,gray,mediwn
calc11reou1 with thin gray lime,tone

AHO

FORMATION

31. 2' to 68. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceou,,
light gray, with numerous
tight thin partings
of gray calirregular
careous
shale,
with occasional
fossils,
and
with occasional
small ma11e1 of pyrite and
pyritized
fo11ila.

66. 9' to 85. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of dark 1ray
calcareous
clay havin1 sllckensided
surface a in the upper part, with occasional
fossils. and with occasional
,mall ma1,es
pyrite and pyritized
Co1sil1.

CLASSIFICATION

log)

16. 4' to 34. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with occasional
small solution
cavities
partly to tightly
and with numerou,
filled with tan marl,
lower part.
flake I of chalk in the extreme
109.6' to 117.6'SHALE,darkgr,y,compact,
medium hard, calcareou1,
thin limestone

ELEV.

AGGLOMERATE
in
161. 6' to 169. )'SHELL
dark gray, calcareous
shale matrix, medium
hard,
foasiliferoua
,hale band from 163. 9'
to 164.4'.

68. 8' to 74. 6'LIMESTONE,hard,
ar11illaceoua, rnaasive,
gray, with occasional
irregular
tight thin parting•
of gray calcareous ahale in the middle part.

74.6' to 81. 5'L~MESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceoua,
li11ht gray, with numerous
irre11ular
tight thin partin5s
of gray
calcareoua
shale having occaaional
slickensided aurface,,
with occaaional
los•ils,
of pyrite
and with occasional
amall massea
and pyritized
fosails.
81. 5' TOTAL

bands of dark
169. )' to 183. !'Alternating
gray calcareoua
shale and gray argillaeeou1
limestone,
medium hard,
fossiliferous,
material.
shale predominant

80. 0' to 85. 5'LJMESTONE,
medium
araillaceou,,
ma,sive,
gray.

hard,

TOT AL DEPTH

80. 0'

DEPTH

85. 5' to 105. l'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sli&htly
argillaceou,,
light gray, with numerous
of dark a ray
Irregular
tight thin partin1•
calcareous
shale having •lickensided
,ur•
faces in the upper part, with occaaional
fossil,,
and with occa•ional
,mall ma1,e,
of pyrite.

18l. I' to 192. 6'SHALE, dark gray, calcareous, fos,iliferoua,
medium hard to bard,
bands of gray limestone
from 187. 9' to
188. 3', grade•
to argillaceous
limeatone
at
base.

192. 6' to 198. 0'LJMESTONE,
aray, medium
hard, very argillaceou•,
occa,ional
shell•
and thin seama of dark gray aha le, occaaional ma•ses
of pyrite.
__

-I

.,_ _____________________
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6D8A-97

DU'TH

o.o

0.6

0.0'

.,,..

to 3.0' TOPSOIL and CLAY.
(Taken from driller'•
101)
~

FORMATION

J. 0' to 14. 2'LIMESTONE,
•hell coquina,
very hard. maaaive,
variably
white to tan,
with numeroua
iran-1t.ained
1olution
cavitiea
partly filled with reddish-brown
marl and clay.

.....
14.2' to 31.b'LIMESTONE,
appearance,
ma11ive,
tan.

hard,

Pl-l0

6D8A-98

1ugary

0.0'
0. 0' to 0. 6' TOPSOIL
(Taken from driller'•

loa)

0. 6' to Z. 5'LJMESTONE,
hard.
,hahtly
c:ry.t.alhne,
light brown with numerous
solution cavities
partly filled with yellow
marl.
Z. 5' to 13. 4'LIMESTONE,
shell coquin.a,
hard. cry•t&lline,
massive,
white with
numerous
small solution
cavities
tiahtly
filled with sugary lime, and with occa•ional suaary t•n hmestone
phase ■ in the lower
part.
13. 4' to Z7. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearanc:e,
massive,
tan, with occa•ional
hard crystalline,
white fo11ili!erou1
limeatone
pha ■ e• in the upper
part, and with
a very hard, fractur,:d,
den,e,
white lime1ton1: seam from 19. 3' to 19. 5'.

0.0' to 8. 0'CLAY,
plaatic.

silty,

aray

to dark

to4.0'CLAY,

,andy,

silty .

brown,

0.0'

8.0' to 9.2'CLAY,
aandy, ailty, brown,
plastic.
9. 2' to 17. I' SANO, ailty. c:Jayey, brown,
firm, fine to medium aralned.

10.0' to 12.0'SILT,
plastic.
12.0' to 14.0'CLAY,
14, 0' to Z7. Z'SANO,

brown

6<19,0
608.1
()07.J
31. 6 1 to 19. )'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
araillaceou,,
ma,11ve,
aray,
with occasional small concretionary
masses
of liaht gray
limeatone,
and with occaalonal
flakes of
chalk throu1hout.

~~FORMATION
39. l' to 80. 0'LIMESTONE.
hard,
■ lightly
araillaceoua,
li&ht tray,
with n1,unerou1
irreaular
til(hl thin partina•
of 1ray calcareou1
clay, with occaaional
foasila,
and
with occaalonal
amall maaae1 of pyrite and
pyriti:r.ed Co••il•.

Z7. 7' to 29. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, •lightly
araillaceou,,
fo111liferou,.
ma111ve,
tan,
with numerous
Oak,:, of chalk.
29. 0' to 29. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard, •liahtly
araillaceou,,
massiv11,, fo1ailiferou1,
llaht arayish
tan, with numeroua
flakes of
chalk.
29. 9' to )0, 7'LIMESTONE,
hard, ar1illaceou1, a ray w,th num,:rous
small concretionary ma ■■ e• of light gray limestone
havina
numerous
flakes of chalk,
and with occaaional
irregular
tight thin parting•
o(
dark gray calcareous
shale.
30. 7' to 38. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillace-

~~~
38. 2' to 60. 0' LIMESTONE,
hard, •liahtJy
aqpllaceoua,
li&ht aray, with numerous
irngular
tight, thin parting•
of gray
calcareoua
shal11,, with occaaional
!0•1\11,
and with occaaional
amall ma1se1
of pyrite
and pyritiz,:d
fosails.

■ andy,clayey,

•illy.
ailty,

aray,
clay,:y,

aray,
plastic.

TOTAL

DEPTH

Hndy,

s. S'SILT,

Hndy,

5. 5' to 9. )'CLAY,
atiH.

1ilty,

silty,

clayey,

atiff.
ahff,aray.

tan, firm .

9. )' to 17. )'SILT,
to ,tiff.

aray,plastic

sandy,

to

clayey,

tan,

ailly,

clayey,

tan.

sandy,

clayey,

tan,

pl• ■ tic

11. 5' to 14. 0'SlLT,
brown.

aandy,

clayey,

plastic,

17. l' to 20.4' SAND and SHELL,
(Taken Crom driller'•
Joa)
•andy,

medium

17. 3' to 21. S'SAND,
20.0' to 21.4'CLAY,•andy,sllty,
sand pockets.
21. 4' to 23. 0'SAND, ailty, clayey,
grained,
wet,
23. 0' to )0. 0'SAND and GRAVEL,
a rained.

fine.

25. 0' to 44. 0'SHALE, partly ■ oft1:ned, very
slightly weathered,
alightly calcareous,
aray,
with occas1onal
minor,
very thin, hard, very
ar111Jaceous,
light aray hme,tone
bands,
and with very hard,
very fosailiferoua,
li&hl
gray lime1ton11, b&nda from 27. 0' to 27. 5'
a,d 30. 7' to 31. 0'.

27. 2' to 29. 0'CLAY, Hndy,
ailiy, plaatic
to stiff, tan.
29. 0' to 3 I. 6' SAND and gravel.
(Taken from driller'•
log)
BASE OF OVERBURDEN
WALNUT FORMATION
31. 6' to )2~E,
badly weathered,
soft,
calcareoua,
yellow-brown.
32. I' to 34. 0'LIMESTONE,
araillaceous,
a ray, medium hard,
weathered.
34. 0' to 42. S'SHALE, dark gray, soft to
medium hard, variably
gray to light,
fo• ■ lllferous,

44.0' to 51.2'LlMESTONE,
hard,
alightly
araillaceous,
li&ht &ray, with numerous
irreaular,
tiaht, thin partin111 of hard,
calcareous,
aray ,hale.

OF HOLE

plaatic,
Cine

21. 5' to ZS. 5'SJLT,
plastic to stiff

coar ■ e

25. 5' to 26. 0'SANO.
clay, ailty, tan.
26.0' to JI. )'GRAVELLY
SAND aradina
1andy aravel below 29. 5'.

TOP OF PRIMARY STRATA
WALNUT FORMATION

--------

30. 0' to 34. 0'SHALE,
weathered,
calcareous,
gray.

DEPTH

to

soft to medium hard,
occa•ional
fo•alla,
~FORMA~
)I. 3' to 36. 5'SHAL£,medium
hard (partly
softened
and •li&hlly weathered
to 32. 6 1),
aliahtly
calcareous,
aray, with hard, very
araillaceou•,
aray limestone
banda from
34.)'
to 34.4',
JS.4' to 34.6',
and 35.9' to'
36. I'.
36. 5' to 41. 5'5HAL£,
medium hard, sliahlly
calcareoua,
a ray, with numeroua
thin, hard,
fo11iliferou1,
arailaceou•,
li&ht aray lime•tone banda.
41. 5' to 42. 3'LlMESTONE,
hard,
•liahtly
argillaceou•,
very fosail1ferou ■ (bordering
on ,hell agalomerate),
liaht any,
with
occa,ional
irreaular,
ti&ht, thin parting•
of
hard,
calc:areoua,
very foaailiferous,
aray
•hale.
4Z. 3' to 46. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
aliahlly
araillaceou•.
liaht aray,
with numerous
irreaular
t1aht thin parhna•
of medium hard,
calcareoua,
aray abale.

34. 0' to 39. !'SHALE, dark a ray, medium
hard, calcareous,
fo•ailiferou•.

39. I' to 41. 0'LIMESTONE,
aray, medium
hard, very araillaceou1,
thin ahale aeam ■,
occational
ahells.
41. 0' to 43. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
In
matrix of dark 1ray ,hale, medium hard.

42. 5' to 44, !'LIMESTONE,
araillaceous,
medium hard, foasiliferous,
thin ahale •earn.
44. I' to 44. 9'SHALE, calcareous,
medium
hard, dark a ray, fo•ailif,:rous.
44. 9' to 47. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
,hale matriJr, moderately
hard, gray.
47.0' to 53. 3'LJMESTONE,hard,argillaceou•, llaht aray, with numerous
irreaular
tiaht thin parting•
of gray calcareous
•hair
havina slicken•ided
•urface•.
and with
occaaionat
fo1sil1.
TOTAL

TOT AL DEPTH

0. 0' to 31. )'CLAY,

14.0' to l4.8'CLAY,aandy,silty,aray.
14. 8' to 18. S'SAND. ailty, clayey, t&n, firm.
18. 5' to 20. 0'SlLT, clayey, brown, plastic.

BOTTOM

575.0

tan.

to

~~
610.)

to 11.S'CLAY.•ilty,pla•tic,

2. 0' to
4. 0' to 10. 0'SAND, ailty, clayey
tan, medium to fine arained.

20. 4' to 25. 0'GRAVEL,

oo.o

~

[l.[V

63e.o

43. 0' to 49. 0'LIMESTONE,
a ray, medium
hard, very argillaceou•,
numerous
irre&ular thin seams and partinas
of ■ hale,
occa•ional
fos•il ■.

53. )'

60. 0'

80. 0'
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Colligan: Geology of Belton Reservoir Area, Leon River, Bell County, Texas

6D8AZC-102

6D8A-101
6D8A-l00

6D2C-105

608A-IOJ
q£PTH

0. 0' to 4. l'SAND,

clil.yey, silty,

4. )' to 6. S'SAND,

clayey,

6. 5' to 10. 7'CLA Y, sandy,
plastic to stiff.
10.7

484.4

12.9

482 2

10.7'

15,l

480.0

17.3

477 8

19.5

475 6

4

474. 7

,o

23.0

472.1

25.0

470.1

26.C

461}.l

)l.C'

)J.7

461lol

461 ..

35.0

460.1

"'·'

4.59,1

.,_,

li,Sl.8

brown

gray,
silty,

to gray.

0. 0' to 8. O'SILT, clayey,
Stiff to hard, dry.

sandy,

0. 0' to Z. O'SILT, sandy, clayey,
brown,
friable.
Z. 0' to 13. ]'SAND,
silty, clayey,
brown.

brown.

clayey,

15. I' to 17. )'CLAY,

silty,

17. 3' to 19. 5'5AND,
plastic.

clayey,

silty,
sandy,
silty,

gray

to tan,

8. 0' to 10. O'SAND, clayey,
tan.
Plastic.

silty,

10. 0' to IZ. 5'SILT,
Plastic.

sandy,

clayey,

lZ. 5' to 15. 4'SAND, clayey,
fine to very fine.
Firm.

brown,
brown.
gray

to I.an,

19. 5' to ZO. 4'CLA Y, ailty, aandy, gray.
ZO. 4' to 23. O'SAND, clayey, silty, tan, firm.
23.0' to 25.0'CLAY,silty,aandy,gray,
plastic.
ZS. 0' to 26. O'SAND, clayey, silty, gray,
pla1tic.
26. 0' to 31. O'GRAVEL,SAND,
and SHELLS,
{description
taken from driller's
log augered
to JZ. 0').
WALNUT

brown

OF HOLE

sandy,

clayey.
silty,

clayey,

502.0

li.4

5006

silty,

598.5

tan,

13. 3' to 15. ]'SILT,
plastic.

ZZ. 9' to 38. 5'SAND and GRAVEL,
{li!1htailed; description
taken from driller'•
log).
(Fine gravel).

clayey,

sandy,

15,J' to 19. ]'SAND,
clayey,
very fine to fine grained.
19.J' to 23.J'SILT,
stiff to plastic.

sandy,

brown,

silty,

10. 4' to 12. )'SILT, clayey,
sandy,
gray,
plastic to stiff.
12. 3' to 26. 5'SANOY,
silty,
clayey,plutic
to stiff, brown.

silty, gray.
sandy,
stiff.

3. 5' to 5. 4.'SAND,

silty,

496.6

5. 4' to 11. 8'SJLT,
to atiff, gray.

clayey,

490.2

11.8'

to 14.6'CLAY.

silty,

487.4

14. 6' to 17. O'SJLT,

clayey,

gray.

485.0

17. 0' to 19. 8'CLAY,

silty,

plastic,

clayey,

tan,

stiff.

sandy,

plastic

clayey,

stiff,

brown.

482.2

19. 8 to 22. 0' SILT, clayey,
1

Hndy,tan-gray.

480.0
23.3'

to 25.3'CLAY,

silly,

plastic.
477.4

25. J' to 31. ]'SAND, very fine to medium
grained,
aray-tan
silty and clayey at base.

31.J'toJ3.]'SILT,clayey,
plastic.
33. 3' to 39. 5'GRAVEL,

sandy,
sandy,

gray,

silty,

clayey.

....
30.3'

sandy,
silty,

to Jl.8'SAND,gravell,

31. 8' to 40. 5' GRAVEL,

silty,
clayey,
silty,

475.3

plastic,

ZZ. 0' to 24. 6'SAND,

clayey,

24. 6' to 26. 7'CLAY,
gray.

silty,

silty,

tan.

Hndy,

plastic,

26. 7' to 36. O'SANO and GRAVEL,
grained,
tan.

medium

tan.
clayey,

sandy.

~~

and

43. 9' to 45. 4'SHALE, medium hard, slightly
gray.
weathered,
calcareous,
45. 4' to 48. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, fossiliferous,
light gray, with numerous, irregular,
tight thin partings
of
medium hard calcareous
gray shale.
AGGLOMERATE,hard,
4_8. 8' to 50. l'SHELL
light gray, in a matrix
of medium hard calcareous,
gray shale.
50.1' to 51. 7'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
calcareous,
light gray, with numerou,
irregular,
tight very thin partings
of
medium hard,
calcareous,
gray shale.

gray.

tan,

28. 5' to 30. ]'SAND,

38. 5' to 39. J'GRAVEL,
large limestone
chert pebbles.
WALNUT FORMATION
39. 3' to 4J~E,
partly softened,
gray.
weathered,
calcareous,

"

brown,

26. 5' to 38. 5'CLAY,
gray.

OF HOLE

clayey,
clayey,

to

15. 4' to 16. Z'SAND, clayey, brown, fine to
Plastic
to firm.
very line.
16. Z' to 18. O'SAND, clayey,
ailty, tan,
plastic.
18.0' to 19.4'SILT,
sandy,
clayey,
brown,
plastic.
19. 4' to ZZ. 9'SAND, silty, brown, Cine to
very fine.

BOTTOM

0. 0' to l. 4'SAND,
1.4' to 3. 5'SILT,

friable,

brown.

FORMATION

31.0' to 33. 7'SHALE, partly softened,
weathered,
calcareous,
fos,Hiferou1,
gray.
33. 7' to 35. O'LIMESTONE,
hard,
very
argillaceou1,
slightly
weathered,
fossiliferous,
tight, thin
gray with irregular,
partings
of calcareous
gray ahale.
35. 0' to ~6. O'SHALE, medium hard, calcareslightly
weathered,
gray.
ous, fossiliferous,
36. 0' to 4Z. J'LIMESTONE,
hard, very
argillaceoua,
•lightly
weathered,
fossiliferous (bordering
on shell agglomerate
in
the lower part), gray with irregular,
tight,
thin partings
of calcareou,
gray shale.
42.J'
to 51.8'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular,
tight, very thin partings
of
calcareous,
gray ahale.

BOTTOM

toZ.O'SILT,

2. 0' to 10. 4'SANO,
brown.

stiff.

to IZ.9'5ILT,clayey,nndy,brown.

IZ. 9' to 15. !'SAND,
plastic.

0.0'

EL[\/

0.0

WALNUT FORMATION
39. 5' to 43. 6'SHALE, partly soflened,
slightly weathered,
calcareous,
gray.

very

43. 6' to 46. 5'SHALE, partly softened,
very
slightly
weathered,
gray, with occasional
thin, hard, argillaceoua,
fossiliferous,
light
bands.
gray limestone
46. 5' to 47. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, light gray, with numerous
irregular,
of hard, calcareous
tight thin partings
a ray
shale.
47. 4' to 49. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
araillaceous,
very fossiliferous,
light gray
with transitional
phasea of medium hard to
hard shell agglomerate
in a matrix of
mediwn hard,
calcareous
gray shale from
48. 6' to 49. O' and 49. 3' to 49. 9'.
49. 9' to 56. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
tight thin partings
of mediwn hard,
irregular
calcareous
gray shale.
56. 5' to 57. 6'SHALE, hard, very calcareoua,
light gray, with a hard, very argillaceou1,
liaht gray limestone
band from 57. 3' to
57.4'.
57. 6' to 59. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
light gray, partly fossiliferargillaceoua,
tight thin partings
and
ous, with irregular
masses
of hard, very fos,iliferou1,
very
gray shale.
calcareous,
hard, argillace59. 0' to 60. O'LIMESTONE,
ous, light gray, with numeroua,
tight, thin
partings
of hard, very calcareous,
light
gray shale.
60. 0' to 61. O'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceou1, fossiliferous,
light gray, with
numerous,
irregular,
tight thin partings
of
hard,
very calcareous,
light gray shale.
61. 0' to 62. 5'SHALE, hard, very calcareou-1,
fossiliferous,
light gray, with a very hard,
very fossiliferous,
very light gray limestone band from 61. 6' to 62. 0'.
BOTTOM

40. 5' to 43. 0'GRAVEL,
and gravel interbedded
and gravel.

limestone
cobbles
with reworked
shale

WALNUT~
43. 0' to 48. 6'LIMESTONE,
slightly
hard,
weathered,
very argillaceoua,
foasiliferoua
{bordering
on shell agglomerate
in the
thin
lower part),
light gray, with .. umeroua
bands and irregular,
or
tight, thin partings
calcareous
gray shale.
48. 6' to 55. 2'LfMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceoua,
light &ray, with numerous
irregular,
tight, very thin partings
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale.
BOTTOM

OF HOLE

i.oJ.6
1162.9
462.}
lt61.J

J6. 0' to 38. 4'SHALE, partly softened,
slightly weathered,
calcareous,
light gray,
with partings
of hard, very argillaceous,
slightly weathered,
light gray limestone.
38. 4' to 39. I 'SHALE, medium hard, calcareous, gray.
39.1' to 39. 7'LIMESTONE,very
hard, slightly argillaceous,
very fossiliferous,
light
gray.
39. 7' to 40. 7'SHALE, hard, calcareous,
partly fossiliferous,
gray, with numerous
nodules of hard, very
small concretionary
argillaceous,
light sray limestone.
40. 7' to 47. 8'SHALE, medium hard,
slightly
gray, with very hard,
calcareous,
slightly
argillaceous,
fossiliferous,
light gray
limestone
bands from 41. I' to 41. 4', 42. 8'
to 43. 6' and 44. 4.' to 44. 5', and with a
hard, very calcareous,
gray shale phase
from 47. 5' to 47. 8'.
47. 8' to 48. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard, very
argillaceous,
aray, with numerous irregular,
tight, thin partings
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale.
48. 2' to 4.8. 7'SHALE, medium hard,
slightly
calcareous,
fossili!erous,
gray.
ali&htly
48. 7' to 54. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
argillaceous,
very fossiliferous,
light
gray, numerous
irregular
tight, thin
partings
of hard calcareous
gray shale,
and
with irregular
bands of medium hard, calcareous,
partly fosailiferoua,
gray shale,
and with irregular
areaa of medium hard, calcareous,
partly foasiliferoua,
gray shale
having concretionary
nodules of hard,
fouiliferous,
slightly
argillaceous,
light
gray limestone
from 50.J' to 51.Z' and
52.6' to 53. 4'.
BOTTOM

OF HOLE

NOT£·
Bonn9s
Nos 60-106
lo 60-111 ort! shown
60- 104 is shown on Plol• 17 Appt!nd1x m

in App,nd1x

12.

OF HOLE
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ZC-114

ZC-IIZ
CLASSIFICATION

0. 0' to]. 0'TOPSOIL
and weathered
1tone boulder,.
(Taken from driller'•
log)
~FORMATION

ANO REMAJU(S

DU'TH
0. 0' to l. 7'CLA Y topsoil.
(Taken from driller's

lune-

~~

3. 0' to 10. 0' LIMESTONE,
very hard,
cry1talline,
m;u11ve,
white, with occasional
hard sugaTy tan limestone
pha,es
in the
lower part.
10. 0' to ZZ. ◄ 'L_IMESTONE,shell coquma,
hard,
sliahtly
crystalline,
mas1ive.
wlute,
with occational
h;ard sugary tan limestone
phaae ■ in the lower
part.

l. 7' to 19. 0'LIMESTONE,
very hard,
crystalline,
ma•1lve,
brown with numerou,
larae and small iron-stained
vugs, and with
occaaional
large chert concretion,.

2C-112

~~
110. 4' to 115. 2'SHALE, gray, medium
calcareoua,
thin limestone
aeam,.

hard,

115.2' to 111.2'LlMESTONE,medium
gray, araillaceous,
thin shale aeam1.

hard,

117. 2' to 125. l'SHALE,
medium hard,
calcareous,
dark gray with band, of aray
ar1illaceous
limestone
from 119.4' to
120.4' and 122.2' to 122.6'
ZZ. ◄' to 33. 2'LIM£5TONE,
hard,
augary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with numerous
lar1e solution cavities
partly to tightly
filled with yellow marl,
and with a very
hard, dense,
brittle,
fractured,
light gray
chert seam from 26.1' to 26. l'.

33. Z' to JS. 4'LIMESTONE,
mt:d1um hard,
aqpllaceous,
massive,
tan, with numerous
flaku
of chalk.
35. 4' to 46. 9'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
ara1llaceoua,
aray, with flake• of chalk
and ,mall concretionary
matte,
of light
gray lime.stone.

125. J' to 132. 5'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard.
very argillaceou1,
numerous
thin
seams of dark gray calcareou1
1hale.

132. 5' to 139. 6'SHALE,
hard, calcareous,
dark

compact,
aray.

0. 0' to I. 5'TOPSOIL.
(Taken from driller'•

96. 0' to 115. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceou,,
light aray with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of dark gray
calcareous
ahale having alicken,ided
surfaces in the upper part, with occasional
fossils and with occaaional
amall massel
of pyrite.

19. 0' to 25. 4'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard,
alighlly crystalline,
massive,
white,
with numerous
large solution "cav1tiea"
tightly filled with yellow porous lime in the
lower part.
~

25. 4' to 39. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1uaary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with numeroua
large solution cavities
partly to tightly
filled with yellow marl.

medium

139. 6' to 151. !'LIMESTONE,
aray,araillaceou,, thin 1hale seams,
fosailiferou1
with
1hale bands from 149. 4' to 149. 8' and
150. 4' to 150. 8'.

COMANCHE~

Continued
log)

39, 5' to 41. 5'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceou,,
brown, with numeroua
flake•
of chalk.
41. 5' to 53. !'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
arglllaceoua,
aray, with numeroua
flake• of
chalk and concrehonary
massea
of light
gray limestone
and occasional
irre1ular
tight, thin partings
of dark gray,calcareoua
,hale in the upper part.

FORMATION

II 5. 5' to 116. 1'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
calcareou,.
116.7' to 118.0'LJMESTONE,aray,medium
hard,
argillaceou1,
thm dark gray cal•
careou11 shale seams.
118. 0' to 121. 8'SHALE, dark gray, very
calcareou,,
hard, with thin gray, argillaceoua limestone
seams.
121. 8' to 138. 5'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, very argillaceous,
thin ahale seama,
fosailiferoua;
band of dark a ray shale from
124. 2' to 125. Z'.

138. 5' to 141. ]'SHALE,
dark gray,
medium hard, very calcareous.

151.1'
hard,
153.1'
158. 6'

to 160.8'SHALE,very
calcareou,,
aray with limestone
bands from
to 154.)',
155.0' to 155.5' and
to 159. 0'.

COMAN~

P~

~

53. 1' to 89. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard,
ahahtly
argillaceoua,
light aray, with numerous
irregular,
tight thin parting•
of a ray
calcareous
shale,
with occasional
foaaila,
and W!th occa•lonal
small masses
of pyrite.

160. 8' to 170. 4'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray calcareous
ahale matrix,
medium
hard.

hard,

90. 6'to 110. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard,
•li&htly
araillaceoua,
light gray, with numerous
irreaular
ti1ht thin partina•
of dark aray
calcareou,
shale having alickenalded
surfaces in the upper part, with occa1ional
fo11ila,
and with occasional
amall ma11e1
oI pyrite.

9. 7' to 22. 4'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard, crystalline,
massive,
variably
white to tan, with occasional
augary tan
lime1tone
pha.sea in the lower part.

115. 5' to Ill. 7'LIMESTONE,medium
hard,
very araillaceous,
thin aha.le aeam1,
aray,
fossiliferou,,
with dark aray shale band
from 118.l'
to 118.9'.

22.4' to 3l.6'LIMESTONE,hard,
maa ■ ive,
sugary appearance,
tan, with occasional
aoluhon cavities
partly to tiahtly filled
with yellow marl.

131. 7' to 134. 0'SHALE.
very calcareou,.

33. 6' to 35. 8'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
alightly argillaceoua,
arayl•h
brown, with
occa1ional
fo1aib,
with falkes of chalk
throughout,
and with lrre11:ular tiaht thin
partings
of gray calcareous
clay in the
lower part.
35. 8' to 46. 3'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
ar11:illaceoua,
masaive,
variably
light aray
to aray, with occa,ional
amall concretion•
ary massea
of light gray limeatone
in the
upper part, and with occasional
flakes of
chalk throughout.

141. 3' to 142. 9'LIMESTONE,
aray,
ara1llaceoua,
fossiliferous,
medium hard.
142. 9' to 145. ]'SHALE,
hard, dark gray,
very calcareous
with thin aeams of gray
argillaceoua
limestone.
145. 3' to 155. 6'LIMESTONE,
a ray, medium
hard, argillaceoua,
thin seams of dark gray
ahale.

medium

hard,

~~~FORMATION
46. l' to 81. 0'LlMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irreaular,
tight, thin partina•
of gray
calcareous
shale, with occa•lonal
fossils,
with occasional
small masaea
of pyrite and
pyritiz.ed
fo,1ils.
159.0' to 160. 5'SHALE,dark
aray,medium
hard, foaailiferous,
calcareous.
160. 5' to 170. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
dark aray shale matrix,
medium hard.

in

170. 0' to J74.1'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
aray,
very argillaceoua,
thin 1hale 1eam1,
foa,iliferoua.
174. 1' to 115. 9'SHALE, dark a ray, medium
hard,
calcareous,
fo1siliferou,.
175. 9' to 176. 9'LIMESTONE,
a ray, medium
hard, argillaceoua,
thin ahale aeams.
176. 9' to 177. S'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray calcareous
ahale matrh::.
177. 5' to 118. 4'SHALE,
gray, hard,
fo,ailiferou,,
very calcareous.

166. 4' to 178. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERAGE,
in
dark gray calcareous
shale matrh:, medium
hard.

114.9' to 177.2'SHALE,dark
1ray,!o11illhr•
ous, calcareous,
medium hard, with limeatone band from 175. 7' to 176. Z'.
177. Z' to 177. 9'5HELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
dark aray calcareous
shale matrix,
medium
hard.
177.9' to J83.9'5HALE,darkgray,me,dium
hard, calcareous,
fossilirerou•
with gray
araillaceou1
limeatone
bands from 181. 6'
to 182. 0'.
183. 9' to 186. 0' LIMESTONE,
any, medium
hard, araillaceous,
with thin ahale seams.
186. 0' to 188. 6'SHALE, dark gray, compact,
medium hard, thin .seams and band• of gray
limestone.

gray,

134. 0' to 135. 6'LlMESTONE,
a ray, medium
hard, arglllaceou1,
thin ahale 1eam1.
135.6' to 136. 7'SHALE,aray,very
calcare•
oua, hard,
fo,ailiferoua.
136. 7' to 159. 0'LIMESTONE,
aray, medium
hard thin 1hale 1eama,
aray,
fo•1ilHerous,
argillaceoua,
with aray shale bands from
155. 9' to 156. 5' and 156. 7' to I 57. 6'.

155. 6' to 166. 4'Alternating
band• of dark
gray, medium hard,
calcareous
1hale and
gray very argillaceous
limeatone.
shale
slightly predominant
material,
fo.sailiferoua.

110. 4' to 174. 9'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, ar1illaceou11,
with thin 1eam1 of
,hale.

85. 0' to 90. 6'LIMESTONE,
medium
araillaceou1,
ma,sive,
11ray.

~~
109. 3' to 115. 5'5HALE, gray,hard,
very
calcareoua,
lo.sailiferoua.
L1me1tone
band
from Ill.)'
to 111.5'.

compact,

FORMATION

46. 9' to 85. 0'LJMESTONE,
hard,
1li11htly
argillaceoua,
li11ht gray, with numerou,
irregular
tight thin partina•
of any calcareous
shale, with occasional
foa1ils,
and with occasional
small ma1se1 of pyri.te.

Continued
loa)

EDWARDS FORMATION
I. 5' to 9~T~rd,
crystalline, variably
tan lo white, with occasional
"pinhole"
vug1, with occasional
large
solution "cavities"
tightly filled with
yellow marl from 7. 0' to 8. l', and with
numerous
large vua• in the upper part.

178. 4' TOTAL

DEPTH

81. 0' to 89. 9'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
aralllaceoua,
variably
light a ray to gray,
with numerous
irreaular,
tiaht, thin
partings
of gray calcareous
shale in the
upper part.
118. 0' to 185. !'LIMESTONE,
gray, calcareous, medium hard,
thm ahale seams,
fo••
siliferou•
banda of dark gray shale from
181. 6' to 182. S' and 183. I' to 183. 7'. Shell
agglomerate
In shale matrix from 183. 7'
to 18-4.4'.
89, 8' to 96. 0'LIMESTONE,
medium
argillaceous,
mas•ive,
gray.

hard,

185. I' to 187. )'SHALE,
dark, gray, very
calcareou,,
with several
0. I' wide seams
of gray llme,tone,
fo11iliferoua.
187. l' to 191. 0'LIMESTONE,
aray, argillace•
ous, medium hard, with bands of dark aray
shale from 189.1' to 189.4',
189.6' to
1
189.9' and 190.?' to 190.6 ,fos.siliferou1.
191. 0' TOTAL

89. 9' to 109. 3'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
araillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irreau.lar
tight thin parting,
of dark gray
calcareous
shale having alicken1ided
sur•
face a, with occasional
fossils,
and with
occasional
small ma11es of pyrite and
pyritized
fossils.
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O£PTH
0.0

ELE\,

652

DEPTH

.z

!O~

0.0'toB.0'SILTandbouldeu.

'.

0 0

OEPTH
OEPTM

0. 0' to S. J'SILT,
(Taken from

boulder,
driller's

and gr.t.vel.
log)

ELEV

2C-117

Pl-I]

0.0' to 1.0' SILT.
1. 0' to 3. 0' CLAY.
(Taken from driller's

Continued

o
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0 0

.'

0

EDWARDS

~~
5. 3' to 10. 6'LIMESTONE,
very hard.
ferous,
crystalline,
vuggy, brown.

8. 0' to 14. 0'SIL T and sand.
10. 6' to 15. 7'LJMESTONE.
hard, £ouiliferou1, ma1tive,
crystalline,
white, with
numerou1
tiny vugs throughout.

medium hard,
103. 9' to 104. 7'LIMESTONE,
gray ahaly.
to
104. 7' to 120. 6'5HALE, medium hard,
h.t.rd, calcareous,
compact,
gray limestone
bands from 109. 8' to 110. I', 110. 7' to
111.0',
115.2' to 115.5',
117.0' to 117.3'
and 119. 0' to 119. 5' .

2C-118

coquina,

hard,

9. 0' to 24. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard, manive,
sugary appearance,
tan, with numerous
large iron-stained
solution
cavitie•
partly
to tightly filled with yellow marl.

120. b' to 133. 5'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin shale aeams.

33. 0' to 37. Z'LJMESTONE,
a?"gillaceous,
light brown,
flake• of chalk.

medium hard,
with numerous

37. Z' to 45. Z'LIMESTONE,
medium
argillaceoua,
massive,
gray.
medium hard,
38. 3' to 48. !'LIMESTONE,
arglllaccoua,
ma11ive,
gray, with numerou1
irregular,
tight, thin parting•
of dark
ahale from 39. 7' to 40. 8',
gray calcareoua
and with a transition.t.l,
almoat aoft, very
argillaceoua
phase in the lower part.

COMANCHE~

FORMATION

48.1' to 86. &'LIMESTONE,
hard,
llightly
argillaceou1,
light gray, with numeroua
irregular,
tight, thin parting•
of gray
calcareoua
clay, with occasional
fossib
and with occaaional
small mas.fes 0£ pyrite
and pyriti:ii:ed fossil,.

~

PEAK

hard,
133. 5' to 140. 2'SHALE, hard
gray, calcareous,
numerous
band• of gray limestone.

to very hard,
thin seams and

112.2' to 121.0'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
occasional
fossils,
hard, argillaceou1,
seams and partings
of dark gray •hale.
24. 9' to 27. Z'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
grayish
brown, with numerous
small flake I of chalk, and with occasional
tight irregular
partings
of gray calcareous
shale.
27. 2' to 34. 7' LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
gray, with numerous
flakes of
argillaceous,
ma1se.s of
chalk and large concretionary
light gray limestone
in the extreme
upper
small concretionpart, and with occasional
ary ma.fses of light a ray limestone
throughCOMANCHE
PEAK FORMATION
31. 7' to 71. 5'LIMESTONE,hs.rd,
slightly
light gray, with numerous
ar1illaceous,
of gray calirregular
tight thin partings
careous
shale,
with occasional
fossils,
and
with occasional
small ma11e1 of pyrite.

140. 2' to 152. 6'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous
with bands of dark aray
calcareous
shale from 142. 5' to 143. 0 1 ,
and 151. b' to ISZ. 0'.

174, 0 1 to 176. 7'SHALE, dark gray.
hard,
fosailiferou•,
gray limestone
from 175. l' to 175.8'.

82. Z' to 88. S'LIMESTONE,
medium
argillaceoua,
maa1ive,
gray.

TOT.6.L

DEPTH

hard,

86.8'
88. 5' to 103. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
,lightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with nurnerou1
irregular
tight thin parting•
of dark gray
calcareous
shale having alicltensided
sur•
faces,
with occasional
foasils,
and with
occa1ional
small masses
of pyrite.

176.
dark
177.
gray,
178.
oua,
180.
gray,

medium
band

7' to 177. 6'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE,
in
gray aha le matrix,
medium hard.
6' to 178. )'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous.
3' to 180. 6 1 SHALE, hard, very calcare;ray.
b' to 186. 2'LIMESTONE,ar1illaceoua,
medium hard,
fo1siliferous,
•hale

thin

gray, medium
fos1ils.

gray, medium
127. 6' to 128. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceou1.
128. 9' to 133. )'SHALE,
dark gray, occasion•
al seams and nodular
pieces of gray limestone, medium hard.
gray, medium
fo1sils.

138. 4' to ISO, 5'SHALE, dark gray, medium
hard to hard,
calcareou•,
occasional
fos.fila; gray limestone
bands from 145. 4'
to 145. 8' and 148. 0' to 148. 4'.

152~6• to 164. J'SHALE,
gray, medium hard,
very calcareous,
with limestone
bands from
154.1' to 154.6',
155.4' to 155.9',
and
159. 0' to It9. 9', fossiliferous.

lb4. 3' to 169. 8'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray •hale matrix,
medium hard with
band• of fossiliferous
shale from lbS. 9' to
167. 0' and 167.4' to lb 7. 9'.
169. 8' to 174. 0'LIMESTONE,
gray, araillaceou•, medium hard, thin dark gray shale

121. 0' to 127. 6'SHALE, dark
hard,
calcareous.
occaa1onal

133. 3' to 138. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous,
occasional

FORMATION

45. Z' to 8Z. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
tight thin parting,
of gray calirregular
careoua
.fhale having 1lickensided
surlacea,
with occasional
fossils,
and with occasional
ol pyrite.
small maases

WALNUT~
97. 6' to 104. 2'5HALE, gray, hard, very
calcareous,
thin seams and nodular pieces
of gray limestone.

104. 2' to 106. 8'LIMESTON·E,
gray, very
argillaceous,
medium hard, thin shale
seams and partinga.
!Ob. 8' to 112. 2'SHALE, gray, med1wn hard,
calcareous,
thin seam• and nodular pieces
or gray limestone,
band of gray araillaceous limestone
Crom 108. 5' to 109. 2'.

15. 7' to 33. 0' LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
tan, with numerous
appearance,
ma1sive,
large solution
cavities
partly filled with
marl in the lower part.

18. 7' to 38. l'LlMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with occasional
cavities,
with occa,ional
open solution
foaailifcroua
cryalallinc
white limestone
upper part, and with
phases in the extreme
a tight vertical
fracture
from 31. 5' to
32.3'.

Continued

FORMATION

~~
14. 0' to 18. 7'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
occaaionally
soft and friable,
slightly
(becoming
arenaceous,
very fossiliferous
a
shell coquina from 17.2' to 17.8'),
weathered,
with a large,
massivt:,
brown,
light gray chert convery hard, brittle,
cretion from 18. 0' to 18. I'.

ELEV.

log)

3. 0' to 9. 0'LIMESTONE,
shell
massive,
white,
iron-stained.

fouili-

8.0

... o

ARMY

ZC-118

ELEV
C'>6J
.4

o.o

U.S.

150. 5' to 159. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
shale matrix,
medidark gr.t.y caleareous
um hard.

159. 0' to 162. S'Alternating
bands of dark
shale and gray araillacegray calcareous
oua limestone,
medium hard, fossiliferous.
71. 5' to 77. 4'LIMESTONE,
medium
argillaceou1,
massive,
gray.

hard,

16Z. 5' to 176. 4'SHALE, dark gray,
hard to hard with irreaular
seam•
nodular masses
of gray limestone,
gray lime1tone
from 170. 0' to 170.
173. 4' to 173. 9', fossiliferous.

hard,
slightly
77. 4' to 97. 6'LIMESTONE,
argillaceous,
Haht gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin parting•
of dark gray
calcareou•
aha.le having slickensided
1urfaces,
with occasional
fo1si11 and with
occasional
small mas1es
of pyrite.

medium
and
bands of
S' and

NOTE.·
Boring

TOTAL

2C- 116 is shown on Plofll

17 App•ndix

Ill.

DEPTH

BRAZOS RIVER BASIN, TEXAS
18b. Z' to 190. !'SHALE, medium hard,
gray, calcareous,
thin seam• of gray
argillaceous
lime1tone,
190. I' TOTAL

DEPTH
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ZC-119

661.9

0.0' to 1.5' SILT.
I. S' to S. Z'SILT and boulders.

Continued
HEV

ELEV

ELEV

~~

CLASSll'ICATION

ANO

hard,
94. 0' to 112. 8'LIMESTONE,
,lightly
light gray, with numeroua
argillaceou,.
irregular
tight thin partings
of dark aray
aurcalcareou,
,hale having slickensided
facea, with occaaional
foa,ils,
and with
occa,ional
amall masses
of pyrite.

WALNUT
-------

Continued

WALNUT

FORMATION

24.J'
to 37.0'LIMESTONE,hard,
sugary
massive,
tan, with numerous
appearance,
large solution
cav1he•
pa.-tly to tightly
filled with yellow marl from 31. I' to
37. 7'.

calof gray

~NUT
~RMA~~
100. 2' to 106. 0'SHALE. very calcareous,
medium hard,
gray, thm seams and
nodul•r
pieces of aray argillaceous
hme-

13. 8' to ZS. 5'LIMESTONE.hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with occasioncavihes
partly to tightly filled
al solution
with yellow marl.

106. 0' to 108. Z'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, very argillaceous.
occasional
fossils.
108. Z' to I IZ. 7'5HALE, hard, very calcarehard
ous, gray araillaceous,
limestone,
from 109. Z' to 109. 5' and 110. 5' to 111. 0'.

FORMATION

112. 6 1 to 120. 8'SHALE, medium
calcareous,
gray, arg,llaceoua,
band from 114.4' to 115.0'.

hard, gu.y,
limestone

24. 9' to 25. 7' LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
mas,ive,
tan.
medium hard,
25. 7' to 35. 7'LlMESTONE,
argillaceous,
gray, with numerous
concretionary
masses
of light gray liznestone
and flakes of chalk 1n the upper part,

bands of 1ray
120. 8' to 126. 9'Alternating
argillaceous
lime,tone
and dark gray calcareous
,haie,
medium hard.

126. 9' to lJ9. 0'LIMESTONE,
guy. medium
h>1rd, argillaceous,
fossiliferous,
band of
dark gray shale from 138. 0' to 138. 5'.

COMANCHE

PEAK

104. 5' to 106. 5'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
very arg,\laceous,
occasional
fossils,
hard,
thin •ha.le seams.
106. 5' to 110. Z'A!ternating
bands of gray
argillaceous
limestone
and dark gray calcareous
shale,
medium hard to hard.
110.Z' to 1Zl.5'LIMESTONE,gray,argilmedium hard,
fossils,
laceous,
occasional
lhm dark gray calcareous
seams and
partings.

139. 0' to 147. Z'SHALE,
dark
calcareous,
1ray, hard,
fossiliferous,
with numerous
thin limestone
seam,
and bands.

J IZ. 7' to IZZ. 8'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin seam• of dark
gray •hale,
a few fossils.

hard,
25. 5' to 27. l'LIMESTONE,medium
.,.rgillaceous,
massive,
grayish-brown.
27.1' to 36.0'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous, gray, with numerous
concretionary
masses
of light gray limestone
in the upper
part, and with numerous
!lake, of chlllk
throughout.

IZZ. 8' to 127. 9'SHALE,
ous, gray, massive.

121. 5' to 131. 5'SHALE, eray, very calcareous,
hard, with small concretionary
masses
of gray arcillaceou•
limestone,
occasional
fossils,
b•nd of hard gray
limestone
129.0' to lJ0. l'.

36. 0' to 65. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
tight thin partinaa
irregular
of gray calcareous
shale,
with occasional
foadls,
with
occasional
,mall masses
of pyrite and
pyritized
fossils.

131.
ous;
gray
132.
hard,
thin

gray, very
131. 5' to 144. 9'LIMESTONE,
argillaceous,
occasional
fossil,,
numerous
irregular
shale seam,
and partings.

165. 8' to 175. 6'SHELL
dark gray shale matrix,
hard.

medium hard,
89. Z' to 94. 0'LlMESTONE,
argillaceou,,
li&ht aray, with numerou,
irnaular
tight thin partina•
of dark aray
calcareou,
,hale havina ,llckenaided
aurface,,
with occasional
fo••il•,
and with
occasional
,mall ma,se,
of pyrite.

AGGLOMERATE,
medium hard to

in

gray, medium
175. 6 1 to 176. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
thaly.
176. 9' to 177. B'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray shale matrix,
medium hard.
177.8' to 180.9'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard,
very argillaceous,
aha le aeams and
band•.
180. 9' to 182. B'SHALE, dark gray to black,
compact,
medium hard,
thin limestone
seams,
(oaalliferous.
182. 8' to 184. )'LIMESTONE,
gray,medium
hard, araillaceous,
fossiliferous.
184. ]' to 189. 0'SHALE, dark gray, calcareous, medium hard, fossiliferous.
189. 0' to 190. !'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
arglllaceous,

78. 9' to 98. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irre11uli1r tight thin partings
of dark gray
calcareous
shale having slickensided
surfaces,
with occasional
fossils
and
small masses
of pyrite.

150. 7' to 159. l'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
dark gray calcareou1
shale matrix,
hard to
medium hard.

159. I' to 159. 9'SHALE, dark gray, calcareous, medium hard,
fossiliferous.
159. 9' to 167. 5'LIMESTONE,
11:ray, very
argillAceous,
irreauJar
seams and partings of dark gray calcareou1
shale, medium
hard, fossiliferous,
with shell agglomerate
from 164. 9' to 166. 8'.
TOTAL

DEPTH

65. 4' to 80. 0'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceout,
gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin parting•
of gray calcareous shale in the upper part, and with
occasional
fossils.

164. 8' to 168. )'SHALE,
dark gray,
ous, medium hard,
fossiliferous.

calcare-

168. 3' to 170. 0'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceou,,
thin shale aeams,
fossiliferous,
dark gray calcareous
shale
band from 169. 4' to 169. 7'.

hard,
80. 0' to 100. 2'LIMESTONE,
•lightly
argillaceout,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin parting,
of dark gray
calcareou•
shale having alickensided
surfaces in the upper part,
with occasional
fossils,
and with occasional
small masses
of pyrite and pyritiz.ed
fossils.

NOTE:
Boring

2C- /20

gray, very
thin shale

1s shown on plaltt 17 App.JU.
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160. 4' to 164. 8'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, very argillaceout,
thin seams of
ara.y shale,
fossiliferous,
band of dark gray
calcareous
shale from 163. 7' to 164. l'.

190. l' to 191. 6'SHALE, black,
compact,
calcareous,
medium hard, thin aray lime•
atone bands.
191. 6' TOTAL

I' to 132. l'SHALE,hard,very
calcaresmall concretionary
nodules of li11ht
limestone.
3' to 140. 0'LIMESTONE,
11ray, medium
very argillaceous;
a few fossils
and
shale seams.

151. Z' to 160. 4'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
matrix of dark 1ray calcareous
shale,
medium hard.

144. 9' to 150. 7'Alternating
bands of gray
a.rgillaceous
limestone
and calcareous
medium hard,
fossiliferous.
shale,

68. 0' to 78. 9'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
araillaceous,
aray,
with numeroua
irregular tight thin partings
of cray calcareous
shale,
and with occasional
irregular
ironstained fractures.

calcare-

140. 0' to 144. 9'SHALE, aoft to medium
hard, dark aray,
calcareous,
fossiliferou•,
shaly limestone
bands from HO. 9' to
141.4' to 141.6' and 144.5' to
141.2'.
144. 9'.
144. 9' to 151. Z'Alternatina
bands of dark
shale and light
gray to black calcareous
gray Argillaceous,
fossiliferous
limestone,
medium hard.

147.Z' to 157.0'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard, ar11Ulaceoua,
thin dark gray shale
aeams and parting,.

157. 0' to 165. 8'SHALE, dark gray, compact,
cAlcareous,
medium hard, nodular
limelimestone
bands
stone seams fossiliferous,
from 160. 0' to 160. 5' and 163. 5' to 164. 3'.

very

127.9' to 131. l'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
argillaceou•.
thin. dark gray shale
hard,

~~FORMATION
50. 8' to 89. 2'LIMESTONE,
hard,
aliahlly
araillaceou1,
liaht aray, with numerous
irreaular
tiaht thin parlinas
of a ray
foasil ■,
calcareous
shale,
with occaaional
and with occasional
•mall masses
of pyrite
and pyritized
fo,sih.

hard,

~~~

FORMATION

35. 7' to 68, 0'LlMESTONE,
hard.
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tigkt thin partinas
of gray calcareous
,hale,
with occasional
fottila,
with occasional
small masses
of pyrite,
and with numerous
irregular
iron-stained
fracture•
from 59. 3' to 68. 0'.

37. 0' to 39. )'LIMESTONE,
hard,
•lightly
argillaceou,,
tan, with numerous
flakes
of chalk.
39.3' to 50.8'LIMESTONE,medium
hard,
argillaceoua,
gray, with occasional
conof light gray limestone,
cretionary
masses
flakes of chalk.
and w1lh occ:as,onal

REMARKS

Continued

ZC-IZZ

98. Z' to 104. 5'SHALE, medium hard,
careous,
gray, numerous
thin b•nds
limestone.

shell coquma,
variably
white

ANO

EDWARDS~
0. 0' to 13. &'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard, mass,ve,
white,
with occasional
tightly filled with yellow
solution cavities
lime, and with numerous
hard sugary tan
limestone
phases in the lower part.

~~~!:l
1. Z' to 5. Z'LlMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard, massive,
tan, with a hoTi.z.ontal
iron-stained
solution
cavity at 4. Z'.
5. 2' to 24. 9'LlMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with numerous
mas•es
of calcite and bands of shell
coquina. in the upper part and with
solution
numerous
cavities
partly rilled
with yellow marl throughout.

5. Z' to 19. S'LIMESTONE,
very hard,
cry•talline,
maaaive,
variably
tan to
brown,
with numerous
lar1e to small vugt
lined with iron-stained
calcite.
Open
cavity from 10. 8' to 15. 0'.

19. 5' to 24. 3'LIMESTONE,
hard,
massive,
cryatallinc,
to tan.

CLASSIFICATION

REMARKS

0. 0' to I. Z'Soil and weathered
limestone
boulders.
(Taken from dnller'•
log)
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OEPTH

ELEV

CLA!lSIFICATION

EDWARDS FORMATION
Z. 5' to 9, 4'LIMES1'0NE,
,hell coq1.nna. hard,
ma111ve,
white with solution "cavitae11"
tiahtly filled with hard porou• lime, with
numerous
iron-1tain1
in
the upper part,
and with occational
trantihonal
phase ■ of
hard •uaary
ma11ive
ur,n limestone
in the
lower part.
9.4' to Z4. l'LIMESTONE,hard,
sugary
appearance,
ma111ve,
tan, w,lh occasional
solution
cavities
partly to tiahtly filled
with yellow marl.

2C-1Zl

...,
10.J.0

.su.1

5Jli.J

0.0' to 9. l'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hat"d, cry1talhne,
mas11ve, white, with
occa1ional
,mall solution "cavitie1"
tightly filled with calcareou1
material,
and with numerou1
hard 1uasry tan hme•
stone pha1es in the lower part.

Continued

96. 2' to 103. 0'5HALE,
calcareous,
occ••ional
1ray limeilone.

9. l' to 24. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, ■ ugary
appearance,
ma1sive,
tan, with occasional
solution c•vities
partly to tightly filled
with yellow-brown
marl.

gray, hard, very
nodular
piece,
of

103. 0' to 107. 8'LIMESTONE,
guy, medium
hard, araillace:ous,
occasional
shells and
thin dark 1ray shale' seams.

119.4' to 126.6'SHALE,very
hard, aray.

FOKMATION

H.4'
to 66.2'LIMESTONE,h11.rd,
slightly
araillaceoua,
light 1ray, with numerous
irre1ular
t11ht thin partin1•
of 1r11y calcareous
shale,
with occasional
fossils,
and
with occasional
small ma,ue•
of pyrite and
pyrit1zed
fossils.

COMANCHE

126. 6' to 138. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, gray,
very argillaceou,,
occ ■ •ional shells,
bands
of dark gray calc1reous
•h•le from 127. 9'
to 128. S' and 137. l' to 137. 7'.

•99J

~

158. 0' to 1S9. 2'Thin alternating
bands of
gray calcat"eous
shale and araillaceou•
limestone,
fos•iliferous,
medium hard.
159. 2' to 160. 4'SHALE, hard, very calcareous, occasional
fossih,
gray.
160. 4' to 163. 6'LIMESTONE,
aray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
occasional
fossils,
clu•ter•
of pyrite and thin shale seams.
Band
of dat'k aray calcareous
•hale from 162. 3'
to 163.0'.

Continued

~~

~~FORMATI~

8' to 120. l'LJM£STONE,
guy, medium
very ar1Hlaceou1,
fossiliferous,
dark
calcareou1
shale band, from I0S. l' to
0', 106. l' to 106. 9', 107. 0' to 107. l'
109. 0' to 109. l'.

ANO REMARM:S

86. Z' to 89. 7'5HALE, hard,
very
gray, gray araillaceous
limestone
from 86. 7' to 87.6'.
89. 7' to 99. 7'SHALE, dark
medium hard,
occasional
seams and nodular
clusters
laceous
llme1tone.

18. 2' to 25. 8'LIMESTONE,
medium hsrd,
argillaceou1,
gray, with occa1ional
flakes
o( chalk, and with occasional
calcite-lined
vugs.

67. 7' to 77. J'LIMESTONE,
v•ri•bly
medium
hard to hard, ar1illaceou1,
gray, with
occ••ional
lrreaular
ti&ht thick parting•
of gray calcareou1
shale,

aray,

calcareous,
and thin
of gray argil•

■bells

lime ■ tone.

107. Z' to 110. 6'LIMESTONE,
1ray, ar1illaceous,
medium hard,
thin dark gray shale
seams,
occasional
1hell•.
120. l' to 126. 0'SHALE, gray, comp,act,
medium hard,
calcareous,
fossiliferous,
limestone
band from 123. 2' to 124. S'.

110.6' to 119.4'SHALE,gray,
hard.
very
cslcareous,
occasional
concretionary
nodule• of hard araillaceous
limestone.

1Z6. 0' to 143. S'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin shale seams,
fos1lliferous,
with shale bands from
129. o• to 129. 6', 129. 8' to 130. 2', 138. l'
to Jl8.8'
and 139.2' to 139.6'.

143. S' to 146. Z'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
calcareous,
fo•siliferous,
gray limestone
bands from 144. 5' to 144. 8' and 145. 4' to
145.8'.
146. 2' to 147. 5'LIMESTONE,
gray, argillace•
ous, medium hard, with thin dark gray
1hale seam•.
147. 5' to ISO. 6'5HALE, medium hard, gray,
calcareou1
with limestone
bands from
149. I' to 149. 4' and 149. 7' to 150. 2'.
I SO. 6' to 157, 7'SHELL AGGLOMERATE
in
dark grsy shale mstrix,
medium hard.

157. 7' to 162. S'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
thin shale seam•,
fossili(erous

77. l' to 96. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard,
1lightly
argillaceous,
li&ht aray, with numerou1
irreaular
tiaht thin parting•
of dsrk
1ray calcareou1
shale havina sllckensided
surfaces
in the upper part and with
occasional
fo••ll•.

calcare~u•,
band

99. 7' to 107. Z'SHALE, very hard, very
calcareous,
with numerous
concretionary
nodules of hard very argillaceous
gray

~PEAK~
25. 8' to 63. !'LIMESTONE,
hard,
11ightly
argillaceoua,
light gray, with numerous
it'reguJar,
tight thin parting•
of aray calcareous
shale,
with occa•lonal
fossils,
and
with occational
small m.a•ses of pyrite.

119. 4' to 120. 4'LIMESTONE,
gray, very
arglllaceous,
medium hard.
120. 4' to 122. 0'Thin slternating
band ■ of
dark tray calcareous
shale and gray argil•
laceous
llme:1tone,
medium bard.
122. 0' to 12:9. 0'LIM.ESTONE,
gray, argillaceous,
medium hard, occasional
seams
of dark 1ray 1bale.

IZ9. 0' to 133. 8'SHALE,
calcareous,
thin seams
ous limestone.

in

66. 2' to 76. 7'LlMESTONE,varlably
hard to
medium hat'd, araillaceous,
1ray, with.
occasional
irre1ular
ti1ht thin parting•
of
dark 1ray calcareous
shale in the upper part.

CLASSIFICATION

2C-12S

138. 0' to 147. 4'SHALE, hard, very calcareous, 1ray, nume:t'OUS thin seams and
nodular
pieces of 1ray limestone,
ar&illace•
o,.is limestone
band from 143. 0' to 143. ]'
and 144. I' to 145. I'.

147. 4' to 158. 0'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
m.atrix of dark aray calcareous
shale,
medium h•rd,
shale seams.

159.,
160~

PEAK

JS. 0' to 67. 7'LJMESTONE,hard,
1lighlly
argillaceou1,
li1ht gray, with numerou1
irregular
tight thin partings
of 1ray calcareous
1hale, with occa1ional
fos1ih,
and
with occa1ional
small ma.11es of pyrite and
pyritized
fotsih.

ELEV.

~-ARDS~
0. 0' to 18. Z'LIMESTONE,
hsrd,
•uaary
sppesrance,
massive,
tan, with occasional
large solution
cavities
partly to ti1ht1y
filled with yellow marl,
with•
very hard
crystalline
brown limestone
phase from
I. 3' to 2. 0', and with a hard mas1lve
white shell coquina from 15. 0' to 18. Z',

96. 8' to 98. 9'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hsrd,
very argillaceou•.
thin shale seams,
fo1siliferous,
with 1hale bands from 97. 2'
to 97.8' and 98. I' to 98.8'.
98, 9' to 102. 8'SHALE, dark gray, medium
hat'd, fo••ihferous,
calcareous.

24. 0' to Z5. 4'LIMESTONE,
very hard,
crystalline,
fo•siliferous,
arayish-tan.
25.4' to 30.4'LIMESTONE,hard,
sli1htly
argillaceou1,
lo11iliferou•.
light gray,
with irregular
tight thin p•rtina•
of gray
calcareous
shale,
and wlth numerous
£lakes
of chalk.
30. 4' to JS. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, massive,
1ray.

calcareous,

DEPTH

REMARKS

Continued

l0Z.
hard,
gray
106.
and

107. 8' to 108. 9'SHALE, hard, vet'y calcareou1, aray,
108. 9' to 119.4'LIMESTONE,gray,
very
araillaceous,
numerous
thin •eaml
and
partin11
of gr•y shale,
medium hat'd.

24. I' to 24. S'LIMESTONE,very
hard,
slightly
cryatalline,
vuagy, arayiah
brown.
Z4. 5' to 33. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard,
alightly
araill1ceou1,
aray, with occasional
concretiona.-y
ma11e1 of li&ht aray hmetlone,
and with flakes of chalk throughout.

76. 7' to 96.2'LIMESTONE,hard,
sli1htly
argillace:ou•,
li1ht 1ray, with nume:rou•
Irregular
ti1ht thin partin1•
of dark gray
calcare:ol.lS •hale having •licke:n•ided
•urfaces in the l.lpper part, with occasional
lo••ll•,
and with numerOl.lS small cl.Ible
pyrite cry1tal1
in the extreme
upper part.

ANO

~~

0. 0' to Z. S'CLA Y, 1andy, and hmestone.
(Taken from driller'•
Joa)

~ ~

ZC-125

2C-IZ4

~

gray, hard, very
of gray araillace-

Ill. 8' to JlS. ':!'Alternating
b•nds of dark
1ray •hale and 1ray argillaceous
limestone.
medium hat'd.
llS. 9' to 144. 0'SHALE, dark gray, medium
hard,
calcareous,
thin limestone:
seams,
fosslllferou1,
band of 1ray srgillaceous
limestone,
139. 2' to 140. 0'.

63.1' to 68. S'LIMESTONE,medium
hard,
ar1i!Jaceous,
somewhat
shaly,
gray.

141. l' to 146. 5'SHELL
AGGLOMERATE
in
matrix
of dark 1ray •hale,
medium hard.
68. 5' to 86. 2'LI~ESTONE,
bard,
1liaht1y
•raillaceous,
light gray, with nfunerou•
irre1ular
tight thin partings
of dark 1ray
calcareous
shale,
having slickensided
surfaces (1urfaces
al,o iron-atained
from
69. S' to 75. 0'. ), with occssional
fossils,
and with occasional
1mall masses
o( pyrite.

146. S' to 147. 5'SHALE,
dark gray,calcareou•, medium hard, fossilifet'OUS.

162. 5' to 164. 9'SHALE, dark gray, vet'y
calcareous
and fossiliferous,
gray Ume1tone band from 163. 7' to 163. 9'.
164. 9' to 165. ':!'LIMESTONE,
1ray, hard,
al'aillaceous,
fos•iliferou•.
165. 9' to 168. 5'5HALE, medium hard, gray
cslcareou1
with thin gray at"gillaceous
limestone
band1.
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ELEV

sze.s

6c-126

s:n.o

o. 0 1 to l. s• Road nu - boulders.
1ilty
l. 5' to 4. 5' CLAY, brown,
ZC-130
4.5'

...

CLAY,brown,veryhardanddry.
Joa)
(Talr.en rrom driller'•

to8.9'

60 ZC-131
WALNUT

2C-128

FORMATION

t>.dly

partly ,oft.ened,
8. 9' to I t.1i""siuJ:E,
yellow.
calcareoua,
weathered,

5L1.5

16. 4' to 19. )' LIMESTONE,
very araillaceou1,
weathered,

...,,,.,.,

49 ✓.1

Ul9'
4·19.1
1i1e.9

s-.o

,1, •

55.0

47JJ

1ie.e

lime•

•oft, weathered

from

driller'•

log)

EDWARDS~

calcareoua,
46. 5' to 47. l'SHALE,hard,very
concretionary
partly foaailifcroua,aray,with
partly foaailnodule• of hard, araillaceoua,
ifcrou11 liaht aray limeatone.
hard,calcare47. I' to 48. 8'SHALE,medium
with a hard, very araillaceoua,
oua,gray,
Hahl aray lime atone band from 47. 7' to 47. 9'.
48. 8' to 49. 6'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous,
liaht aray, with a very hard,
foatllifcroua,
liaht aray limeatonc
very foa1ilifcroua,
band from 48. 9' to 49. 0'.
1
49. 6 to S4. O'SHALE,mediumhard,ealcareoua
light
very argillaccoua,
aray, with hard,
phaae1 from 51. 6' to 51. 9' and
aray limeatonc
5Z. 8' to S3. l'.
S4. 0' to SS. O'SHELL AGGLOMERATE,b.rd,
gray ,hale.
calcareoua,
in a matrix of hard,

.s

0. 0' to 4. 2' TOPSOIL,
(Taken

hard, •liahtly
light gray.

very
hard,
19. 3' to ZO. I' LIMESTONE,
llaht any.
argillaceoua,
ZO. 1' to Z I. 4' SHALE, hard, very calcareoua,
gray.
calhard,
Zl. 4' to Z4. 6' SHA.LE,medium
gray.
eareou1,
24. 6' to 26. 0' SHALE, hard, very calaray.
careous,
hard, very cal26, 0' to 46. S' SHALE,
on very
in zone, border•
careou,,
lime atone liahl lo dark gray,
argillaccoua
and
,cam,
numcroua
hard lo medium hard,
become ■
of aray limcatonc,
piece,
nodular
at baac.
foaailiferoua

'7.1

Continued

ZC-IZ8
.and

hard
variably
l l. 0' to 16. 4' LIMESTONE,
very
badly weathered,
partly aoftened,
light yellowish-gray.
argillaceou1,

tugary
hard,
4. Z' to 17. 8' LIMESTONE,
tan, with occaaion•l
maaaive,
appearance,
partly to tightly
cavitie•
1mall ,olulion
lime.
filled with argillaceous

weathered
0. O' to I. Z' TOPSOIL(Taken from Driller's

96. l' to 98. l'LtMESTONE,aray,argillaceoua,
medium hard, thin aray ahale 11eam1.
98. l' to IOZ. 7'SHALE, dark 1ray, compact,
medium hard, with band of gr1y
calcareou,,
from 100.4' to 101.1'.
limettone

EOW ARDS FORMATION
hard, crystalline,
I. Z' to 8. 4 1 LIMESTONE,
,hell coquma),
(almo,t
very foa,lliferou,
white.
massive,

102. 7' to JOS. Z'LIMESTONE,aray,argillacethin aha le •earn,.
ous, medium hard,

augary
hard,
8. 4' to 20. S' LIMESTONE,
tan, with occaaion•I
maa1ive,
appe•r•nee,
and with
pha1e1,
eryatalline
foatilifcroua
partly to
larae •olution cavitiea
numerou,
tightly filled with yellow marl from 14. Z'
to ZO. 5', and with a large very hard aray
chert nodule from 14. 7' to 15. 0'.

105. Z' to 107. 4' SHALE, very ealcareou1.
hard, gray.
107. 4' to 113. l'LIMESTONE,aray,araillace•
,hale
ous, medium hard, thin calcareoua

17. 8' to Z5. 7'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceoua
concretionaryma11e•
gray, with numerou.s
with occaaional
of light gray lime.stone,
of d•rk aray
thin tight parting•
irreaular
with ■ mall flake• and
•hale,
c•lc•rcou•
•nd with a large
nodule• of chalk throughout,
vug at ZO. Z'.
calcite-lined

Ill. I' to ll9.8'SHALE,
gray, lime1tone
hard.
117.6'.

119. 8' to 134. I' LIMESTONE,
thin dark
oua, medium hard,

hard, slightly arZO. 5' to Z8. 6 1 LIMESTONE,
tan to yellowvariably
ma,aive,
gillaceous,
of
amall masses
brown, with occaaional
,mall solution
with occa,ional
calcite,
with
marl,
tightly filled with porou,
cavitie•
of
masses
larae concrctionary
numerou,
clay containmedium hard brown calcareoua
ing flake• and nodule• of chalk from Z6. 9' to
Z7.6'.
Z8. 6' to 35. 6 1 LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous,
gray, with occaaional
chalky,
aomewh•t
of dark gray caltight thin partings
irreaular
eoncrctionary
shale w,th numeroua
careou,
and w,thvery
of light gray hme•tone,
ma,,c,
•mall flake• and nodules of chalk throughout.

aray,argillacegray 1hale

~~~
2S. 7' to 63. l'LlMESTONE;hard,argill•ccou,,
tight
irregular
light gray, with numcrou.s
ahale,
of dark gray caleareoua
thin partinas
of
very small ma••c•
and with oecaaional
pyrite and pyriti;r;ed fossil•.

COMANCHE

PEA.IC. FORMATION

35. 6' to 68. 4' LJMESTONE,hard,argiUaeeou•,
liaht gray, with numerou,,
chalky,
aomewhat
of dark gray
tight thin partings
lrreaul•r
,hale.
calcareou,

to 10.6'

CLAY,

■ andy,

to IZ. 5' GRAVEL,

IZ. 5' to ll. 9' SANO. clayey,
ll. 9' to 20. Z' GRAVEL,

■ illy,

firm.

aandy,

CLAY,

aandy.

7.0'

•illy,

aray,
■ hale

zo.z
21,6

25.e
21.5
2e • .5

,o.o

"·'
)7.J
J8.)

.. .0

'90,J

aoft, badly

hard,
Z5. 8' to Z7. S' SHELL AGGLOMERATE,
in matrix of medium hard,
partly weathered,
ahale.
li&ht ycllowlah-aray
calcarcoua,
■ amc a ■ abov,
Z7. S' to 28. S' SHALE,probably
■ ample).
(container
argillacZ8. 5' to 30, O'LIMESTONE,hard,very
liaht gray, with a
eou1, partly fo11ilifcroua,
a lightly
very foa1iliferou1,
very hard,
aeam from
llaht aray llmeatonc
araillaccoua
Z8. 5' to Z8. 7' and with a very calcarcou•
gray ■ hale phaae Crom Z9.4' to Z9. 7'.
calcarcoua,
30. 0' lo 34. 7' SHALE, hard,
li&ht gray, with minor tranfoaailifcroua,
alightly cal•
aitional phaae• of medium hard,
aray 1halc.
ali&htly foaal1iferou1
careoua,
34. 7' to 37. l' SHALE, medium hard, slightly
aray.
calcareoua,
hard,araillaceoua,
37. 3' to 38. 3' LIMESTONE,
Haht aray, tranaitional
partly foaailiferoua,
to a ahaly phaac at the baae.

....,
.....
,.,..
Uil.l

rn ..

hard, alighUy
38. l' to 42. 0' SHALE,medlum
in the
foaailiferoua
bccomlna
calcareoua,
aray, with minor hard, very callower part,
very
pha ■ ca, and with a very hard,
careou1
band from
foa ■ illferoua Haht a ray limealone
39.6' to 39. 8'.
4Z. 0' to 49. 0' SHALE, medium hard, a lightly
aray, withminorverycalcarecalcareoua,
and with a hard, fo1ailioua shale phaaea,
light gray Jimeatone
Cerou1, argillaccou,,
band from 44. 6' to 44. 8'.
49. 0' to SI. 8' SHALE, medium hard,alightly
gray, with
foaalliferou,,
calcarcou,,
of hard,
pha•e•
tranaitional
oceatlonal
foa,iliferoua,
•liahtly
very calcareoua,
liiht 1ray ah.ale.
argil51. 8' to S6. l'LJMESTONE,hard,very
with
foa ■ iliferoua, Uaht gray,
laceoua,
phaaea of medium hard,
minor tran,itional
ar•y
very foa,illferou,,
very calcareou,,
ahale.
S6. I' to 65. O'LIMESTONE,hard,dightly
light aray, with numeroua
ar1illaccou1,
of aray
tlaht very thin partina•
irreaular
1hale.
calcareoua

https://scholar.smu.edu/fondrenscienceseries/vol1/iss4/7

brown.

allty,

brown.

CLAY.1ilty, ■ andy,lightgray.

FORMATION
foasili-

tlithlly
hard,
LIMESTONE,
maa,ive,
sugary ilppearance,
hard, sray chert acama at
and Z). I' to 23. )'.
Zl.6' to Z6. l' SHELL AGGLOMERATE,
1liaht1y and variably
medium hard,
from Zl. 6' to ZS. 0', in a matrix
weathered
gray ahale,and
of medium hard, calcareou1,
liaht gray
very hard, foa,lliferoua,
with•
band from Zl.6' to Zl. 7'.
limettone
26. 3' lo Z6. 9' SHALE, medium hard, ealar•y. with a hard, very argillaceeareoua,
phase from Z6. 4 1 to
oua, a ray limettone
Z6.7'.
very hard, very
Z6. 9' to Z7. 9' LIMESTONE,
light gray.
fostdiferous,
medium hard
27. 9' to 31. I' SHALE, variably
occasional
with
gray,
calcareou•,
to hard,
gray and
variably
hard, very argillaceous,
phaaea.
lishl gray llme1tone
hard, cal31.1' to lZ.l'SHALE,medium
gray.
careoua,
lZ. l' to lS. 0' SHALE, hard, very calcareoua,
on •hell
(bordering
partly foasillferous
9'), gray, with
from l). l' toll.
aaglomeratc
light aray hme ■ tonebands
hard ar1illaceou1,
from lZ. 3' to 3Z. 5' and 3Z. 6' to lZ. 7', and
nodule• of hard,
concretionary
with nwnerou•
in the
light gray limcatone
aqi:1llaceoua,
lower part.
extreme
35. 0' to 38. 7' SHALE, medium hard, calcareeoneretionary
oua, gray, with numeroua
light gray
nodule• o{ hard, araillaceoua,
in the lower part.
limeatone
medium hard
38. 7' to SS. 6 1 SHALE, variably
with
ar•y.
calcareous,
1lightly
and aoft,
light gray
very hard, very loaailiferou1,
banda from 38. 7' to 38. 9' and
limcatone
0. I'
40. 8' lo 41. I', and with oecaaional
gray lime,tone
thick, hard, very c•lcarcoua,
banda.

argillaceou1
30. l' to lZ. )' LIMESTONE,hard,
flake•
with numeroua
grayiah-tan,
ma111ve,
and nodules of chalk.
hard,
32. 3' to 40. 2' LIMESTONE,
with occational
aray,
araillaceous,
of dark gray
tiaht thm partm&•
irreaular
amall
with occaaional
shale,
calcareou•
or light a ray lime•lone,
ma••e•
concretionary
and with very amall flake• and nodule• of
chalk throughout.
~.PEAK

FORMATION

medium
band•

alightly
hard,
55. 6' to 60. S' LIMESTONE,
li&htaray,
partly foaaili!erou,,
argillaccoua,
tight, very thin
irrcaular,
with numeroua
gray •hale.
of hard, calcareoua,
partina•

1tiff.

aray,
IS6. 5' to 17S. 7' SHALE,dark
numerou,
foaailifcrou,,
calcareou1,
limc1tone.
gray argillaeeoua

weathered,

aravelly.

,andy,

9.0' to 21. 6' SHALE~badly
partly
ca\carcou,,
weathered,
yellow.
feroua,

~~
Zl. 6' to 25. 8' SHALE,
Hahl ycllowiah-aray.

to9.0'

WALNUT

COOUINA, hard,
while to tan.
variably

tan.
149. 9' to 1S6. S' LIMESTONE,
with ,oft
hard, argillaceoua
from 151.2' to 151. 7'.

Z.0.2' lo Zl.6'

hard,fouiliferoua
4. Z' to 6. 5' LIMESTONE,
tan to brown, with
variably
cry•talline,
partly to tightly
cavilic•
,olution
numerou,
lime, and with
filled with argillaceou•
of calcite.
ma••e•
occa ■ ional amall
6. 5' to 16. 9' SHELL
maa,ivc,
cry,talline

clayey,

5. 0' to 7. 0' SAND,

in
143. 0' to 149. 9' SHELL AGGLOMERATE
aoft to
,hale matrix,
dark gn.y c•lcareou1
medium hard.

clayey.

ailty,

clayey,

3. 0' to S. 0' SAND, clayey,
Plaatic.

firm.

1ilty,

aandy,

1ilty,

0.0' to 3.0' CLAY,
Brown to gr,y.

limelog)

40. Z' to 69. 6' LIMESTONE;hard,araillaceou,,
light
irrcaular
light gray, with numerous
aha le,
of dark gray calcareoua
thin parting•
lined vua •t 40. 9'.
and with a small calcite

139. Z.' to 143. 0' SHALE, dark 1ray, 10ft to
foa1iliferoua,
calcareoua,
medium h•rd,
aeam1.
lime,tone

10.6'

weathered
0. 0' to 4. 2' Top1oll-1oft
(Taken from driller'•
atone.

16.9' to 30. I'
argillaceou•,
tan, with very
Zl.4' to 21. 5'

very calcareou,,
pha1e from 116. I' to

band ■ of aray
134. l' to 139.2' Alternatina
and dark aray callimc,tone
argillaeeous
medium hard, foaailiferou,.
,hale,
careoua

0.0'

limeatone.
log)

very
band ■

hard, very
60. S' lo 61. l' LIMESTONE,
light aray, with oecaaional
1rgillaccou1,
phaaca of hard, very cal•
thin tran1itional
and with numerou•
aray ahale,
carcoua,
of
li&ht, very thin, parting•
irreaular,
aray ,hale.
calcareou,,
hard,
slightly
hard,
LIMESTONE,
0'
65.
to
61. l'
in the
araillaceou,
(becoming
•raillaceoua
light
partly fotailifcroua,
lower part),
tight, thin
irrcaular
gray, with numeroua
gray ah.ale.
ealcareoua,
of h•rd,
partina•

of

63.1' to 68.8'LIMESTONE,hard,artillaceoua,
maa,c,
conerctionary
aray, with oceaaional
of liaht aray lime atone, and with occaaional
of pyrite and pyriti,r.ed fo1ail1.
,mall m•••e•
TOTAL

DEPTH

68.4'

TOT AL DEPTH

69. 6'

68. 8' to 90. O'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceoua,
tight
irregular
light gray, with nwneroua
ahale
thin parting ■ of dark gray calcareoua
in
aur!acca
.slickenaidcd
having occaaional
fo11ila and
the upper part, with occaaional
of pyrite and
amall maasea
with oecaaional
pyriti&ed fo1ail1.

BOTTOM

OF HOLE.

17S. 7' to 187. O'LIMESTONE,vcryar1lllaeenumcroua
oua, medium hard, foaailiferoua,
dark aray ahale aeama.

WALNUT

FORMATION
TOTAL

90. 0' to 96. l'SHALE,gray,calcareoua,
banda
medium hard, with limeatone
91. l' lo 91. l' and 9Z. 0' to 9Z. 4'.

DEPTH

187. 0'
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ZC-9Z

O. O' to
D<•TH

[LEY.

o.o

63'.0

,.o

.,1.0

•• o

• sn.o

7.J

625.J

z. O'SILTY

(Taken

from

driller's

log)

EDWARDS FORMATION
z. 0' to 6. 0' LIMEST~gary
appearance,
ma ■ aive, partly
fossiliferous,
mottled white and light yellowish-tan,
wit.Ji
occa11ional ,mall solution
cavities
partly
filled with m.arl.
6. 0' to 7. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard, sugary, appearance,
massive,
ve,;y foaailiferoua,
mottled white and light yellowish-tan,
with
numerous
''pinhole"
cavities,
and with a
cryt1-Hine,
very hard,
partly foasilih:roua,
white limestone
band from 6. 5' to 6. 6'.
7. 5' to 14. 9'LlMESTONE,hard,
sugary
appearance,
maaaive,
light yellowish-tan,
wilh occaaional
minor,
partly fossili(eroua
phase• in the upper part, and with irregular
horizontal,
at lZ. 6'
iron-slained,
fracture•
and 13. 5'.
14. 9' to Z I. 8' LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
light yellowish-Lan,
with numerou•
large solution cavities
partly
to tightly filled with porous yellow marl.
ZI. 8' to ZJ. !'LIMESTONE,
hard,
sugary
massive,
light yellowi5h
tan.
appearance,
Zl. l' to Z5.6'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
argillaceoua
(becoming
very argillaceous
and light brown in the extreme
lower part),
massive,
tan, with numerou•
flakes of
chalk.
Z5. 6' to 33. )'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, gray with occasional
pockets
of hard,
light gray lime atone having numerous
small conflakes of chalk, with numerous
cretionary
nodules of hard,
light gray
limestone
and with occasional
irregular,
tight, thin, parting•
of gray, calcareous
shale.
PEAK FOR MA TlON
COMANCHE

0. 0' to Z. O'SILT

ZC-94

45. 9' to 48. O'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous,
irregular,
thick and thin, tight partings
of
hard, very calcareous.
gray 5hale, with
numerous
fossils,
and with numerous
ma5sea
of pyrite and pyritized
fos5iJs.
ZC-93

0.0'to
driller's

Z. 4'SILTY - BOULDERS
(Taken
log).
EDWARDS FORMATION

from
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Z. 4' to 6. )'LIMESTONE,
hard, matsive,
partly fossiliferous,
variably
white and
light yellowish-tan,
with occasional
small
of calcite.
maasea
ap6.3' to8.l'LIMESTONE,hard,sugary,
light ydlow to
pearance,
massive,
variably
tan.
8. I' to 9. Z'LIMESTONE,
very hard, slightly
crystalline,
massive,
variably
white and tan,
with very numerous,
very 5mall flakes of
chalk throughout.
9.Z' to Jl.6'LIMESTONE,hard,,iugaryappearance,
massive,
yellowi1h-lan,
with a
cavity from 9. 4' to 9. 6'.
large solution
hard,
sugary
11. 6' to 16. ]'LIMESTONE,
appearance,
ma.ssive,
yellowi5h-tan,
with
partly to tightocca.sional
solution
cavities
ly filled with marl,
with a very hard,
light gray chert band from 12.. Z' to
brittle,
12. 3', and with a fractured
zone having
iron-stained
surfaces
for IZ. 6• to 13. 9'.
hard, augary
16. ]' to 19. !'LIMESTONE,
appearance,
massive,
light yellowish-tan,
with flake a of chalk and occasional
fossils.
19. I' to ZO. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, fouiliferou•. mas1,ve,
light tan, with numerous
very small flakes of chalk.
Z0.6' to Zl.8'LIMESTONE,hard,
alight!y
argillaceou•.
sugary appearance,
massive,
with numerous
light yellowi•h-tan.
Clakes
of chalk.
ZI. 8' to ZS. 9'LJMESTONE,
hard, argillaceconcretionary
ous, gray, with occasional
nodules of hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light
gray limestone,
with occa5ional
fossils,
and
irregular,
tight thin partwith occasional,
dark gray,
ings of hard,
calcareous
.shale.
Z5. 9' to 30. 0'LIMESTONE,medium
hard
(almost hard),
very argillaceous,
gray, with
medium hard to soft, calcareous,
gray
shale bands from 26. 7' to 26. 8', Z7. 0' to
Z1. Z', Z1. 5' to Z7. 6', 28. 0' to ZS. 8', and
Z9.4' to JO. o•.
COMANCHE
PEAK FORMATION
JO. 0' ~ESTONE,
hard,
slightly
:;ugillaceout,
light gray, with numerous,
irregular,
tight, thin partings
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale,
with occa5ional
foa5ils.
and with a fractured
zone from
34. 3' to 34.9'.

42. 0' to 44. O'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceoua light gray, with numerous,
irregular
tight, thick and thin parting•
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale,
and with occasional
fossils.
44. 0' to 50. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous.
liaht gray, with numerous,
irregular,
tight, thin partings
of hard
calcareous,
gray clay, and w,th occasional
fossils,
and with fractured
zones from
49.6' to 50.0' and 50.3' to 50.6'.
50. 8' to 54. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, light gray, with nwnerous,
irregular,
tight thick and thin partings
of hard,
calcareous,
gray aha.le, with occa,iional
fossils,
with occasional
small concretionary
nodules of hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light
gray limestone,
and with a fractured
zone
from 50.8' to 51.4'.

.....

0.0'

O(l"TH

o.o

..
...
1,4

,

..,

11.4

..
....
17.9
1e.e

,..
25-9

ELEY.

621 ..0
620,.0
618 ...
616.2

611,.0

....,
60,.6

6<1!.6
600,.0

.196.J

to l.4'SILT
and boulders.
(Taken from driller's
log)

EDWARDS FORMATION
I. 4' to 2. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard, massive,
partly foaS1liferous,
white.
Z. 4' to 4. O'LIMESTONE,
hard, massive,
somewhat
sugary appearance,
light yellow,
with occasional
solution cavities
partly to
tightly filled with marl.
4. 0' to 6. 2.'LJMESTONE,
hard,
massive,
white, with numerous,
very tmall flakes o{
chalk.
6.Z' to ll.4'LIMESTONE,hard,masaive,
sugary appearance,
variably
light yellow
and tan, with numerous
solution cavities
partly to tightly filled with marl.
11. 4' to 17. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
light
argillaceoua,
fossiliferous,
variably
yellow and tan, with numerous
flake• ol
chalk.
17. 9' to 18. 8'LIMESTONE,hard,
argilgray, with very numerous
flakes
laceoua,
of chalk, and with tight, thick, irregular
parting•
of hard, calcareous,
gray shale.
18. 8' to 19. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, very
argiUaceou.s,
gray. with numerous,
large
concretionary
nodules of hard, argillaceou.s,
gray limestone
having numerous
flakes of
chalk, and with occasional,
irregular
tight,
'thin parting•
of hard,
calcareous,
dark gray
shale.
hard, argill&ce19. 8' to ZZ. 4'LIMESTONE,
ous, gray, with occasional
fossils,
with
occasional
small concretionary
nodules of
hard,
argillaceous,
light gray limestone,
with occasional
flake• of chalk, and with
occasional
irregular
tight, thin partings
of
hard, calcareous,
dark gray 5hale.
COMANCHE
PEAK FORMATION
Z5. 9' to 57. 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous
{with transitional
argillaceous
phases from 37. 4' to 40. 4' and 47. 5' to
49. 5'), partly fouiliferous,
light gray, with
numerous.
irregular,
tight thin partings
of
with occasionhard, calcareous,
gray shale,
al small masses
and with numerof pyrite,
ou1 pockets of hard,
argillaceous
gray
limestone
having numerou5
small pseudomarpha
of calcite after pyrite from 50. 6'
to 50. 8'.

57. 5' to 60. l'LIMESTONE,hard,argillaceous, gray, with numerou.s,
5mall,
concretionary
nodules of hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray limestone.
hard, slightly
60. I' to 63. O'LIMESTONE,
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous,
irregular,
tight, thin partings
of hard, calcareous,
gray shale.
63. 0' to 68. 4'LlMESTONE,
hard,argillaceous, light gray, with occasional,
irregular,
tight, thin partings
of hard,
calcareous,
gray shale,
and with occasional
small concretionary
nodules of hard,
a lightly argilJaceous,
light gray lime.tone.
68. 4' to 69. 2.'SHALE, medium hard,
calcareous, gray, with large concretionary
slightly
argillaceous,
nodules of very hard,
fossiliferous
light gray limestone.
69. Z' to 77. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceoua,
white, with numerous,
irregular,
tight, very thin partings
of
mediwn hard,
calcareous,
dark gray ahale
having slickenaided
surfaces,
and with
occasional
small mas1e.s of pyrite.
11. 8' to 86. O'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light guy (almost white), with
numerous,
irregular.
tight, thin partings
of medium hard, calcareous,
gray shale.
WALNUT FORMATION
86. 0' to 90. I 'SHALE, hard, very calcareous,
gray, with occasional
thin tranaitional
phase1 of hard, very argillaceous,
light
gray limestone.
90. l' to 9Z. 2'SHALE, medium hard, calcareous, gray,
92. Z' to 9Z. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, argillaceous, very fossiliferous,
light gray, with
occasional,
irregular,
tight thin parting ■ of
medium hard,
calcareous,
gray shale.
9Z. 6' to 95. !'SHALE, medium hard, calcareoua, gray, with occasional
fossil.s,
and with
a very hard, slightly
argillaceou,i,
very
fossiliferous
light gray limestone
band from
93. ]' to 93. 5'.
BOTTOM OF HOLE

0. O' to 2. O'SILT,

clayey,

Z. O' to 6. O'SAND, silty,

6.0

6. O' to 21. J'SILT,
plastic to stiff.

sandy,

brown,

clayey,

clayey,

stiff.

0. 0' to 13. O'Silty

IZ. 0' to ZO. !'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
crystalline,
hard, slightly
massive,
white,
amall solution
cavities
with occasional
tightly filled with yellow marl.

COMANCHE

clayey,

5ilty, brown-

Z6. ]' to 38. O'SAND and GRAVEL,
grained.
(Fishtailed)
.

ZC-JZO

1()1},.7
110.2

Continued

109. 7' to 110. Z'SHALE,

111.1

PEAK

112.4

ZO. l' to 34.9'LJMESTONE.hard,
sugary
appearance,
massive,
tan, with numerous
large solution
cavities
partly to tightly
filled with yellow marl.

soft, weathered.
log)

120.4

FORMATION

13. 6' to 51. 9'LIMEST0NE,
medium hard
(almost hard),
argillaceous,
light gray, with
fostils
throughout,
with numerous
irregular,
tight, thick to thin partings
of gray calcareous
shale,
having slickensided
surlacea,
with a few 1m11l masses
of pyrite,
and with
medium hard, light gray to gray, calcareous
1hale seams Crom 13, 6' to 14, 6' and Z4. 5'
to Z4. 7'.

fine

L27.<J

medium hard,
34. 9' to 36. Z'LIMESTONE.
argillaceous,
massive,
gray brown.
36. Z' to 46. 8'LIMESTONE,
medium bard,
argillaceous,
massive,
gray, with numerous flakes of chalk and concretionary
masses
of light gray lime1tone
in the ex•
treme upper part and with occasional
flakes of chalk throughout.

gray,

..

133.0

~~~

BOTTOM

OF HOLE

gray,

15Z. 0' to 159. O'SHALE, gray,
thin seams
hard, calcareous,
out limestone.

to 53.0'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
argjllaceous,
thin dark gray

to

hard,
lime-

medium

mediwn
to
of argillace-

AGGLOMERATE
159. 0' to 1'70. !'SHELL
matrix of dark gray calcareoua
thale,
medium hard.

aha le

53. 0' to 54. 9'SHALE, gray, hard, calcareou5,
with occasional
small coricretionary
nodules of hard argillaceoua
light gray hme5tone.
54. 9' to 59. J'LIMESTONE,
gray, mediwn
hard, argillaceous,
foasiliferou•.
with
numerous
seams and partings
of gray
medium hard calcareous
shale.
59. ]' to 62. 8'SHALE, gray, hard, calcareous,
wiih occasional
small concretionarynodule5
of hard argillaceous
limestone.
6Z. 8' to 65. 9'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
hard, argillaceous,
foasilt,
occasional
numerou5
thin 5eama and parting•
of calcareous
fos5iJiferoua
gray shale.
65. 9' to 66. 8'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
very calcareou5.
very fossiliferous,
with
occasional
small concretionary
nodules of
hard, argillaceous.
foa5ilileroua,
light gray
limestone.
66. 8' to 7Z. 7'Alternating
thin bands and
seams of gray calcareous
shale and gray,
hard. argillaceous
limestone.
n. 7' to 85. !'LIMESTONE,
light gray,
medium to hard, argillaceous,
with
numerous
medium hard,
very argillaceous,
somewhat
shaly phases with numeroul!I
fossils,
with numerous
irregular
tight
thick to thin seams and partings
of very
calcareous
gray shale.

cal-

gray, medium
141. 2' to 152. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
argillaceous,
occa1ional
fossib,
numerous
seam5 and partings
of gray
medium hard calcareous
shale.

46. 8' to 84, 5'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
light gray, with numerous
argillaceoua,
irregular
tight thin partings
of gray calcareous
shale, with occasional
fossils.
and
with occasional
small masses
of pyrite and
pyritized
fossils .

51.9'
hard,

very

133. 0' to 139. 5'SHALE, gray, mediwn
calcareous,
occasional
fossils,
gray
atone band from 136. 6' to 137. 7'.

139. 5' to 141. Z'SHALE,dark
to hard, very calcareoua.

BOULDERS and
38. 0' to Z9. 8'GRAVEL,
BROWN CLAY, no clay recovered
{description
taken from dciller's
log).
fine
39. 8' to 4Z. 4'5AND and GRAVEL,
grained.
4Z. 4' to 43. O'CLA Y, soft, weathered,
brown,
with gravel.
WALNUT FORMATION
43. 0' to 4J:-S'SHEiLAGGLOMERATE,
ironstained,
weathered,
in a matrix
of partly
softened, weathered.
yellowish-gray
shale.
43. 5' to 45. 7'SHALE, medium hard, calcarepartly fossiliferou11,
gray.
ous, weathered,
45. 7' to 46. !'SHALE,
medium hard, calcareous, slightly
weathered,
partly fossiliferous,
gray, with numerous
concretionary
nodules
of h.ard, light gray lime atone.
medium hard, slightly
46, l' to 53. ]'SHALE,
calcareous,
gray, with occasional
fossil5,
and with a shell agglomerate
band from
5Z.7'to53.0'.
53. 3' to 59. J'L.IMESTONE,
hard, foasiliferous, argillaceous,
light gray, with
numerous,
irregular,
tight, thin partings
and occasional
bands of medium hard,
fo,isiliferous.
calcareou5
gray shale.
59. 3' to 60. Z'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with occasional
it-regular,
tight, thin partings
of mediwn
hard,
calcareous,
gray shale .

hard,

l lO. Z' to 111. ?'SHALE, gray, medium hard,
calcareous,
with thin 5eam5 of gray argillaceoua
limestone.
111.7' to 112.4'LIMESTONE,gray,medium
hard, argillaceous.
l ll. 4' to IZO. 4'SHALE,
dark gray, medium
occaaional
fossils,
hard, very calcareou5,
with thin argillaceous
limestone
seam 117. 3' to 119. 9'.
Band of gray argillaccous
limestone.
120. 4' to 125. O'SHALE, dark gray, calcareous, medium hard,
with very thin seams
and partings
of gray medium hard argillaceous
lime1tone.
Band of gray argillace•
ous nodular
limestone
from 12Z.9' to IZ4. 5'.
1Z5.0' to IZ7. 9'SHALE,
gray, hard,
very
calcareous,
aeama and
with numerous
partings
of gray hard argillaceoua
limettone.
127. 9' to 133. O'LIMESTONE,
gray, medium
occa5iona,
fossils.
hard argillaceous,

brown,

13. 0' to 13. 6'SHALE, gray,
(Taken from driller's

ZI. 3' to Z6. J'SANO,
gray, firm.

with

clay and clay.

brown.

sandy,

log)

EDWARDS FORMATION
very hard,
8. O' to IZ. O'LIMESTONE,
cryat.slline,
massive,
vuggy, brown,
numerous
fossils.

ZC-116

6D8A6C-104

----------

33. 3' to 45. 9'LIMESTONE,
hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
of hard,
irregular,
tight thin partrngs
calcareous,
gray shale,
and with a medium
hard, argillaceous,
chalky white limestone
band from 43. 5' to 43. 7'.

and bouldert.

Z. 0' to a'. O'SAND and clay.
(Taken from driller'.s

in

170, I' lo 180. 5'LIMESTONE,gray,mediwn
hard,
very argillaceous,
numerous
thin
seams and bands of gray foasiliferoua,
calcareou5
shale.

84. 5' to 89. 8'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
argillaceous,
mas•ive,
gray, with occasional small concretionary
masses
of light
gray limestone.
89. 8' to 109. 7'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
argillaceous,
light gray, with numerous
irregular
tight thin partings
of dark gray
calcareous
shale having slickenaided
surfaces.
with occa9ional
fossils,
and with
occasional
small mas sea of pyrite.

180.J
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ZC8A-61

ZC-11

ZC8A-35
EL('+"

soo.o
535.0

0. 0' to l. 0'Topsoil,
bl•ck.
1. 0' to 7. 0'LIMESTONE
boulders
soft, weathered,
broken.
(From
nport).
EDWARDS

,.,

..,

519.0

sn.o

U.S. ARMY

Colligan: Geology of Belton Reservoir Area, Leon River, Bell County, Texas

and marl,
driller's

0. 0' to l. 0' Topsoil

0. 0' to 0. 8'TOPSOIL,
bl,.ck.
0. 8' to 5. 0'LIMESTONE,
weathered,
(From driller's
report)

59. 8' to 62. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard, mas1ive,
gray, with ll;ikes and nodules of chalk
throughout.
PEAK
---

FORMATION

----

6Z. 7' to 67. 4'LIMESTONE,
nodular,
hard,
light gray, mottled with numerous
concretionary
masses
of gray limestone,
and with nume roua irregular
paper-thin
aeams of dark gray shale.
TOTAL DEPTH 67. 4'

broken.

EDWARDS FORMATION
5. 0' to 6.o7i.lMESTONE,
very hard,
crystalline,
vuggy.
brown,
6. 0' to 9. S'CAVITY.
Water loss, probably
clay filled.
9. 5' to 11. 0'LIMESTONE,
soft, white,
probably
with a gray chert band. There ia
a l. 4' core 101, in this run.
11. 0' to Zl. l'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard,
tan to brown, siliceous,
to .!loft and friable,
massive,
with numerou.!I amall vugs and
open shell casts and molds,
and with very
brown, vuggy limettone
ha rd cry,talline
bands from IZ. 5' to 13. 4' and Z0. 3' to
zo. 7'.

EDWARDS

,.,
l.S.l

.,...s

5., ..

se1.o
580.S

.57.5.0

35. 0' to 41. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, ma.!l.!live,
sugary appearance,
with
tan to yellow,
occasional
solution
cavitiea
partly filled
w,th calcareous
material.
41. 6' to 46. S'LIMESTONE,
hard, maaaive,
white to tan, .slightly foasiliferoua,
with
numerous
small nodules and flakes of
chalk in the upper part.
46. 5' to 49. 7'LIMESTONE,
hard, massive,
fo.!1.!llliferous,
light gray, with a few paperthin seams of dark gray shale and pockets
small fragof d .. rk gray shale containing
ments of chalk ,n the upper part.

512..

ZS. I' to 30.4'LIMESTONE,hard,
brown,
vuggy.
cryatalline,

567.l

30. 4' to 39. 4'LIMESTONE,hard,
ma.!lsive,
.Jlightly foasiliferous,
t,.n, with occasional
small aolution cavitie•
tightly filled with
calcareou,
material.

.576.0

coquina,

hard to
SZ. I' to 74. Z' LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard, mas,ive,
sugary appearwith occasional
ance, tan to brown,
solution
cavitiet
partly filled with calcareous material.

...,W., ..

TOTAL
TOTAL

DEPTH

DEPTH

74, Z'
121.6

49. 7'

~
~

EDWARDS FORMATION
4. 5' to 6. S'LIMESTONE,
hard,
light tan to
white, dense,
weathered.
6. 5' to 8. 0'LIMESTONE,
thin, alternating
layer.!! with 10ft yellow and white shale or
marl,
lime,tone
moderately
hard. Cavity
7. 0' lo 7. 5' solution
channel•.
8. 0' to 14. 0'LIMESTONE,
tan-white,
10ft,
crumbly.
argillaceous,
soft and hard banding. Calcite
crystal•.
Core loss 4. 6'.
Cavity IZ. 0' to 12. 5'.
BASE OF MAJOR WEATHERING
14. 0' to 18. 0'LIMESTONE.
hard, dense,
white to tan, fo.sslliferous,
thin iron stained
,earn,.
18. 0' to 18. 4'CHERT,
very hard,
brittle,
fractured.
18.4' to4l,4'LIMESTONE,
soft, friable,
marly, aeams, siliceous
appe,.rance,
vuggy,
tan to greenish-yellow
color.
Numerou1
fossil ca,ts ;ind moulds.
Core has pitted
aurf,.ce.
Band of hard solution
stained
honey-combed
\ime.!ltone 34. Z' to 34. 5'.
Total waler Le•• 34. Z'. Much core loss.
41. 4' to 44. S'LIMESTONE,
hard, tan to
•lightly
brown
granular
to cryatalline,
and pitted,
honeycombed
,ome of pits and
honeycombed
11:ones refilled
with aoft tan
granular
calcareou.!I
material.

Published by SMU Scholar,

44, 5' to 56. I 'LIMESTONE,
ahell coquina,
maasive
moderately
hard,
tan to dirty
white color.
Impregnated
with calcite
cryaJ;ala and maa.!le,.
Ferruginou.!I
stained.
56. J' to 80. S'LIMESTONE,yellow-tan,
moderately
hard, den,e,
maaaive,
granular
Vuggy and pitted in
to •ugary appearance.
irregular
pattern.
Thin 10ft yellow marly
aeama, flakes and nodules of white chalky
material
below 65.1'.
TOT AL DEPTH 80. 5'

591.)

...

,

17.0

SM.I
22.0

30. 9' to 34. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
tan with
numerou.!I large tolution
cavitiet
tightly
filled with porous yellow calcareous
material.
34.0' to 38.9'LJMESTONE,hard,tan,
.slightly crystalline,
with very large iron.stained,
calcite-lined
cavities
from 34. 0'
to 35. 0' and with numerout
small to large
cavities
from 35. 0' to 38. 9'. Grout present
in the cavities
from 35. 0' to 36. 4'.
38. 9' to 40. S'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard
to ,oft and friable,
sihceous,marly,
TOT AL DEPTH

.579.1

0. 0' to I. 9' Topsoil, black, with limealone
boulders.
hard, slightly
I. 9' to Z. S'LIMESTONE,
cry,talline,
ma,.sive,
tan, with thin aeams
10ft brown weathered
marly lime,tone.
Z. 5' to 5. 4'LIMESTONE,
soft and friable,
argillaceoua,
ma,sive,
lisht yellowish-tan.
slightly
S. 4' to 5. 7' LIMESTONE,
hard,
cry,talline,
ma1,ive,
tan.

EDWARDS FORMATION
hard, m.auive,
5. 7' to 7. 2:1LIMESTONE,
slightly
crystalline,
tan, numerous
large
fr .. ctures.
7. Z' to 8. !'LIMESTONE,
very hard,
cry•talline, vuggy, brown, with large e:xtenaive
solution
channel,
partly clay filled.
8. l' to 9. 8'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard
to •oft and fri1ble, somewhat
platy, ,lightly
argillaceous,
marly white to tan.
very hard, vuggy,
9. 8' to lZ. !'LIMESTONE,
cry,talline,
brown,
wilh large e:xtensive
channels
partly filled with clay
•olution
and 10ft iron-atained
weathered
calcareous
material.
white,
soft, iron•
IZ. l' to IZ. 4'SHALE,
.stained.
IZ. 4' to 16. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, maaaive,
to tan.with
numerous
fractures
dense.white
and with occasional
marly seams.
16.6' to 17.0'LIMESTONE,veryhard,
co .. rse\y cry.!llalline,
vuggy, brown.
17. 0' to Z0. 4'LIMESTONE,
hard, massive,
den.!le, .!Ilightly crystalline,
tan. to brown, w•th
numerous
large e:xtensive
fractures.
Z0.4' to ZZ.0'CAVITY,clay
filled.
TOTAL DEPTH ZZ. 0'

30C-4

...

I)(l'TH·
TOTAL

489.2

DEPTH

IZI. 6'

0. 0' to 5. 6'CLAY,
boulders.

5. 6' to 7. 3'CLAY

and boulders.
and soft weathered

EDWARDS FORMATION
5. 0 1 to 13. !'LIMESTONE,
hard, dense,
white to tan, with thin iron-atained
seams,
fossiliferous.

13. I' to 13. 3'CHER T, very hard,
brittle,
gray, fractured,
nodular.
13. )' to 37. 7'LIMESTONE,variably
medium
hard ,.nd 10ft with occasional
fri;ible, marly
phases,
with numerou,
vug,, fo•sil cast•
and mold.s.
37. 7' to 38. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard,
brown,
honeycombed
with vug-11 filled with tan to
orange calcareou5
material.
.shell coquina,
38. 6' to 49. 4'LIMESTONE,
massive,
moderately
hard.
variably
tan to
white, with occa,ional
calcite cry•tals
and
iron atain,.
49. 4' to 65. 7'LIMESTONE,
massive,
sugary appearance,
tan, hard.

dense,

65. 7' to 69. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, light gray
with numerou,
paper-thin
seams of dark
gray shale and occasional
pockets
of dark
gray shale containins
flakes and nodules of
chalk,

0. 0' to l. 0' Topsoil.
l. 0' to 5. 0'LIMESTONE
boulders,
ed, .in cl .. y matri:x.
(From driller's
report)
EDWARDS FORMATION
5.0' to I0. i 1 LIMESTONE,hard,mauive,
tan to white,
•lightly
Iostiliferous.

weather-

10. I' to 10. S'CHERT,
very hard, brittle,
gray, nodular.
10. 5' to 35. 3'LIMESTONE,moderately
hard
to soft and friable,
tan to brown, siliceous
appearance,
w,th numerous
vug• and fossil
ca,ts ;ind molds.
Banda of very hard, brown,
cry,talline
vugsy lime,tone
from Zl. 3' to
Zl.6' and ZS. 0' to ZS. Z'. Fractures
with
from zz. 0' to Z4. 3'
iron stained .surfaces
and 30. 6' to 3Z. 3'.

35. 3' to 49. l'LIMESTONE,
shell
white to tan, massive,
moderately

coquin;i,
hard.

49. l' to 58. !'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard, ma,.11ive, sugary appearance,
slightly
pitted •urfsce.
Bands of very hard tan
.11lightly cry,talline
lime,tone
from 53. 9•
to 54. 0' and 54. 7' to 55. 0'.
58. I' to 61. 6'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard,
massive,
tan, gray, with abundant
small
flakes and nodule,
of white ch,.lk, occa5ional fostils.
1
hard, variably
61. 6 to 63. 0'LIMESTONE,
tan lo light gray,massive,
fo.51iliferous,
paper-thin
learns and partings
of dark gray
sh,.le,
irregular
pockets
of dark gray shale
containing
small nodules
of chalky material,

SM.O
587.2
,566.0

0, 0' to I. 0' Topsoil.
1. 0' to 4. S'LIMESTONE
boulders
matrix.
(From driller's
report)
EDWARDS~

in clay

581.S

.sao.~
.\80.7

4. 5' to 17. 0'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard,
tan, den.!le, probably
with occa.!lional
band•
of very hard brown vuggy crystalline
lime.!ltone. A core loss of 11. l' baa been placed
in this material.
1/3 of the water returns
were lost between
12. 0' and 15. 0'.
17. 0' to 17. S'CHERT, very
gray.
17. 5' to 35. !'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard to ,oft and
siliceous,
brown,
ma,tive,
•mall vug• and fossil casts

hard,

35. l' to 44. Z'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard, maasive,
tan to white, moderately
with occasional
,mall calcite-lined
vug,.
44. Z' to 56. 6'LIMESTONE,hard,
massive,
fo5sillferous,
susary
appearance,
tan to
yellow color.
Gray, brown, very hard,
chert .!learn from SZ. 0' to 52. 4'.
brittle

61. I' to 65. 6'LIMESTONE,
fo,siliferous,
light gray,
paper-thin
seam•
of dark
of dark gray
with pockets
.Jmall nodules of chalk.

s11.a

.s1s.e

brittle,

variably
friable,
with numeroua
and molds.

56.6' to 61. l'LIMESTONE,hard,mauive,
fo,1iliferous,
tan to yellow color,
small Uake.!I and nodules
of chalk.

se1.1

with

hard, massive,
with occasional
gray ,h,.!e and
.Jhale containing

.570.0

Start
~

DEPTH

63. 0'

lime.stone.

FORMATION

DEPTH

28. 5' to 32. 5' Opening partly lilied with
Opening developed
clay.
along a fraclure.

32. 5' Started 6" core.
32. 5' to 44. 0'LIMESTONE,
soft, weathered,
tan to light gray with clay filled ,earn,.

TOTAL

BRAZOS RIVER BASIN,

ZS. 0'

BELTON

DEPTH

44. 0'

TEXAS

RESERVOIR

LEON RIVER,

TEXAS

CORE BORINGS

hard, maa,ive,
65. 6' to 69. 3'LIMESTONE,
concretionary
gray, with occasional
mas,e1
of hard light gray limestone.

TOTAL,, DEPTH
TOTAL
DEPTH

and broken

30" coring

9. 0' to 11. 0'LIMESTONE,
very hard, dense,
crystalline,
light brown, with numerous
•olution
cavltie•
from 10. 4' to 11. 0'.
11.0' to 13.J'LIMESTONE,mauive,hard,
tan, with solution
channels
in the lower part.
13. 3' to 13. S'LIMESTONE,
ve•·y hard,
brittle, fractured,
crystalline,
brown,
with
numerous
vug• lined with iron-,tained
calcite.
13. 5' to 14. l'CLAY, aoft, white.
very hard,
14. I' to 14. 3'LIMESTONE,
brittle,
finely crystalline,
brown.
14. 3' to 17. Z'LIMESTONE,
hard, massive,
slightly
cry,talline,
tan to brown,
fo,siliferou,,
with numerous
vugs lined with
iron-stained
calcite.
17. Z' to 19. Z'CAVITY and large solution
channels
in coarsely
cry1talline,
very hard,
brown limestone.
19. z, to ZS. 0'LIMESTONE,
very hard,
cryatalline,
tan to brown, mastlve.
with
marly seama,
and with occa,ional
amall
.!lolution cavities.
TOTAL

.!lilly with lime atone

7. 3' to ZS. S'LIMESTONE,
badly weathered,
soft chalky,
with clay Ii.lied ,eama.

0. 0' to 1 7' Clayey silt and limestone
materials.
boulders.
Topsoil and residual
I. 7' to Z. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard,
brown, crystalline,
fractured
,.nd weathered.
Z.0' to Z. )'CHERT,
dark gray, nodular,
fractured,
very hard.
Z. 3' to 3. 0'LIMESTONE,
brown, crystallin"',
fractured,
hard.
3. 0' to 3. Z'MARL, soft, .!IOlution ,tained,
tan.
honeycombed,
3. Z' to 7. 0'MARL, .11oft,buff, caliche like
and mealy appearanced.
7. 0' to 7. 8'LIMESTONE,
medium hard,
honeycombed,
•olution
stained,
porou,.
1. 8' to 9- 0'CLAY and thin layers of honeycombed limestone,
solution
stained,
porous
to cavernous.

GRAPHIC

LOGS

PROJECT DOCUMENT SITE
GALVESTON DISTRICT, GALVESTON,

TOTAL

of

40. 5'

ElfV.

Z. 0' to 5. 0' Boulders
limestone.

in clay

Zl. 4' to 30. 9'LlMESTONE,
very hard,
cryatalline,
brown,
with numerous
vuss
lined with iron-stained
calcite.

595.0

0. 0' to Z. 0' Topsoil

0. 0' to 0, S'CLAY,
silty.
0. 5' to 4. S'Limestone
boulder•
matri:x,
weathered.

593.0

FORMATION

10. 8' to 13. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, maa,ive,
tan, with a thin marly seam from
dense,
IZ. 0' to IZ. Z'.
13.8' to 15. l'LIMESTONE,hard,dense,tan,
with numerous
solution
channels.
15.1' to 17. l'LIMESTONE,very
hard, massive, .slightly crystalline,
tan to brown,
with occa,ional
small vugs.
filled with
17. I' to Zl. 4'CAVITY, partially
clay and grout.

71. l' to 72.Z'LIMESTONE,hard,ma,aive,
fossiliferous,
t;in, with numerous
small
flake.J and nodules of chalk.
72. Z' to 76. Z'LIMESTONE,
h,._rd, light gray,
thin
very Io1,ilif"'rous,with
numerous
seams of dark gray shale and pockets
of
flakes and
dark gr;iy aha!e containing
nodules of chalk, and with a large calcitefilled vug from 74. 7' to 74. 8'.
shell coquina,
71i. Z' to 79. 5'LIMESTONE,
light grayish-tan,
hard,
massive.
hard, alishtly
79. 5' to 85. 0'LIMESTONE,
gray, with occ .. sional thin
argillaceou1,
seams of dark gray shale and concretionary
mass of Hahl gray lime.stone.
COMANCHE
PEAK FORMATION
85. 0' ~MESTONE,
hard,
light
gray with numerous
thin irregular
,earns
of dark gray shale.

ZCSA-34

OJ

593.9
EDWARDS
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hard, ma.!ltive,
49. 0' to 49. 9'LIMESTONE,
solution "cavitiea"
tan with numeroua
tightly filled with porous yellow calcareous
material.
49. 9' to 61. 9'LIMESTONE,
shell coquma,
hard, m .. saive,
white to tan, with occaaional
solution "cavities"
tightly filled
material
in
with porous yellow calcareous
the upper part.
61.9' to 71. l'LIMESTONE,hard,mauive,
susary
appearance,
tan to brown.

.!!lightly

shell

.59.5.1
l9l~

27. 9' to 49. 0'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard
to soft and friable,
siliceous,
tan to brown,
with marly phase•
and with numf,rou•
small
vugs and open shell cast.sand
molda.

very hard,
39. 4' to 41. S' LIMESTONE,
massive,
crystalline,
brown, with a few
amall calcite-lined
vuga, slightly
Ioasiliferous.
41. 5' to 52. !'LIMESTONE,
ma.Jsive,
white to tan.

FORMATION

5. 0' to 5. 7'LIMESTONE,
very h;ird,
vuggy, brown.
cryatalline,
hard, maasive,
5. 7' to 27. 9'LIMESTONE,
to tan, with occasional
white,
small very
vuggy brown limestone
hard, cryatalline,
breaks.

FORMATION

very hard, cry•9. 0' to IZ. 7'LIMESTONE,
ta11ine, vuggy, brown.
IZ. 7' to 15. l'LIMESTONE,hard,
somewhat
platy, dense, white, with a very hard,
crystalline
brown limestone
seam from
14. 9' to 15. I'.
15.1' to 16. S'LIMESTONE,hard,
alightly
vuggy and fo,.!liliferous,
massive,
tan.
16. 5' to 17. 0'CHERT,
very hard, brittle,
fractured,
gray.
17,0' to 19.5'CAVITY.
19. 5' to Zl. S'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
cryst;illine,
vuggy, brown .
21. 5' to ZZ. S'CAVITY.
hard, white, with
ZZ. 5' to Z5. I 'LIMESTONE,
numerous
solution
cavities
partly to tightly
filled with calcareous
material.

.s1e.o
ZI. Z' to 35. 0'LIMESTONE,
shell coquina,
hard, occasionma.!lsive,
tan, moderately
ally pitted with aolution cavities
partly
material.
filled with calcareoua

------EDWARDS

6C8A-3Z

.......
...

ElEY.
601.J

.Jilly clayey 5and.
0. 0' to I. 0'TOPSOIL,
l.0' to 10.8'LIMESTONE,weathered,with
clay or marl filled seams and fractures.

FORMATION

15. 5' to 20. 9'LJMESTONE,
hard, massive,
den11e, crystalline,
tan to brown, probably
with occasional
small gray chert con,.nd numerous
cretions
small vugs.
20. 9' to 24. !'LIMESTONE,
moderately
hard,
tan, with numerous
solution cavities
partly
to tightly filled with porous yellow calweathered.
careous
material,
l4. I' to ZS. S'LIMESTONE,
hard, cryatalline, massive,
dense,
brown,
with numerous amall aolution cavities
tightly filled
material
in the
with porous calcareous
upper part.
ZS. 5' to 40. S'LIMESTONE,
sh"'ll coquina,
massive
whit"' to tan, moderat<!,ly hard,
calcite
crystals.
with occasional
40. 5' to 41. l'LIMESTONE,hard,
slightly
crystalline,
massive,
tan.
hard, musive,
41. I' to 47. 3' LIMESTONE,
tan to brown.
sugary appearance,
47. 3' to 49. 6'LIMESTONE,
hard, massiv°",
tan, fossiliferous,
with smaH flake• and
of chalk.
nodules
hard, very
49. 6' to 55. 8'LIMESTONE,
paperfossiliferous,
gray, with occasional
thin seams of dark gray shale and pockets
of dark gray shale containing
flakes and
nodules of chalk.
55. 8' to 59. 8'LIMESTONE,
hard, fossiliferirregular
thin
ous, gray with numerous
seams of dark gray shale and with occasional concretionary
masses
of light gray lime.

COMANCHE

0.0' to 1.0' TOPSOIL.
l. 0' to 9. 0'LIMESTONE,
weathered.
(From driller'•
report)

and gravel.

l. 0' to 5. 0'LIMESTONE
bouldeu,
weathered.
(From driller'•
log,).

7. 0' to 9. 0'LIMESTONE,
hard, ma.uive,
dense, crystalhne,
tan to brown, probably
with occasional
small gray chert concretions
and numerous
small vugs.
Note:
core loss of 1.8', weathered
.
9.0' to 15. 5'CAVITY.
Water lou at 11.0'.
(Taken from dr1ller's
Probably
clay
Jogs).
filled.

----
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COLLIGAN, PLATE

Fig. 1. Exposed cavern in wall of core boring 30C-l at elevation
abutment.

Fig. 2. Mucked-out cavern
westerly from boring 30C-l.

(total

length

about

100 feet)

20

577.0 in left

extending

south-
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Fig. 1. End of mucked-out
appl'Oximately 50 feet.

Fig. 2. Partly

mucked-out

4

COLLIGAN, PLATE

21

cavern beyond which two solution channels extend

solution channel at end of mucked-out

cavern.
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